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INTBODUCTORY NOTE. i 

- 
The following explanatory sketch of the Institute and its system, has been pre- 

it may contribute to the diffusion of more accurate knowledge than, it is to be 

of the Institute or its  plan^ of future development. It is deemed proper to remark 
that the mere notice which is here introduced, of some of the more prominent Poly- 
technic Institutions of Europe, has seemed to  be the very Zectst that could be said on 
this point in order-as waa the object of their introduction in this paper-to aid 
the formation of an intelligent judgment of the characteristics aa well ae utilities of 
that class of educational institutiona in which the Institute finds ita pIace. 

s 

pared at  the request of the Committee whose statement follows, with the hope that 

feared, now prevails in our own community, with respect either to the real objects 
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THE 

Rensselaer Polyt echnicl Institute. 

IT is scarcely to he doubted that, in respect to the RENSSELAER POLY- 
TECHNIC INSTITUTE, there is considerable misapprehension, not to say 
ignorance, more or less prevalent with regard to its position, objects, and 
other characteristics, as a n  edncational establishment. And, je t ,  this is 
not so remarkable when it is understood as it properly should be, that 
some of the most material changes, in what may be called the charactw- 
istics of such an institution, have been effected in this within a period of 
less than six years past. To explain the nature of these changes, the 
considerations which conducted to them, the consequences which have 
resulted ‘from them, and the present aims and hopes of the Institute 
managenienf will be the main objects of this paper. 

RE-ORGANIZATION OF THE INSTITUTE. 
Prior to the year 1850, the Rensielaer Institute was announced, and 

generally understood to be an institution for ‘‘ Instruction in Mathematics, 
Physics, chemistry, Qeaealo,r/y, and Natural History, with their -4pplications 
to CIVIL ENGINEERING, the ARTS, MANUFACTURES. and AGRICULTURE.” 
These, indeed, were substantially the objects of the institution, as originally 

by its Founder, STEPHEN TAX RENSSEZAER ; and, 
eviations in the style of declaration or details of execu- 

tinued to be the declared objects of the Instilute, through 
iod of a quarter of a century, iip to the date men- 

tioned a t  the opening of this paragraph. At this time, the present Direc- 
tion of the Institute, afier an experience of nearly three years with its 
plans and workings, had reached the conclusion that, notwithstanding the 
acknowledged usefulness of the institution upon its then existing bas+, 
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it nevertheless did, and must continue to  fail to realize those better results, 
which, as an educational establishment, it  might, and, indeed, ought to be 
capable of, were it not for certain radical defects in fundamental features of 
its organization. These were believed to be, first, in the recognition of 
educational objects which were not only too comprehensive i n  reach, but 
liable to  be too vaguely and indejnitely worked out, to admit of that com- 
pleteness of treatment or that balancing of parts. so essential to anything 
like satisfactory results ; and, secondly, as if to render more unmitigated 
the evils noted under the ‘first head, in the sWorf time, allwed to  be su$;- 
cient, for the preparation of candidates for the scholastic or professional 
degrees conferred by the Institute Board. 

The Managers of the Institute, therefore, resolved, that their field 
should be narrowed and more thoroughly cultivated ; that, indeed, their 
educational objects should be restricted to matters immediately cognate to 
ARCHITECTURE and EXGINEERING ; that, moreover, for a somewhat 
irregular and for the most part optional course, requiring but a single year 
for its accomplishment, they ‘ wouId substitute a carefully considered 
Curriculum, which should require at the least three full years of systematic 
and thorough training; and that, finally, they would demand the application 
of the strictest examination tests to  the successive parts of the course 
prescribed, not onIy in respect to the translation of students from lower to 
higher classes, bi t ,  especially, in all cases of ultimate graduation with 
professional degrees. 

I t  was in accordance with such views as these that, in 1849-50, this in- 
stitution was wholly rearganized upon the basis of a general POLYTECHNIC 
INSTITUTE, when it received the distinctive addition to  its title, under 
which it has since been more or less generally known. I ts  objects were 
thenceforward declared to be “The education of ARCHITECTS and CIVIL, 
MININQ, and TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINERRS, upon an enlarged basis, and 
with a Iiberal deveIopment of Mental and Physical Culture.” It was, 
however, also declared that, the  educational advantages of the Institute 
should not be restricted to those only who might be destined to  profes- 
sional pursuits, but “should be made avaiIabIe and eminently nsefu1 to all 
others, whether contempIating a future professional career or not, who, 
appreciating and desiring such a course of educational training, would be 
milling to submit to the disciprine required for its successful accomplishment.” 

Rut it is proper to remark that, with the comprehensive statement and 
formal announcement, then made, of what was proposed to  be the future 
moik of the Institute, there was associated in the minds of its Managers no 
immediate expectation of realizing more than a very partial development 
of their plans, with the comparativelg- limited resources in mrrtdriel of every 
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kind a t  their command. Accordingly, if was resolved, that, of the entire 
Institute Curriculum, they would at  first proceed to develope the GENERAL 
CouRsE-the common scientific basis of the four Professional courses- 
and the two specialities of CIVIL and TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERING, to 
as good a degree of excellence as should be practicable under the existing 
circumstances: while they would defer any attempt to effect the more 
complete development of their plans, including the important specialities of 
ARCHITECTURE and MINING ENGINEERING, to a period when they might 
hope to be able to invoke effectively the aid of conditions more favorable 
to realizations so desirable. 

I 

RESULTS OF THE RE-ORGANIZATION. 
\ 

With  the preceding somewhat general stalement of the considerations 
which determined the present alterations in the Institute System, a perti- 
nent inquiry might now be suggested, as to the results of experience in 
working out such a series of chaiiges;-changes, too, so likely to be pro- 
ductive of important consequences, as those T\ hose original inception has 
been referred to the period in question. But to answer this inquiry by a 
statement in detail of the actual experience of the Institute during a period 
of six years past, would be as tedious to the readers, as it would doubtless 
be inexpedient for the objects of this paper. Nevertheless, the following 
general comparison may serve the immediate purpose of illustrating these 
results as they appear from a certain point of TTiev-, and, a t  the same time, 
form a not inappropriate introduction to some more particular statements 
to be given hereafter :-In 1849, with a course of study which was, unde- 
niably, somewliat vague, unsystematic, and incomplete, there was an atten- 
;lance of tliirty to thirty-five students j while the annual inconie fiom 
tuition fees-exclusive of that from other sornces-clid not exceed sixteen 
hundred dollars: At the present time, with a conrw of systematic, ex- 
tended, and somewhat severe training, strictly wrought out, a t  least, in  
the case of every graduate of the Institute. there is an attendance of over 
one himdred students j while the annual income from tuition fees alone- 
now fifty per cent. higher than at the former time-amounts to more than 
seven thousand dollars. yet, while far from undervaluing the im- 
portance naturally attached to the number in attmdaiice at an ednca- 
tional establishment, it may, nevertheless, fairly he questioned rhe ther  
this, zn i t s e z  can be regarded as proof of any peculiar or rt~markable ex- 
cellence in such an institution ; otherwise, it were necessary to admit the 
existence of sucli excellences in institution+-of not unfrrrpmt occurrence 
in this country-whose basis for such a distinction it woirlcl be difficult to 
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find, save in a facility for gathering in hundreds of students from a sur- 
rounding country, a t  rates of tuition marvellously cheap." 

And, hence, we should be altogether unwilling to have the results of the 
Institute experience estimated by such a standard alone-a standard as 
superficial as it would be unjust. On the contrary, how tangible soever as 
indications of a vigorous and active life, we would prefer to have these re- 
sults seen, when taken in connection with accompanying circumstances,- 
as we hope to be able to show,-to be evidence equally tangible, of the 
complete and triuniphant success of a most important educational experinaent. 

The fact is scarcely appreciated-not, certainly, as it should be-by 
many citizens even in our own midst, that an institution located in a retired 
part of this city, occupying quarters as unimposing in exterior as they are 
limited in extent, enjoys a patronage-to say nothing of reputation-that, 
in view of all the circumstances, might well be coveted by any educational 
establishment in the land. W e  say, in view of all the circumstances; for, 
with buildings and surroundings less attractive than those of many a coun- 
t ry  academy,-with a comparatively high rate of tuition,-with the utter 
absence of all those means, so frequently resorted to, for attracting atten- 
tion to an institution through the public p i n t s  ;--with, in short, a display 
of resources so limited-of temptatious so poorly contrived to allure public 
appreciation ;-nevertheless, on a direct observation, the following facts are 
as conspicuous as they are significant, namely: that, from all parts of the 
United States,-from Upper and Lower Canada,-from the tropical regions 
of the West  Indies and South America,-there is an annual accession of 
young meii to the successive classes of this Institution, which, besides an- 
nually increasing, is even now quite respectable in number! ; that, more- 
over, these are, in general, derived from those quarters in which an 
inteuigent appreciation of the peculiar objects of the Institute would be 
likely to find place ; and that, finally, these annual accessions comprise bodies 
of young men, ~vho,  for capacity, intelligence, and all those characteristics of 
manhood most suggestive of a promising future, are scarcely equalled, cer- 
tainly not excelled by a similar collection of students a t  any other institution 
in this country. 

W e  trust that we may be pardoned if we attach too much importance 
to this matter ; but we are, nevertheless, constrained to believe that, in 

*We do not, of course, refer to those instht ions that, with large productive en- 
dowments, can afford to make low rates of tuition, and a t  the same time, exact 
round scholarly training in the person of every recipient of their graduation honors. 

f During the past year as f d l n W E :  From foreign countries;-Brazil, 4,-Cu6a, 
S.-Canada. 7. From the United States ; -Me,  3.--Mass., 9,-Conn., 4,-Vt., 2,- 
N. J ,  6,-Penn., 9,-Md., 2,-S. C., 3,-Ga., 2 , - h . ,  l,-Niss., 2,-IlL. 3,-ohio, 
2,--Cal.. I,-New I'ork City, 9,--State at large, 33,--C'ity of Troy, 9. Total, 116. 
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auch results as these, we have a well-grounded basis, for all we claim in 
the conclusion enunciated in a preceding paragraph ; that, indeed, with 
such an experience, the Institute may fairly and logically claim to have 
passed beyond the doubtful issue of a mere experiment, and to have reach- 
ed a present position, in,a.hich it may, without serious presumption, assume 
to know the ground on which it stands. 

ITS OBJECTS THOSE OF A POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. 

And, now, it may be proper to repeat, or state in another form, the  
objects originally proposed in the reorganization of the Rensselaer Institute. 
These objects were, to develope the original and peculiar excellences of 
this iristitution, into a true POLYTECHNIC EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT, 
011 it liberal basis and with elevated aims. An institution whose character- 
istics of development should be suggested, partly, by its own most 
instructive experience of more than thirty years as a School of Theoretical 
and Practical Science ; partly, by the published organisations, courses of 
study, and practical workings of the Polytechnic Inst i tdons and Special 
Industrial Schools of Great Britain and, more especially, of France and 
Germany ; and, in part, also, by  the results of observation and study of the 
professional wants in this country of those classes of men, for whose benefit 
the institution mould be more especially designed. But in order to obtain 
a more distinct conception of the present objects of the Institute, and then 
be able to  form an intelligent judgment of the importance which is hers 
claimed for them, it will be necessary or, a t  least,, highly serviceable, to  
take a brief preliminary survey of the plans and workings of that class 
of educational institutions of the old world, in which our institution finds 
its place. 



SCIENTIFIC A N D  TECRKICAL INSTITUTIONS I N  EUROPE. 

The estnblisiiment of Polytechnic Institutions j’m educationai purpm?ses i s  i4t 
vnanifed obedience to a demand of the most general inttrest of” the present age. 

I n  all civilized countries, the prosecution of industrial pursuits, in some 
one of their multiform phases, constitutes the prime business of man.- 
Whether we regard his operations as an Agricultural Producer,-as a 
Manufacturer or Artisan,-as a Merchant or Factor,-or, finally, as an 
Engineer or Architect, adapting his works to the wants common or pecu- 
liar of all the rest,-still, how different soever the respective mode4 they 
nevertheless concnr in contributing to the advancement of the great LusineSs 

But  a new era €or industry has been commenced during the present cen- 
tury. Science has cast its illuminating rays on every process of Industrial 
Art. The discoveries and improvements which have so frequently flashed 
into view, have indeed, attested, in a manner the most striking, the mutual 
advantage to Science and Art-to theory and practice-of a better mutual 
acquaintance. That there has been a large gain to both, as wellof mutual 
enlightenment as of mutual rectification, is no longer, among intelligent 
and candid observers, a disputed question. And, in respect to Art, there 
is no point better established than that practical processes, by  becoming 
more rational have become more certain, and thereby more economical. 

Hence it is, that educational establishments, having for their object the 
training of young men in the various branches of 1’heoreticaE and Applied 
Science, respond to  a want as generally as it must be earnestly felt in  all 
civilized communities. Such Institutions are well known on the Continent 
of Europe under titles that, although somewhat varied, are nevertheless 
suggestive of the objects for which they were established. 

Of life-PRODUCTIVE INDUSTRY. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS IN FRANCE. 

The oldest organization- bearing the appellation Polytechnic, is an Insti- 
tution of world-wide celebrity, the fic0LE: POLYTECHNIQUE-now the 
ficole Imphiale Polytechnique-of Paris. Established near the close 
of the last century” by  a few accomplished and zealous professors of the 

~ 

*In 178i-opened in 1795. 
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Mathematical and Physical Sciences under the fostering eare bf the French 
Government,-an especial favorite with the first Emperor h’apoleon, from 
whom it received the most watchful consideration, so long as his ever 
appreciative sagacity could be made available to its growth in usefulnesq 
-it sooii came to he, and, indeed, has been for the last half a century, 
undoubtedly, in certain respects, the first school of science in the world. 

.The POLYTECIIXIC SCHOOL OF FRANCE aiffers from other institutions of 
its class, in not furnishing a complete system of technical instruction to those 
who go through its coumes. Indeed, this institution is rather to be under- 
stood as a ~Wichool of Geiirral Sctence, introducbory to a class of Special 
IS;JJLOO~S of Application-also government institutions-than as a general 
Polytechnic Institution ; since, the Special or Technical Schools as such 
being essentially complenientary to the fieole Polytechnique, would have to 
be joined to the lattcr in order to the realization of tlie full idea, of a 
Polytechnic Institute. Such, in fact, is the use made of the heole Polytech- 
nique. I ts  pupils after graduation, with few exceptions, pass directly to 
the Special Schools, where they complete their courses of pupilage before 
entering those departments of the Government Service, Military, Naval, 
or Civil, to which they may Ine respectively destined.* 

The following programme exhibits a general view of the course of study 
at this institution 

BCOLE IMP&BIALE POLYTEC-HNIQUE. 

i-ligher Analysis. 
Rational Mechanics. 
Theory of Machines. 
Dcscripti vc Geometrp 
Analytical Geometry. 
Astronomy. 
Geodesy. 
Social Arithmetic. 

[Course two years.] 
~ 3 .i 

Physics. 
Chemistry. 
Architecture. 
French Composition. 
German Language. 
Topograpliieal Drawing. 
Free-hand Drawing. 
Geometrical Drawing. 

The advantagcs of this School are open to the free competition of natives 
lof France of the proper age. But the standard of requirements for admis- 
sion, besides being high is rigidly held ; so that not unfrequenily five or six 
kimes as many applicants are examined as fonnd qualified for admission. 
The course of study is arranged for two years ; and, yet, so elevated is 
the range 61 some of the studies on the foregoing programme as carried out 

, .  

*It m a 7  be remarked that the &:cole Polytechniqne, although under government 
control n,ld possessed of an iiiterior discipline whiclr is strictly military,is not--as 
is too frequently supposed-in any proper Sense a &ilitary School. All instruction 
bearing directly on subjects of Military and Naval Science, as well as on Civil and 
Mining Engineering, are excluded from this and ?&erred t o  the different Special 
6chools of Application. 

2 
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at this institution that, with a standard of rcqiiirernmts for admission, par- 
ticularly in Matheniatica, considerably above tliose required for graduation 
in many institutions, t ~ i e  Bco1.1~ POLITY HKIQLIL. has sent forth ainong its 
graduates the first men of France, a d ,  indeed, of the age in Theoretical 
Science. 

I t  has been mentioned that the &ole Polyteclinique is incomplete in 
technical specialties.” Provision for this deficicacy is, Iiowevi.r, very fully 
made, so f,ir as the requirements of tlie State :L:C coiicerned, in tlie valioas 
Schools of Application, under the adiiiinirtrative control ot different Mink- 
terial Dcpartments, which furindl courses o l  special tr‘tiniiig for t h ~  vvrra l  
branches of Government Service. Of these, hesidcs a nnnlber of Schools 
for the several special arms of the tary and Naval Service,-such as 
Artillery, Cavalry, etc., located in different parts of the Empire,--we have 
the following Schools for varLous specialties of tile Civil Service :t 

L’&OLF: DES PONTJ XT CIIAU~S%ES 3 %COLES NATIOYALES DES ARTS ET 

L’ &OLE N ITION \LE D H  MINES. 

L’ &?OLE DCS bfIVEUR3 DE sAIYT-&TIEW?E 

L’ &OLE DES JfAITRES-OUVKJERS Jf INEURS 

RfhrIERS. 

84 6ErOLE3 D’ ~ I E D R O G R I F R I E .  

L’ &OLE NATIONALE DES CIIARTES 

D’ AL ua. L’ &;OLE IJIPJ~RIALE FORESTILRE. 
L’ &COLE IXP~RIALC D’ AGRICULTURE. LE CONJERVATOIRE DES ARTS F.1’ J Z ~ N E R S .  

The SCHOOL OF ROADS AND BRIDGES was established as early a3 the 
year 1747, but it attained to  its preswt importance at  a inucli ldter day. 
Its objzcts embrace the cducation of CIVIL ENGINEERS espccially destined 
for the service of tlie State, but it a160 admits ‘‘ external” pupils to its 
educstioml courses who may be otherwise destined. The  foriner d:tss is 
made up of graduates of the ficole Polytechniyue, while the latter includes 
any who are able to submit to the somewhat elevated examination require. 
ments plescribed for niatriculation in this School. The course of study is 
arranged for three years, providing for instruction in the constiuction of 
common road?, railways, canals, liver arid 1iarLor impovenients, as also 
of works of drainage, irrigation, a i d  works for the supply of water to towns, 
mills, etc.1 

*An exception in put insy bc madc pevliaps in respect to Civil Architecture. 
The conr~ea  of the School appear to  fwnish some special instiwctiom relsling to this 
branch of coiislrnctive art. 

t The School of Roads and  Brldyea 

1 % ~  bTa t iord  School of iWnes. 
Tile School of Mmers  ut  Saint-Eticnw 
The School os 3.luster-rniners at Alais. 
The Conservatory of A r t s  and l’rades. 

1 ‘< Programme, ete,, de 1’ Ecole h E Pant; et ChaUSSeiS.”-l\lrNIST~RE DES TRAVAUX 

Three National Schools of Arts and 

Porty-four Schools of Hydrography. 
T h e  ATational School of Chartr. 
TfLe dnperial School of Foreytry. 
l’he In  yerial School of Agriculture.  

[ C ~ V I ~  Knginee~,] Trades. 

PuBucs,--Parir,-l862. 

CI 
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The NATIONAL SCHOOL OF MINES at Paris, and tlie SCHOOL OF MINEES 
AT SAINT-$~IENNI:, have for a compion object the technical education of 
those destined to the direction or superintendence of Mines and Furnaces, 
-function9 whicli are generally recognized as appropriate to the profession 
of‘tlie l \ f i a I x G  &GINP:FR. The reg#xtions for the reception of‘ a class of 
gr,zduatc> frorn the Polj--technic School. as me11 as a class of “ external ” 
pupils not destined for the State w+ce, are similar, though less restricted, 
in the National School of Mines, to those which obtain in the School of 
Roads and Bridges. The School of Miners at Saint.ktienne receives none 
but cxternal pupils, ~\ l i i le  its requirements for admission are of a still lowur 
grade. The coarsei: of instruction in these Schools, which are three years 
in duration, cmbrace Trchnical C’heniistry, Mineralogy and Geology ; the 
smelting, refining, working and assaying of metals ; the surveying, drawing 
and working of‘ mines. The scientific collections in these Mining Schools 
are represented to be admirable in every respect. The SCHOOL OF 

~ I A S T E R - ~ ~ I K L R S  AT ALBIS, is designed for a lotTer grade of mining 
service,-as its title indicates, ;or the education of niaster-mimrs to aq 
extent suflicicnt to enable them to comprehend and execute the orders of 
a Chief, or Mining Engineer.” 

The COMERPATORY OF ARTS AND TRADES a t  Paris, and the three 
NAT~ORAL SCHOOLS OF ARTS IND TRADES, at  ChAlons.snr-Marne, 
Angers, and Aix, constitute an educational system of considerable extent 
for the instruction of ARTISANS, the national or provincial schools being 
under the general superintendence of Gen. MORIX, as  Director of the Con- 
servatoire. The Conservatoire itsel[ with its piincely endowments and 
splendid collections, is intended to convey instruction to artisans by means 
of lectures adapted, with a little preliminary instruction, to the popular 
mind. The three provincial Schools of Arts and Trades have each a 
course of tlirec years, with an attendance of about 300 pupils to each 
School. These Scliools are supported at an annual expense to the Govern. 
ment of 300,000 fraiics each-about $56,000-the students attending which 
being, for tlie inost part, not only educated but boarded at the expense of 
the National Tr easury. The pupils thus educated, in general, become 
master-workmen on the public works, or foremen in manufactories and 
work-sh0ps.t 

Our limits do not perinit further notice of these Spccial Government 
Schools. I n  order, however, that the liberal -views of the French Govern- 

* ‘‘ Programmes, eta., des Ecoles des IMine.?.’’-~IlNIsT~RE DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS,- 

+ ‘‘ Programme, etc., des Ecolcs Nationales des Arts et  M%iero.”-M~r~s~~~z  DE 

Paris,-l852, 

L’ AGUICULTURE ET DU COMMERCE,-PUris,-1861. 
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ment in respect to scientific aiid technical education may Le properly 
appreciated, it should be understood that, the tuition is, in general, free in 
all of these schools to those who shall becomc qualified to enter thpm; 
and, moreover, that, to a considernbb extent, the expense of the student's 
living is also a charge upon the Government Treasury. 

Still, these institutions, the Polytechnic Scliool included, being adapted 
and more or less restricted to government wants, Iiaae riot been sufficiently 
available to the nation at large; hence, the desire eaily felt, by the 
people of France for an institiition which should meet their own needs in 
the educational training of those who might wish to devote themselves to 
the scientific professions chf Engineering, ,4rchitecture, Rletallurgy, ctc. 
Impelled by the urgency af this want, an enlightened and spirited capitalist, 
x. LAVATAEE, founded at Paris, in 1829, a private institution, and devoted 
a large fartune ta investments for its pcrmaneiit establishment. Thus 
arose the ~ C O L L  CENTRALE DES ARTS ET MANUFACTURCS, now, confess- 
edly, one of the most conspicuous as it is one of the most important 
af Polytechnic Institutions. 

The alijects of the ficole Centrale are declared to embrace the educa- 
tional training of Civil Engineers, Directors of Works, Superintendents 
of blanufncturies, Professors of Applied Science, etc. Four specialties 
of instruction are recognized, as follows : 

I. SPECIALTY OF YECXXANICIAXS. - Construction and Establishment of Machines ; 

XI. SPEOIALTY OF COXSTRUCTOIW. - Construction of Edifices and Public Works ; 
Mechanic Arts, 

Physical Arts. 
111, SPECIALTY OF METALLURGISTS. - Mining ; Metallurgy. 
1v. SPECIALTY OH CmmIsm. - Chemical Nanufacturcs ; &fanufactores dependent 

The following programme exhibits the general course of study at thi3 
on Chemistry. 

institution. 
 COLE C E N T R A L E  DES ARTS ET M A N U F A C T U R E S ,  

[course Aree yews.] 
Analysis. Construction of Bridges. 
Mechanics. Thenry of Stone Cntting, 
Descriptive Geometry. Architectural Drawing. 
Tran~formstiqns of Motion. Industrial Physics. 
General Physlcs. Applied Mechanics. 
General Chemistry. Machinee. 
Chemical Manipulations. Ilachine Drawing. 
Hygiene. Analytical Chemistry. 
Natural History applied ta Industry. Industrinl Chemistry. 
Nnera1op;y and Geology. Architecture. 
Phj-&al Geocrnphy. General Metallurgy. 
Working of Mines. Metallurgy of Iron. 
Steam Engines. Technology. 
Common Roads. Hydraulic Works. 
Railways. Designs for Works. 

c ' 
1 
t 
i 
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To enter thiq school, applicants must Le at least sixteen years of age, 
and must be found duly qualified in a certain required knowledge of 
elementary mathematics and drawing. The courses of instruction are 
obligatory on all, with the exception that a part of the practical exercises 
in ilerign are allotted to each student in accordance with his choice of one 
of the four specialties for a fhture profcssional career. ,4 feature of this 
school is the prominence given to drawing and design. Students are 
exercised, as well in the principles, as in the details of professional prac- 
tice, by bcing occasionally required to prepare an elaborated design, either 
for some Construction, or for a Manufacturing E~tablisliiiieiit,-for csam- 
ple, a Chemkal Works, Pottery, Smelting Works, or something similar. 

There are 40 proTessors and assistants a t  the present time, with an 
attendance of 300 students. The number of the latter is, however, limited 
by the sizc of the building, which it is in contemplation to  rcinedy, by the 
erection of larger and mor? commodious edifices. The annual charges 
to each strident for tuition are 7 7 5  francs, about $145, so that tlie annual 
revenue of thc school from its tuition proceeds alone, amounts to about 
$44,000. I t  is worthy of remark, that the Central School, which was estab- 
lished by M. Lavallee with the expectation that it might return to him a 
fair dividend on his total investment. has fully justified these anticipations, 
by proving eminently successful as a mere husiness speculation. M. Lavall6e 
still remains, as he has been from the first, the general Director of the 
School-ihat is, of its financial matters, correspondence, etc. A lLDzrector 
(f &‘tudics,’’ (M. Empaytaz,) and nine of the Professors, constitute a 
( 1  Council of Studies,” who conduct the general internal administration of 
the school. 

The Government of France was not slow to perceive the manifest 
promise in such an institution as this. Accordingly, in 1838, the National 
Budget received an augmentation for the special purpose of maintaining a 
oertain number of students of distinguished aptitude at  this school, and 
the Conseiis GQn6raux of twenty-nine Departments of France have made 
a similar provision. The estimate in which the Central School is held in 
France may be best appreciated by an extract from a Report of the Com- 
mission of the Chamber of Deputies, appointed to  inquire into the Budget 
for 1838. 

“YOII are aware, Gentlemen,” says the Report, “ of this useful establishment, 
founded in 1829, by an association of eminent professors, with the intention of train- 
ing Civil Engineers, the Directors of Works, the Chiefs of Workshops, and Nanufac- 
tories. This private institution, which by its importance rivals in excellence our 
first pnblic [national] establishments, has created and put in practice a complete 
system of industrial education. It is, at the game time, a supplement to the *cole 
Polytechnique, and an addition to our various schools of Applied Science. Such an 

* 

4 
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institution ministers to one of the first necessities of the age,-hence, its succeBs is 
complete. This is confirmed, as well by the unanimons opinion of the first manufac- 
turers of the country, as hy the facility with which ~niplojment is obtained by all of 
the students who have been trained at the Ecole Centrale.”* 

One of the most satisfactory tests 15liich can be applied to the worliing 
results of any educational cstablishment, mll, hi general, be furriialled by 
the statistics of the professional employnicnts of those M ho were educated 
at the institution in qmstion. In a late catalogue of some 550 former 
students of the Central School, me have an instriictiTe illustration of the 
tendencies of this admirable institution, as displayed in the present occupa- 
tions of these former students, the greater proportion of lioni liad been 
regularly graduated with the degree of Civil Engineer, while a part had 
received a certificate only of some special capacity. These employments 
are classified, as follows : t 

Agriculture, Agricultural Engineering,. ....................... .I8 

Railways,. .............................................. .118 
Textile Manufactures,. ...................................... .36 

Cliernical Arts,. ........................................... .57 
Civil Engineering,-genoral,. ............................... .56 
Machinery. ................................................ .30 
Mining and Metallurgy,. .................................... .79 
Manufact,ures,-Paper. etc ................................... .2% 
Industrial and Scientific Instruction,. ........................ .42 

This table sufficiently demonstrates, that the objects of the &ole Cen- 
trale are realized ; that the graduates of the school do enter upon the 
practice of those professional pursuits, for n-hich their educational training 
had been intended to adapt them ; and their success in these pursuits, is 
shown in the well known fact, that the graduates of this school are in  
request not only by manufacturers and managers of works throughout the 
Empire of France, but also, to a considerable extent, by  those of other 
countries. 

Architecture, Constructions, etc., ............................ .Y9 

Superintendence, etc., of Public Works,. ...................... . 53  

SCIENTIFIO AND TECHNICAL h S T I T U T I O N S  IN GERMANY. 

Under the usually recognized distinctions of primary, secondary, and 
superior education, we have the following general classification of educa- 
tional establishments in  the German States. 

First, the Primary, comprising all of the ZZementary XchooZs ; secondly, 
the Secondary of three kinds, including the Classical Xchools [Gymnasia], 
the Real Xchools [Realschulen], and the Trade or  Artisan Schools [Gewer- 

*“ Ecole Centrule des Arts et M u i ~ z l f u c t z s r e s - P r o s e ~ t ~ ~ ~  etc.,-Paris,-1862. 
t Ibid. 

- _-- 
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beschulen] ; and, thirdly, the Superior, which includes the L-niversities and 
Polytechnzc Institufes.* 

Passing over the primary systems, we may remark of the secondary 
schools that, the Gyninasia, from having been almost exclusively classical, 

\ have, under the reaction of tlie growing public sentiment, introduced some 
of the useful sciences  reald dies] into their courses ; they are, nevertheless, 
chiefly classica1.f The Real Schools profess a general education, like the 
Gj-niriasia, but substitute the modern languages for the ancient ; pre- 
serviiig, however, tho Latin to a certain extent, and giving more prominence 
than the Gymnasia to the Yliysical Sciences. Indeed, the avowed purpose 
of these establishments was that “not mere words should be taught $0 the 
pupils, but realities,-explanations being made to them from nature, from 
models and plans, and of subjects calculated to be useful in after life.”$ 
Hence these schools mew called ‘‘ Real Schools,”-a name still preserved. 
The Gymnasia and Real Schools are, therefore, two parallel, and, fur the 
most part, distinct systems of secondary education,-each having its class 
of advocates as to their relative merits. Our praseht object will not permit 
further reference to these two systems of secondary education. Our main 
object in referring to them at  all has beeu to call attention to the fact, 
‘‘ that the gcneral character of all secoirdary education in Germany is tend- 
ing towaids giivibg instruction in tlie wants of the nineteenth century, 
rather than stopping at  that considered sufficient in the thirteenth, as in 
many of our classical schools.”§ 

It is, moreover, proper to remark that, what has been said with respect 
to  secondary educatiou, is more or less applicable to the superior systems. 
The Universities have generally establislied chairs of some one or more 
branches of physical scienre,-in occasional instances of applied science,- 
tlius illustrating a similar tendency among the superior to that displayed 
by the secondary systems. The Trade or Artisan Schools of the secondary 
systems, and the Polytechnic Schools or Institutes of the superior, are, 
however, directly technical, as well as scientific, in character. To tbs con- 
aideration of the characteristics of these institution., we propose to devote a 
few succeeding observations. 

The Trade Schools of Germany hold the general relation of pcpara-  
tory systems to the Polytechnic Schools. But while the latter exist in 

* O r  thosc of the third class might be termed, respcotively, Hutnanistic and 

-f The Gymrlasia of Germany have their analogues generally in the classical. col- 

$ Prof. Playfair, - “Irdustrial hstruction on  the C’o?Lti?tent,” -hndon,- 1852. 
5 Ibid.-Tlie reinark contsined in this quotation seems scarcely less applicable to 

i 

1 

‘\ 

L 

1 

Industrial L-rrive&ties. 

leges and higher grarnrniir schools of the United States. 

fhis country than t o  Great Britain. 
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almost every German State, the former have not been so generally estab- 
lished. A brief notice of these institutions, as they find their most charac- 
teristic development amidst the enlightened public opinion of Prussia, will 
convey a more precise idea of their intended objects. 

The following programme exhibits the general course of study of two 
years in the Prussian Lower Technical or Trade Schools:- 

Synthetic Geometry. Physics. 
Descriptive Geometry. Mechanics and Machinery. 
Elementary Algebra. Chemistry. 
Practical Arithnietic. Chemical Manipulations. 
Land Surveying. Jlineralogg. 
Plane Tiigonometry. Chemical Technology. 
Use of Logarithms. 
Mensiiration. 3.lechaaical Teelinolo<y. 
Free-haud Drawing. 

Architecture and Building Plans. 

Geometrical Drn wi ng. 

The subjects of stndy, whether theoretical or practical, being. putwed 
only through their elements, and this being thoroughly donr, it  is nimifest 
that tho course above presented, of the Trade Scliools of l’russia, adapts 
them admirably to the purpose of schools of prepariition for the higher 
Polytechnic establishments. It may bo thonglit, at first sight, thxt tliesc 
schools are deficient in certain fundamental studies-, but it sl~ould he borne 
in niind that the requirements far adiiiission to the Prussian Trade 
Schools, are as follows :-an age of fourteen yearq-a good primary edu- 
cation in the vernacular language,-a thorougli understanding of the ele- 
nients of arithmetic,-and a fair degree of proficiency in free-hand drawing. 
I n  point of fact, the age for admission is such that the greater part of those 
who enter the Trade Schools have previonely had an educational course 
in the Real Schools, 

Tn general, these schools are supported in part by the State, the balance 
being derived either from a small tuition fee, or from local endowments.- 
According to Professor Play fair’s recent observations, there are twenty-six 
Technical or Trade Schools in Prussia, three in Saxony, and twenty-six 
in Bavaria : while the statistics of these schools show that in Prussia there 
are 1200 students, and in Bavaria 3000, who arc! annually receiving the 
benefits of this eminently valuable course of educational training.” And, 

It should be remarked, however, 
that there appears to be an  brqanized system of Trade  school^ in the kingdom 
of Hanovcr, which have their cnln~inatiug point in the Polytechnic School at the 
capital. According to Prof. I<srinardch, there are twenty-two Trade Schools in 
the Itinadorn of Hanover, in  regard to  which he gives fiorn the report of the 
$‘ Iionipliclien Verwaltrings-Koniniission der Gewerbeschulcn ” for 1843, certain sta- 
tistics, fiom which i t  appears that,  in 1836, there were 84 Instructors and 181J5 
Btudents in theee Schools, mid in 1643, there were 102 Insti*iictors and 2840 students 
-nu average of 130 to each sckiool. These schools are mainly supported from the 
Royal Treatjury. In a few instances, municipal appropriations are made, and small 
Yniiion fees are paid by the students.-Karmarsch,-Anhang, ‘< Dic hoheren Gewer- 
Qerchden in ~Ianoi~er.”-Hanooer,--l846. 

- ~ - 

*“Indnstrial Instruction on the C6ntinent.” 

‘I 
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although these institiitions may be considcred natural nurseries of future 
studelits of the Polyteclinic Institntcs, still, a large proportion of the students 
of the %I aJe ScIioo1s finish tlicir da? s ol‘ pul)il.tgc: i n  tliche mtahlislinients, 
and enter at once on the pr.ictica1 pursuits of life, as masons, builders, and 
artisans in 7-arious iiidustrial pureiiits. 

With th[l.;e remarks on the subject of the Secondary Technical Schools of 
Germany, we proceed to the consideration of the higher Polytechnic Insti- 
tutions. 

PRUSSIA. 
Besiclas several qpecial schools for Engineers, Architects, etc., in differ- 

eiit parts of PruLisia, there is a general institution of considerable celebrity 
which was established in 1S21, nt Berlin, under the name of the “KO- 
NIGIXIIES C * I : ~ J ~ C R ~ ? E  ISSTIT C J T , ” - R O ~ ~  Trade Institute. This Institu- 
tion v a s  originally inknded to fulfil the purpose of a Central Technical 
Scliool,--by presenting a more elevated course of training than that given 
at the various Sccondarp Technical Schools. I t  was, moreover, originally 
clmigned to give instrnciion by means of xvork-shops in certain mechanical 
crafts,--2 feature which was preserved for some twenty-fiw years, but has 
rccently been given iip, in n late reijrganizntion of this Institute, on con- 
viction of its practical iin~oundne~s. At the present time, the objects of 
the Techiiral Institute are dxtant inl ly  identical with tliose of the Central 
School of France and other Polyteclinic Institutions ; that is, these objects 
are stated to emlmcc the education of Engineers, Architects, Mechanists, 
and Vanagers of Manufactories and Chemical TVorlts. 

The following programme exhibits the course of study at this Institu- 
tion, 

KONIGLICHES GEWERBE INSTITUT. 
I] Course three years.] 

G E N E  R A L 

Bigher Algebra. 
Stereotnetry. 
Spherical Trigonometry. 
Analytical Geometry. 
Diflerential and Integral Calculus. 
Descriptive Geometry. 
Free-hand Drawing. 
Geometrical Drawing. 
Machine Drawing. 

C O U R S E .  
Special Physics. 
Special Chemistry. 
Mineralogy. 
Pore Mechanics. 
Applied Mechanics. 
Materials used in Construction. 
Laws of Architecture. 
Architectural Drawing. 
Practical Calculations. 

S P E  c I A  L C o U R S E S .  

,&.-FOE &fECIlANISTS AND CIVIL ENOINRERS. 
Theory of Construction and of Machines. 
Steam Engines and other Motors. 
Practice in Workshope. 

Railways and Buildings, 
Technology. 
Designs and estimate8 for Maclrineo. 

3 
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Chemical Technology. 
Analytical Chernie.try. 

Machine Drawing and Desiqm. 
Laboratory Practice. 

A 
C . - F O X  ARLaITEcTa AND BGILDEBS. 

Free-hand Drawing. Heating and warming arrangements. 
Architectural Drawing. Architectural Designs. 
Modelling in Clay. Theory of Stone cutting. 
Modelling of Buildings in plaster, wood, Designs for Snildings in stone, brick, 

The instructioii given in the General School is a common Iiasis of the 
courses given in the Special Schools,-the class after Iiaviiig completed thr 
general coiirse being rcsolvrd into tlie three ‘L’cchnical Sections named 
Shove, in accordance with tlie predilections of it-: different niemtiers. 

For admission to  thc Technical Institute, the candidate xniirt prcwif a 
“maturity” certificate from a Secondary School, or sulmiic to an examina- 
tion of an equally elevxted grade. Incied,  the recpiirenienrs for admission 
dire sue11 23 to wciire a. hotIy of studrnis pre1p-d  to advance, at once, into 
tlie highcr departments of sci~ntific educatiou. Witli the well-known 
names of its present Director, (Drlickcnnid~cr,) and his staff of Professors,* 
the character of the instrucrio~~, as miglit Le expected, t hoiigh eminently 
practical, is a t  the same time liiglily scientific. 

The collections of Dranings and 3tlodcl.s of M ~ c h i n i ~ s  and of Archi- 
tectural and Engineering Works ; tlic c*oll~ction of casin, of Vorks  of 
A r t  ; and the collections and appliances generally applicable to the educa- 
tional purposes of the ‘I’echnical Institute of Berlin, are mentioned in terms 
of high adniiration by those who have seen thein. 

The Technical Instilute of Berlin is supported wholly Ly the Govern- 
ment, at an  annual evpcnse of45,OOO thalers, or about $35,000. X-ot only 
is its instrdction gratuitous, but 5U ont of 170 students-its total number 
-receive about $150 each, for living expenses; in addition to  which the 
Government appropriates about $5000 annually, for traveling expenses of 
certain students on foreign tour~,-lmth professors and students being 
occasionally sent to foreign coiintriw, to acqiGre a knoadedge of recent 
inventions in tlie Arts.+ 

L 

and stone. and  wood. 

f 

I 
I 
I 
I 

* 

_______I__--- 

+Wdm-Mathernatics, ’ SOHDE and MANGER-Architecture. 
DOVE-PI~~ sics. FnsImno-I+ee-hmd Drawing. 
XAhCMELSBE RG-chemistry. PomKs-Geometrical Drawing. 
~~GNIJS-~echI l~~ogy.  Kiss-Modclling 
WIEBE and FINK-Machinery. Bo~rr~~c~sn-T)esign.  

1. Prof. Playfair,-“Industri~l Instruction” ; also, Prof. Bache,--“Report on Xdura- 
h’on zn ~urogr .” -Phi lade lph ia ,~~~~Q.  
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The a '  F o L y T f i , r I i h i s c H E s  IKSTITLT " (Pdyytechnic h s t z t t ~ t ~ ]  at Vienna, 
the largcyt institutioii of its class iii Europe, w.as established in 1815 by 
cori~mand of t l iP  E m p r o r  ~ ' R A X C I S  I. Its presnit Luiidiilgs, embracing 
:ill e\tcripive doul,le ~qiiadranglc of iiiosi iniposiiig palatla1 architecture, 
were tiriished in 1838. a t a  cost of i59,SS-l- florinr-over %300,000; and 
its Scientific and Technical Collections, as, indeed, its appointments gener- 
ally a$ an educational iiisi,itutiot1, are 011 a similar scale of princely mag- 
ni ficciice. 

The cdiicational olijwts of the Polytechnic Institute conipriqe the edu- 
cation of A rcliitects, Kiigiiieers. Rlanufacturers,* and Merctiants. I n  
addition to these, homevcr, thcb Institute iy made a Kxiional Conservatory 
of -arc, aiid Manufacturre, with periiinneiit, collections, and is also intcnded 
to discharge the functions of an Inititutcb for the promotion of National 
Fnndiistry, 11y nieaiis of occasioiial exhibition., of the products of Manufac- 
tures. held mider the direction of the Tnstitutp. The pcrmaiicnt collections 
of the Conservatory of .2rtr are used Cor instruction in the InPtilute. 

In the organiza!ion of the Austrian Institution me recognize, first, a Real 
or Preparatory Pcliool ; xnd. s~conclly, tlir Polytcchnic Institut~ proper, 
~vliicli  inc1uJt.s two sections, n:iniely, x Teclinical Section for .Qrchtc.ct>, 
Engineers, etc., arid a Commercial Section for &lercliants. 

The followitig propmime exhibiis the courses of instruction of this 
institution. 

POLYTECHKISCUES TNSTITUT. 

A.--REALSCHLLF. 
LCourse tu10 years.] 

Religion. Ratural History. 
German Composition and Style. Mineralogy. 
French languaqe. Mathematics. 
Italian Langutqe. Calligraphy. 
Geographj . Dyawing. 

J~.-I'UI~YTCI'I~KIsCIiES INSTITUT. 

 TECHNICAL SECTION. 
[Course five yeam] 

Elementary Mathematics. Technology. 
Higher Mathematiee. Agriculture. 
Lower Geodesy. Hydraulic Works. 
Topographical Drawing. Construction of Roads. 

*Preparatory to a future superintendence of Manufactories, etc.. of the Austrian 
Empire,-such as Distilleries, Chemical Works, Glass and Porcelain Works, Sugep 
Mmufactories, Metallurgic and Iron W O ~ ~ S .  

- __- 



Nechanica Architectura 
Theory and Construction of Machines. Technical Chemistry. 
Descriptive Geometry. ,4nnlviicnl Chemistry. 
Mineralogy and Geology. PraciicaI Cliemistrg. 
Physics. Architectmd Drawing. 
General Chemietry. hlacliine Drawing. 

8.-cOMMERDI4L SECTION. 

German Style and Composition. 
Commercial Science. Book-keepinq. 
Commercial Law, 
Commercial Arithmetic. Mercantile Geography. 

Besides thc fdregoing, there is--under the direction of tlie In~titiite-a 
Technicd D * c t x x  ia;: Section” or Techiiical School of Design, and a “Popu- 

The nritiiber of students attending the several schools of the Polytechnic 

Mercantile Correspondence. 

Raw 3Iateri:ila and Products. 

s 

Institute of Vienna, during the fall of 1852.f was as follows :- 

I n  systematic conrses, In occminnal cozirws, 
Preparatory School,. ............ 419 Technical Drawing Section,. . .860  
Technical School,. ............. . lo92 Sunday Section,. .......... .1381 
Commercial School,. ............ 126 - 

- Total, ................. ..1741 
I n  both,, ................ .35$8 Total,. ................... . l e 3 7  

The number of profes~ors a i d  teachers engaged in this Institute amounts 
to  58, exclusive of the executive staff of the Director. The annual reve- 
nue of the Institute is about 116,000 florins--$48,000-of nhicli ahout 
$34,000 is given by the State, and the balance comes fioin the finids of the 
school. The invtruction is riearly gratuitous, there being only a s n d l  
entrance fee charged for attendance on any of the courses of instinction. 

It is sufhiently evident that the Polytechnic Institute of T-ienna is on 
a very large scale. And it has been largely successful. I ts  course of study 
is extenqire, though less systematic in its arrangement, and less strictly 
carried out than in sonie of the other Polytcchnic Institutions; and yet, 
notwithstanding these defects and the large numlier of students attending 
this Institute, the demand for them by &dustrial establishments is said to 
be greatcJr thsn can be readily supplied, 

Besidix the Metropolitan Iiistitute at Vienna, there are five provincial 
Polytechnic Scliools in  Austria, the nuiiiber of students in mhich in 1852, 
being about 4000. Of these, the one at Prague, the capital of Bohemia, 
under the title of the I‘ T E C E ~ N I S C R E  BOHMJSCHE STXNDISCIIE LEEIRLN- 

* Sunclay Schools for secular rather than religious instruction, in accordance with 

+Prof. Playfair,-“Industrial Innstruetion, etc.” Dr. Schodler,--“Die hbherevi tech 
the habits very generally of the nations on the continent of Europe. 

nischen Schulen naeh ihrer Id6e uncl Bedeutzlng,”-Braunschwa~g,-l841. 

,, i 
I 
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BTALT,”* is one of the oldest of its kind in Germany, having been estab- 
lished by the Eoheniian Nobles as early as the year 1806. 

The Technishe Leliranstalt has for its objects, the education of Officers 
of State, whose functions connect them with the conccrns of national in- 
dustry ; the education of Architects, Engineers, and Machinists ; and the 
education of those destined to the superintendence of Glass and Porcelain 
JTorks, Metallurgic Works, Sugar Works, etc. 

institution consists of a Real or I’rcparatory School and Technical 
School proper-with courses of instruction of two and three years respec- 
tively. The course of thc latter is seen in the followirig programme. 

TECHPJISCHE LEHRAKSTALT.  
[Cuwse three years.] 

Religion. 
Elementary Mathematios. 
Physics; 
Zoology and Botany. 
General Technical Chemistry, 
Nineralogy. 
l’ractical Geometry, 
Mechanics. 

Special Technical Chemistry. 
Constructions. 
Construction of Roads. 
Agriculture. 
Agricultural Economy. 
drchitectnral Drawing. 
blncliirie Drawing. 
Topographical Drawing. 

Besides 10 instructors in the Real or Preparatory School, there are 12 
professors and adjuncts, in addition to the Director, in the Technische Lehr- 
anstalt. The whole number of students in attendance in 1847 was 1600. 

The yearly appropriation to  the support of the institution is F1. 28,759, 
or $911,300. The tuition fees are Fl. 18, or $7.20 per an1ium.t 

BAVARIA. 
It has been already mentioned, mhen speaking of the lower Technical 

or Trade Schools of Germany, that there are twenty-six of these schools 
in Bavaria alone. These schools have courses of three Sears each-receiv- 
ing pupils from the age of txelve to fifceen years-of a character to adapt 
them admirably well to discharge the functions of preparatory schools for 
the higher technical institutions. Of these, there are three “Polytechnic 
Schools ” at Munich, Augsburg, and Nurnberg ; two l L  Commercial 
Schools” at Furt  and Nurnberg; and a “Building School”! a t  Munich. 

The ‘ l  POLYTECHNJSCHE SCHULE zu MUKCIIEN ” [Polytechnic School at 

of Technists, and for the scientific preparation of those destined to the 
1 Municlil-the oldest of these-was established in 1821, for the education 

*Technical Inrtitution of the Bohemian Nobles. 
JiDr. Schodler,--“ Die hiiheren technirchen Schulen.” 
$Bauschule ; a school for t h e  technical instruction of builders,-carpenters, ma- 

sons, decorators, etc.-in drawing, modelling, embosbing, uee of materials, etc.- 
This school is said to be a model of ita kind. 
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Civil Offices of the State. In  its organization it comprises B Preparatory 
School [Rreislanilwirtschafts-und Gewerisschule*] and the Polytechnic 
School proper, both located in tlie same building. The followiiig pro- 
gramme presents the course of study of this institution. 

POLYTE:CHNISCHE SCIII~LF: m RIUKCHEK. 
I. KREISLB~L)mIRTHSCII.~FTS-DND GEWERHSCHL~IX. 

[Coumr t h e  yetcrs.] 

Religion. Descriptive Geomctrr. Trade-kuomledge. t 
History. Trigonometry. Agriculture. 
Geography. Chemistry. Drawing. 
German Language. Natural History. Embossing. 
Book-keeping. Physics. Modelling. 
Algebra. Mechanics. 

r d ,  

c 

I ,  

Course four yectrs.] 

Analysib-‘rheory of Equations and 
Functions ; Series ; dnalytical 
Polygonometry ; Plane and Water-works. 
Spherical Trigonometry ; Ana- 
lytical Geometry. Architectural Drawing. 

Physics. Descriptive Geomcb7-. 
Machines and Xachine Drawing. 
Differential and Integral Calculus. 
Materials used in Construction. 
Applied Mechanics. Stone-cutting. 

THE 

Analytical Chemistry. 
Constructions-Roads, Bridges and 

Geodesy and Topographical Drawing. 

Analytical Mechanics. 
General Chemistry. 
Designs for Constructions. 

YOLTTECHS~SCHE SCHULF zu AVGSHURG ” [Polyteciinic School at 
A ~ p h u r g ]  was estahlialied by Royal Ordinance in 1833. I t  has for its 
objects the conveying of scientific and technical instruction on the following 
subjects :$ 

1. Mininq, Metallurgic and Salt 

2. Civil Architecture 
In its organization it comprises a Preparatory School [Kreisgewerb- 

schule $1 and tlie Polytechnic School proper, both in the same building. 

courses of study of the Polytechnic Schools at Augsburg and Nvrnberg are 

respects to the School at Munich. According to Prof. Playfnir,II the 

3. Ronda and Hydraulic Worka. 

S. Plastic Arts  
Operations. 4. Higher Forestry. 

Without, however, giving further details, it may be remarked that the 

substantially the sanie, both being somewhat inferior in these as in other 

J 

’ 
Y 

*Locnl Farming and Trade School. t Gewerhlehre. I I $ Dr. Srhodler,-“Die hbhrren teehnirehen Schulen nach ihrer Idee und Bedeutung.” 
I; Local Trade Se?wol. 
~“Indurtrial Instruction on the Continent.” 1 



specialties of these Schools, or the excellences which they respectively 
exhibit, are, Architecture arid Civil Engineering a t  Munich, Machinery 
at hugshurg, and Technical Chemistry a t  Nurnberg. 

These Schools are mainly supported by  Government, which appropriates 
29,000 florins [$16,250] yearly, in addition to which a small tuition fee is 
charged. The buildings of the Polytechnic Schools are described as being 
very ample; while some of the scientific collections, particularly a t  Munich, 
are said to be of a high order of excellence. 

I n  the Munich Polytechnic School there are 15 professors and 244 stu- 
dents; there are also 205 students in the Preparatory School. I n  1852, 
there were in the three Polytechnic Schools 34 professors and assistants, 
and 481 students in attendance. 

The excelleiice of the -\rchitecture and Engineering of Bavaria is well 
knonn to intelligent observers, and is directly traceable to the influence of 
the admirable Polytechnic Institutions, established and largely sustained 
by the enlightened liberality of the Royal Government of that State. 

-. 

SAXOXY. 

The system of scientific and technical education of the kingdoni of Sax- 
ony, has a sirnilarly elevated rank to that which has long been accorded 
to its humanistic or literary counterpart. I n  both, Saxohy takes its place 
among the firpt of the German States. The lower Technical Schools, 
of which there are three, located respectively at Chenihitz, Plauen, and 
Zittau, are of a high grade of excellrnce. Of these, the one at  Cherni 
nitz is quite a remarkable specimen of its class, and seems to warrant 
something inore than a passing notic e. 

The ‘( KONIGLICHE GEWERR-UXU BAUGEWERKENSCIIULE zu CHEM- 
NITZ” [Roycrl Trade and Building School at Chnrcitz] comprises two 
schools-a Trade and Building School. The following progranime gives 
the course of study for each cchool. 

KONIGMCHE GET-EkB-UXD B h U G E W E k K E N S C H T J L E  
zu CHFXXITZ. 

i 

~.-GEWERBSCHUI,E. 

[ CYozcrse four years.] 
General Arithmetic. General Chemistry. 
Geometry. Natural History. 
Plain and Spherical Trigonometrj-. Chemical Manipulation. 
Theory of the Higher Equation@. Analytical Chemistry. 
Analv tical Geometry. Mineralogy and Geology, 
Commercial Arithmetia Descriptive Geometry, 
Physics, 1, I erepectivc. 
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Geometrical Drawing. 
Architectural Drawing. 
Machine Drawing. 
Surveying and Plan Drawing. 
Free-hand Drawing. 
Mechanics and Machinery. 
Cnlture of Field Stock. 
Science of Construction. 
Mechanical Technology. 
Agricultural Xachinery. 
Agrjcultural Architecture. 
Agricultural Chemistry. 
Agricultural Excursions. 

Agricultural Economy. 
Cattle-Breeding. 
Plant Culture. 
Study of Soils arid Fertilizers. 
Technical Chemistry. 
Coinmercial Book-Keeping. 
Spinning Nachines. 
Fabric and Pattern-drawing. 
Embossing in Clay and Wax. 
German Language. 
Geog~xphv and History. 
French 12angunge. 
Engliuh Language. 

I I . -BA~GE~F:RK~NSCH~LE.  

[Course two years.] 
Arithmetic. General Architecture. 
Geornetry. Arctiitectnral I h s i n g .  
Geoinetiieal Projections. Free-hand Drawing. 
German Languaqe. Ornamental Drawing. 
Mechanical I’hy sics. 
Special Xasonry and Carpentry of Road, 

Bridge, and Hrdraulic Constructions. 

There were in the Cheninitz Scbool in 1853, 16 professors and assist- 

Modelling in clay and mood. 
I‘erspoctive. 
Embossing of Ornaments, &c., in clay. 

ants. 

Stttdmts in the Trade School,. ............................ .182. . . . .  Special Drawing Class,. .......................... 53. .. Building School.. .............................. 69. l‘ 

- 
4 Total,. ....................................... ..301. 

r ’  
s 
I 

/- 

The instruction in this S ~ h o o l  conimences mith the elements of the 
subject taught ; and, in fact, the aim appears to be to carry this instruc- 
tion no farther than to secure a goad theoretical and practical knoivlrdge 
of the elements of the vaiious subjects embraced in this somewhat extensive 
programme. If we may judge from tlie character of the courses of study 
here presented and of the niodes in mhich they are said to  be carried out 
in these schools,* there can be no doubt of their capbility of furnishing 
an admirable training for agriculturists, artisans, builders, etc., as also of 
their peculiar excellence as training or preparatory schools for the higher 
Technical Institutions. 

There are two Higher Technical Schools in Saxony ; one the ( (  KOKIO- 
LicIxE POLYTFCHKISCHE PCHULE” [Royal Polytechnic school] at Dresden ; 
the other the “ KC~XIGL. SZCHISCHE BERGIKADEMIE” [Royal &hmn Miaing 
Academy] at Freiberg. 

/ 

* Director R c H N I c D B R M A N N , - “ N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~  uber die h-on$. Gewerb-und Baugge- 
~erkenschule.”-L€ipzig,--l868. 
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The foriner of these Scliools was established at  the capital of the king- 
cloin of Saxony, moie than tu enty yearb t ~ g o .  under the naiiie originally 
of thc " Technisclie Hildinigsanstalt zu Dresden "--[!l'ecechiaicaZ institution at 
Dresden]. It was recently reorganized, when it took its present name. 
Besides the Polytechnic School there ii a j '  Konigl. Baugewerkenschule" 
[Roynl Budding SC~LOO~] iinder the same general organization. The Poly- 
technic School coniprises a '' LoTyer '' and an '' Upper Section." The fol- 
lowing programmes exhibit the respective courses of study, of these two 
scllools. 

-. 

i 

...- 

KONIGLICHE POLYTE:CHNISCHE SCHULE. 

~.-LON%R SECTIOX. 

[Course t h e e  years.] 

Stereometry. 
Trigonometry. 

Mechanics. 
Natnral History. 
Theoretical Chemistry. 
Experimental Physics. 
Practical Geometry. 
Descriptive Geometry. 
Analytical Geonietrj-. 
Mineralogy. 
Architectiiral Dra&ing. 
Architectural Science. 

Algebra. 

German Composition. 
Logic. 
National Econonly. 
Popiilar Jurisprudence. 
English Language. 
Book-keeping. 
Higher Analysis. 
Higher I'hysiw 
Astronomy. 
Geology. 
Mill Machinery. 
Motive Powers. 

Arithmetic. 
Mechanics. 

4 

Logic. 
French Language. 
Germail ComDosition. 
Machines. 
Perspective. 
Machine Drawing. 
Plan Drawing. 
Modelling in Wood. 
Field Surveying. 
Technology. 
Chemical Manipulation. 
Technical Chemistry. 
Ornamental Draming. 

II.-UPPER SECTIOX. 

[Course d u m  years.] 

Constructions. 
Designs for Machines. 
Higher Geodesy. 
Higher Mechanics. 
Technology. 
Roads and Railways. 
Hydraulic Engineering. 
Practical Surveying. 
Topographical Drawing. 
Designs for Buildings. 
Technical Chemistry: 
Geological Excursions. 

K~NIOLICHE BAUGEWTRKENSCHULE. 
[Course three years.] 

Building and Carpentry. 
Architectural Drawing. 



Geometry. 
German Composition. 
Industrial Physics. 
Perspective. 

Builtling C 4 conomy. 
Ornamental DraiAng. 
Designs and Estimates. 
Architectural Science. 

I t  will be observed that a different principle of subordination is recog- 

obtains in the German Schools previously considered. Thc Under Section 
in itself presents a general Scientific and Technical Course of instruc- 
tion. The differences between tlic course of this and that of the Upper 
Section, are partly, in the addition of certaiii scientific and technical sub- 
jects to the latter, and in part, in the development and specializing of 
subjects taught in the Under Section. The Course of the Under Scction 
is, indeed, very well adal'ted t r )  t,lie wants of those who might wish to 
pursue a general coiirse of scic ific education, without reference to the 
wants of those professions for whicli the Course of the Upper Section is 
more especially designed. Such, in  fact, appears to  be in part the use 
made ol the Under Section in tliis Polytechnic establishment ;-it serves 
as a preparatory department to the Upper Section for those who are to be 
Engineers, Machinists, and ClicniistP, and it, su:ipliw a finishing course for 
those who wish a mere accompLslimeiit in the less sevcire and less techni- 
cal studies of theoretical arid practical science. 

nized by the managers of the Dresden Polytechnic School to that which - 
* 

r 

I 11 
ants ; 

1853, there were in the Pol>-techriic Scliool, 2 2  professors and assist. 
also, 
Students in Under Section,. ............................... ..162. 
Studenta in Upper Sectiou,. .............................. 43. 
Students in Special Drawing and Nodelling,. ................. 18. 
Students in Building School,. ............................... 86. 

- , 

Total,. ........................................ .SOO.* 

The annual revenue of the Dreaden establishment is only about $12,000 
of which from $8000 to $9000 are appropriated by the Government, and 
the balance comes from a small tuition charge of about $23, annual1y.t 

I n  addition to the Polytechnic School of Dresden, Saxony contains the 
most celebrated School of Mines in the world. The Royal Saxon Mining 
Academy of Freiberg, is not only the oldest,-having been established in 
1'765-but pre-eminently the first institution of its kind, in experience and 
other resources, for the accomplishment of its objects. 

paratory School, and the two specialties of Mining and Metallurgic Schools. 
The following programme exhibits the coiirses of study at  tliis institution. 

I n  its organization, the Mining Academy comprises a General or Pre- - ,, 

*Director €KLsE,-" Nachriehten iiber die Konigl. polytechnische Schule und KC- 

t Prof. Playfair,-" IniEuairial Education, etc." 
nigl. Baugeurerkensehule,"-Dresdel~,-18B3. 
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K~jNIGLICHE SA~<CRSiFCFIE BEiZG-4KADEMIE. 
[ Cbzirse j c u i .  p a r s . ]  

G E X E R A I .  C O U R S E .  
Mathcrnatics--F:leine~itary, Higher and ~~ineralogy-Systematic and Practical. 

~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ n i c s - T h ~ o r e t i c a l  and Practical. Civil Architecturk and Engineering 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i i ~ i c s - ~ l i i i i u ~  and  Xzsallnrqic. Constructions. 
Chemistry - Theoretical, Analytical, Mining Jurisprudence and Correspond- 

Physics-General and Applied. 
Descriptive Geometry, including Shades 

Shsdow~ and Perspective. General Metallurgy. 
Drawing-General and Topoqraptiical, 

extended to Mining Iniplemcnts, Crystallography.. 
Dfinirig and Xetallnrgic Machines 
and Conslructions. 

Practical. Geoloqy-Systematic and Practical. 

arid Practical. ence. 
C wnan Composition. 
French Language. 

The Art df Mining. 

Land Surveying and Mapping. 

s P K C I A L c 0 C li S E S. 

For D f i n m .  
Mine Surveying and Mapping. 
Fossil Geology. Mine Working. 

Keepiug of Books, Reginters, &c. 

For ilh~tnllitrgists. 
Practical Assaying. Practical Metallurgy. 
Analysis of Metallic Ores. Blow-pipe Assaying. 

h 

For admission to the Saxon Mining Academy, applicants must be not 
less than sixteen years of age, and must be prepared to pass an examina- 
tion in certain required subjects of preliminary knowledge. The course of 
study of the Academy is arranged for four years, and is obligatory on a11 
its students, with the exception of certain specialties in Mining and Me- 
tallurgy, which are pursued in accordance with the student’s destination to 
one or the other of these two departments of professional practice. 

This institution is supported by Government, from which it receives lib- 
eral provisions. A part of the students not only receive their instruction 
and board, but in addition, a certain pay per annum. These enter the 
Government Service with their appointments to the School, and when grad- 
uated are candidates for the Royal Corps of Mines. As such they receive 
the pay of this grade until appointed to vacant places in the Corps. Re- 
sides this class of students, others are permitted to attend the Mining 
Academy, who pay a small tuition fee and board in the town at their own 
expense. I n  this latter class are to be found students not only from Sax- 
ony and the other German States, but from nearly every country of the 
civilized world. The attendance, however, is never very large, varying 
from fifty to seventy-five of all kinds. 

I n  a late General Catalogue of former members of the Mining Academy, 

f 
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there are 1681 names from A. D. 1766 to 1860, embracing men from all 
parts of Europe, with some from tlie United States, Mexico, and the Sonth 
American States. It appears, inoreoT-er, froiii the statistics obtained by the 
compilers of this Catalogue that, not only the foreigners who lmve attended 
the courses of this School, but a consitlerable number of its German grad- 
uates, have gone into every land, legitimately carrying out the teachings 
of their Alma Mater as Miners and hIetalliirgists,-as mis&naries, in- 
deed, of these iinportant departments of I’ractical and Technical Science.* 

The Professorial Corps of this institution lias lorig heen celebrated. 
Such names as W E R m K t ,  BREITHACPT LANIPADICJS, Mom, LKHMANN, 
and others among the earlier, and ~TEISHACH, PLA. 
TA, and others-fourteen in all-among tlie present Professor3, in the 
Mining Academy, are w d l  known in the annals of theoretical and practical 
science. 

Baum. 

ER, SCHIEEREH, COT-  ’ 

In Baden the Trade or Artisan’s Schools appear to be of a less elevated 
There is, however, a Poly- 

technic Institution at Carlsruhc, the Capital of the Grand Duchy, which 
is one of tho most complete in its organization, as wcll :is one of tlie 
most important in its results of any in Germany. It was established in 
1825 under th_e Govermental charge of the Minister of the Interior. 111 
1832 it underwent a reiirganieation ; and, snbsequentlp, other less impor- 
tant changes were introduced until it finally took the form which it has 
had for a number of years past. 

I t s  educational objects will be rendered sufficiently apf’arent by the fol- 
lowing statement of its present organization, in connection with its several 
courses of study. 

POLYTECHNISCI’IE SCI-IULE ZU CARLSRUHE;. 

’ grade than in most other parts of Germany. 

GENEKAL & f A T  t1E:MATICAL CLASSES. 

[ Course three years.] 
Religion. Practical Geometry. 
History. Differential and Integral Calculus. 
German Language. Mechanics. 
Freuch Language. Botany. 

* “Die Bergakademie z u  Frciberg: zur Er!nncrupag an die Feier des hundertj(irigen 
Geburtstagea WERNER’S am 25, Bept. 1850.”-Freiberg. 

Also, ‘‘ Die Bergakademie zu Freiberg, ihre Besehriinkung odev Erweiterung, be- 
leuehtet von B. Cogta, Professor an clerselben.”-Freiberg,-l849. 

+ WERNER, one of tlie distinguished fathers of Geological Science. He was one 
of the earliest Professors in this School-having been sppuinted in 1774-and rc- 
mained as its most celebrated teacher until his death in 1817. His c a b i n e t t h e  
Wernerian Museum-is one of the valuable scientific collections possessed by this 
institution. 

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _  _ _  
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English Languege. 
Pure Mathematics. 
Geometry. 
Trigonometry. 
Descriptive Ggometry. 
Analytical Gsometry. 

Mineralogy and Geology. 
Phrsics. 
Technical Chemistry in general. 
Free-hand Drawing. 
Calligraphy. 
Modelling. 

SPECIAL SCHOOLS.” 

 ENGINEERING SCHOOL. 
[Course threc years.] 

Ethics. Landscape Drawing, 
English Language. Higher Analysis. 
J nrispruden cc. Hiqlier Mechanics. 
Practical Siirvejing. 
Higher Geodesy. Machinery. 
Toppgraphical Drawing, 
Ileslgns and Estimates for  Works. 

Roads and Hydraulic Works. 

Architectural Drawing and Modelling. 
Higher Architecture. 

II.--kKCIIITECTURBL SCHOOL. 

[Course four years.] 

German Literature and Style. 
Ethics and B.sthetics. 
AGllaoloqy of h a t .  
Higher ?Irchitecture ; Histor,v ; Styles. 
Jurisprudence [ Popdare  Reehtslehre.] 
Trigonometry, Spherical and Analyti- 

Differential and Integral CalcUlus. 
Mechanics and Hydraulics. 
Descriptive Geometry. 
Theory of Machines. 

cal Geometry. 

Designs for Buildings,-Estimate3. 
Technical Architecture. 
Construction of R o d s  and Hydraulic 

Mineralogy and Chemistry. 
Building and Ornamental Drawing. 
Drawing of Constructions. 
Figure Drawing. 
Aerial Perspective. 
General Modelling. 
&fodelling Ornamental. 

Works. 

111.- 

General Chemistry. 
Analytical Chemistry. 
Practical Geometry. 
Ethics. 
Chemical Manipulation. 
English Language. 
French Language. 
Botany andhology. 
General Drawing. 

-HIGHER TECHXICAL SCHOOL. 
[Course two years.] 

FOB TECEINICAL CIIEWSTS. 

Technical Chemistry. 
Popular Rlechanics. 
Common Roads. 
History. 
Mineralogy. 
Geoloqy. 
Book-kccping. 
Commercial Law. 
Mechanics of Transport. 

FOE MECHANISTS AND TECHNOLOGISTS. 
Theory of Machines. Technology. 
Construction of Machines. Technical bhemistry. 
Physics. English Ltlngnage. 
Higher Analysis. 
Higher Mechanics. French Language. 

* “Fachschulen. 

Roads, Bridges, and Hydraulic Works, 
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~V.-FOREST SCHOOL. 

[Course two years.] 

I 
Practical Mathematics. 
Technical Chemistry. 
Botany. 
Practical Geometry. 
National Economy. Aql k u l t ~ a l  Chemistry. 
Forest Trees. Forest Economy. 
Forest Laws and Police, 
Wood Taxation. Preservation of Porebts. 

Forest Rlglits otid Sports. 

V.-COXMERCIAL SCHOOL. 
FOR COMMFRCE. 

[Course one year.] 
Commercial Law. Commercial Correapondcnce. 
Book-keeping. Uonrmercial Arithmetic. 

German Composition. Commercial Geogrqhy. 
French Language. Calligraphy. 
English Language. Drawing. 

FOR POSTAL SERVICE. 

[Course two years.] 
Arithmetic. Populnr Mechanics. 
Geoqraphy. Plij tics. 
Religion, General History. 
French Language. German Composition. 
French Commerce. Political Arithmetic. 
National Economy. Jurisprudence. 
Enqlish Language. Mechanics o f  Transport. 
Calligraphy. Cominercial Contracts. 
Ethics. asthetics. 

Students may enter the lowest class of the General Schod or Jiathe- 
matical Classes a t  fifteen years of age, with a certain required preparation. 
It should be observed, ho\vever, that the General School more appropri- 
ately precedes the courses of the Special Schools of Engineers, Architects, 
arid Technists. The other Special Schools reqtiire n much lower standard 
of preparation, t lmi  that obtainable during the three years course of the 
General School.” 

I n  1852-3, there were 41 professors and teachers attached to this 
Institution, with an attendance of 330 students, of whom 112 were foreign. 
ers,-72 froin other German States, and 40 froin other European nations. 

The Goy:ernment grant to the Polytechnic School of Carlsruhe is only 
32,000 florins per annum,-about $14,000,--.1vhile the expenses of the 
School amouiit to 50,000 florins-about $21,000. To meet this deficiency 
.a sinall charge is made to each student,-$33,00 per aiinum. 

- History of Commerce. Commercial Products. 

\ 

______________-______ 
* “Da.3 hokere und niedere IStudiew Wescn im Brosaherzogthume Baden:- 
Konstanz,-1816. Also, Dr. Schodler,-“Die hohercn technirchen Schulen ate.” 

,‘ = 
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Of the results of this institution, it is said that the formal certificates of 
the Special Schools i r e  held in the highest estimation, and command inime- 
diate employment to their possessors." 

I In addition to the institutions already noticed, there are excellent estab- 
lijhnieiits of the same class, in Hanover, t Wirternberg, Hesse-Classel, 
Hesse-Darrnstailt, Brunsi?ick,f and possibly in other parts of Germany, of 
which the writer possesses no information.$ Our limits, however, do not 
permit further citations of this kind ; and, indeed, our present object,s will 
be satisfied, we trust, with the introduction of the examples already given. 
They hare  been chosen, pnrtlj- on accoinit of their prouiinence in this 
class of institutions, and in part, for their well marked peculiarities ; for 
dtliough all aiming at  the same general ol.,jects,-frcquent,ly, at objects 
precisely the same,-yet, they differ much in organization, in  methods, and 
in the general spirit which animates their admiliistration. 

I n  the sketches which have here been given, the aim has h e n  to pre- 
sent certain classes of characteristicu, in as concix a form as practicable, 
' to  the exclusion of niuch other niattcr that might be iateresting to the 
immediate msnagers of this class of educational institutions, bnt which 
would be scarcely essential t o  our present inquiry. Of the features thus 
brought under review, we have intended, especially, to include the age or 
duration of the institution,-the nature of its establisliment,-ol~jects,- 
organization,-courses of study,-nnmber of instructors,--number of stu. 
dents,-endowments,-tuition expenses,-besides an occasional remark 
illustrative of its characteristics or the results of its practical working. 

* Prof PlaSfair,-"Industrial histruetion." 
t Director Karmarsch,--" Die &here technische Sehule tu  Hanover,"-Hnnover,- 

1844 ;-Also by the same, "Die polyteehnische Schule zu N a n o v e r , - H a ~ ~ o v e r , - ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
3 Prof. Schodler,-Die hbheren teehnisehen Schulen, etc." 
§ In Belginm, Denmark, and several other Continental States, there are provisions 

of greater or less extent for scientific combined with technical instruction. In  
Great Britain, there were no institutions for this kind of instructlon,--with the 
exception of two or three schools of Civil Engineering,-prior to the advent of the 
London Industrial Exhibition of 1851. Since then. the Government has not only 
established a School of Mining Engineers, but has been building up a system of 
echools of General and Technical Design all over the Kingdom. 
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THE T R U E  IDEA O F  A POLYT’EClINlC INSTITUTE.  

W e  shall now seek to realize the more prominent ol>ject, originally pro- 
posed, for bringing together the preceding notices of the principal Scientific 
and Technical Institutions of the Continent of Europe,--which was, to 
illustrate the true idea of the Polytechnic Institute, by a direct appeal to 
its own most characteristic features, as displayed in a series of‘ imtitutions 
presenting all the usual varieties of the class. The features iiiost appro- 
priate to this purpose are those which will best illustrate the Objects, 
Curriculum, and Methods of the Polytechnic Institute,-characters which 
may be obtained by simple inductioiis based 011 the data supplied by the 
foregoing sketches. 

OBJECTS. 

By a coniparison of the different institutions ernbraced in our survey, it 
will be seen that their general objects may be properly stated to ernhrace 
the educational training of the folIou-ing classes of Scientific Teclinists. 

1. ARCIUTECTS. * 
2. CIVIL ENGINEERS.+ 
3. MINING ENGINEERS.$ 

~~ ~ 

* Whose duties connect them with the preparation of Designs and Superintend- 
ence of the Construction of E’djces ,  pnblic and private. 

+ Having charge of the following specialties : Designs and Constructions of,-Com- 
mon Koa&; Railway& ; Bridges; Tunnels; Canals; Docks; River and Harbor 
finprovements ; Lighthouses ; the Supplv and Dsstribution of Water f o r  Towns, 
Sanitary, Agritultural, and ililanufacturing purposes. 

$ Under Mining Engineering is usuallgi includrd the two important specialties of 
,Wining and ~etallurgy,-embracing all that relates to t,he Surveying, Opening, and 
Working of Nines. and the Smelting of Ores, Reduction of Metals, Assaying, etc. 

5 Or Higher Hachinisfs ; also sometimes called Mechanical Engineers in  Great 
Britain and the United States. Their profeseional functions embrace the Designing 
for, and Snperintending of the Construction of the Steam Engine, Hydraulic, and 
other Machine Motors, as also heavy and cozplicated Machinery in general. 

11 Whose functions embrace those professional duties incident to the Establishment 
and Superintendence of Works for the Higher hlnnnfactures and Physical Arts ; 
such, for example, as Potteries, Porcelain and Gkbb Works ; Manufactories of the 
various Textile Fabrics, Printed Fabrics, Ornamenhl Metal Work, etc. 

7 These include two classes, namely ; first, those engaged in Chemical Manufac- 
tures, for example, in the production of Acids, Salts, Pigments, Coloring Substances, 
oils, Fats, Resins, Sugars, etc.,-Preparation of Fuele, Illuminating Gases, Pharma- 
ceutical Substances, etc. ; secondly, thoae engaged in Manufactures dependent O A  

Chemistrg,--such as Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing on Textile Fabrim, etc. 

_- 
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In this peneralizatiou TVP have omitied a11 recognition of Schools of 
Forestry, A2gricultiire, and C'onimerce, because neither occurs in more than 
one or two iliatarices in the whole numLer of institutions noticed. Besides, 
a Sclivol of Forestry, as here reprraented, is naturally limited to the 
waiits of a few countries ; H liile a School of Agriculture, with its peculiar 
rerpire,nents in respect to educational appliances ~vould, in the majoiity of 
cases, as a matter of expediency, have a distinct organization.' There 

er, no reasoii Mhy a Coimmcrcial School sit11 elevated aims 
sliould not form one of the schools of a Polytcclinic Institution. The rela; 
tions between the pursidts of coinmeice a i d  the various operations and 
rejults of constructive, productiv6, arid inmufitcturing industry, are certainly 
such as to make tlic fxilities possessed by a Polytechnic Institute peculiarly 
well adapted to the derelopment of the most usefiil kind of comniercial 
education. The course of the Coinniercial Section in the Folyteclmic 
SGhool of Carlsruhe is, in this connection, eminently suggestive. 

THE CURRICULUM. 

W e  may conveniently dividc the system of instruction of a Polytechnic 
Institution into three parts ;--first. the Prqiarafory Course, embracing all 
those studies necessary to matriculation in the institution ; secondly, the 
General Course, constituting the fouiidation in general science and litera- 
ture, on which, as a coinnion basis, are erected the subsequent courses ; and 
thirdly, the Technical Courses, wliicli include all thow special teachings, 
more or less peculiar to the objects of the institution. 

The scholastic requirtmerits for matriculatiori differ considerably among 
thc institutions which hare  come under our notice ; some, as in the case 
of' the Polytechnic School a t  Paris and the Technical Institute at Berlin, 
have requirements, particularly the former, of an extreniely elevated grade ; 
while others, which embrace the majority of cases, prescribe a certain 
measure of preliininary training which experience has found to be both 
necessary arid practicable. The following progrmme presents the course 
of preparatory studies generally required for matriculation in the Polytech- 
nic 1nstitutions.of the Continent of Europe. 

L 

* A considwable proportion of the subjects of study at  the Schools of Forestry 
on the Continent of Enrope, is manifestly such as should form a part of the general 
course of study in every completely organized Agricultural Institution. wherever 
established. The finest Agricultural School in Europe, i s  the " Konigl. Lehranstalt 
fur Land u. Forstwirthschaft "-Royal Institution for Agriculture and Forestry-at 
Hohenheim, in the kingdom of Wurtemberg, in wliich these closely allied courses of 
training are bronght under a single organization. 

6 
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PREPARATORY COURSE. 

MATHExAT1cs.-Arithmetic ; Elementary Algebra ; Geometry ; Elements of Trig- 

EXPERIMEXTAL ScrENcE.-Elements of Physics and Chemistry. 

LITERATURE.-The vernacular Language,-including Grammar and, to a certain 

GRAPEK ARTS.-writing ; Drawing-to a greater or lesa extent. 

The course here given, while more extended in physical science than 
fiat prescribed at the Ihole Centrale, is very far inferior to that required 
at  the &cole Polytechnique in mathematical science." I t  more nearly 
represents the matriculation requirements of the German Institutions. Rut 
it will be observed that tlie latter frequently unite in the same general 
organization a Preparatory School, located in the same or separate build- 
ings ; and in such cases, the studies included in the preparatory courses are 
even more extended-at least in variet,y of subjects ;t in fact, they present 
specimens of niems ~ ~ ( ~ 1 1  adapted t,o secure a11 @&be disc+linary training 
preparatory to matriculation,-a desideratuui of the utniost importance, in 
view of the fact that the subsequent courses of a Polytechnic Institute are 
of a nature to tax more or less completely the intellectnal powers of any 
student.t As resgects age, it is obserx-able that stutlcnts are rarely mat,ricu- 
lated before sixteen; while, in general, t,liey are from seventeen to nine- 
teen years of age,-sometimes older thaii the latter limit,-before entering 
upon the regular course of a Polytechnic Institution. 

onometry. 

DESCRIPTIVE ficIENcE.-Geography ; Political EliatOl'y ; Natural History. 

extent, Style in Composition. 

GENERAL COURSE. 

MATHEMATICS. S o c i a l  Arithmetic ; Higher Algebra ; Analytical Trigonometry ; 

NATURAL HISTORY AND C*EoLoaY.-Botany : ~ o o ~ o g y  ; Mineralogy ; Geology ; 

PHYSICS AND 1\I~c11~~1cs.-General Physics ; Theoretical and Practical Nechanics. 
CaeMrsTKY.-Theoretical and Practical Chemistry. 
LITEaATueE.-Composition and Criticism in the vernacular language ; Modern 

Analytical Geometry ; Differential and Integral Calculus. 

Physical Geography. 

Languages. 

* The knowledge required for admission to the %cole Polytechnique comprises : 
1. Arithmetic. 8. Physics. 
2. Elementary Geometry. 9 .  Chemistry. 
3. Algebra. 10. Cosmography. 
4. Plane and Spherical Trigonometry. 
6. Analytical Geometry. 
6. Descriptive Geometry. 
7. Mechanics. Color,-Gray on. 
' Programme des eonnaissasces exigegs pour P admission d I' Ecole linpgriale Poly- 

11. French Language. 
12. German Language. 
13. Drawing ;-Geometrical,-Water 

teehnipue,-~INIsT&RE D E  LA G u ~ ~ ~ ~ , - P a r i s , - 1 8 5 4 ~  
t See under Bavaria, p. 22. 
$ That is, provided, always, the course as such be actually accomplished. 



t 
PaILosorm.-Logic : Ethics ; Asthetics ; Jurisprudence. 
GEODETIC ART%-hWer G eodcsy. 
GRAPHIC AirTs.-Descriptive Geometry ; Geomctrical Drawinq ; Topographical 

PLASTIC AnTs.-Modellimg in clay, Plaster, etc. 
Drawing ; Free Drawing. 

TECEISICAL COURSES. 

GEXERAL CoNRTRuCTIoNs.--Materials used in Construction ; Stabillty of Architeot- 
ural and Engineering Structurcs. 

MAcaINEs.-Theory of Machines ; Transformations of Ifation ; Construction of 
Machines; Prime Movers. 

R P F ~ ~ L  EXGWEERIYG CoasTRLCTIOXS.-ROads and Railways ; Bridges; Hydraulic 
Works ; Machines itbed in Construction ; Location and Surviying of Works ; Designs 
and Estimates. 

SPECIAL ARCHITECTURAL COYSTRUCrroW -Components of Edifices ; Architectural 
Design ; History of Architecture; Architectural Decoration; Construction of Public 
and Private Edifices ; Designs and Estimates. 

GENERAL GEoDEST.-PraC(iC&l Astronomy ; Higher Geodesy; Topogaphical Sur- 
vej ing. 

IxDuqTnr*L CHEYISTRY AVD Pmr~~~s.-Technoloq : Technical Physics ; Warming 
and Ventilating of I(iddings : Technical Chemistry; Designs for Works and Pro- 
cesses. 

ME.TAiLuRG~~.-Bnalytical Chemistry ; Asbaying ; General 3Ietsllurgy ; Designs 
for Vorlrs arid Processev 

M.rNrsG.-Mining Geologv ; Mine Surveying ; Mining Macliines ; Working of 
Mineb ; Mining Economy ; &itling Jurisprudence. 

GRAPHIC AnTG.-Frce Drawing : Architectural Drawing ; Machine Drawing ; 
Topographical Ihawing ; Mine Diawing. 

PT,ASTIC ARTs.-Modeliing i n  Clay, Plaster, Wood, and Stone; Stone Cutting ; 
Embossing. 

The division of the Carricnlum into general and technical courses is one 
rather of convenience thsii or fact, since there is scarcely a well marked 
instance nf such a distinction to he seen in aiiy one of the examples con- 
sidered.* Our object in here iecogriizing the division named is, that we 
may indicate more l-mciselp the snlJjects of study under tlieir respectii e 
heads, The idea of' a General Course is that of a common Basis of all tlie 
specialties des1 ined to follow-tli;lt iq, of all the teclinical courses. 

I n  respect to tlic General Course, it nil1 be observed that the subjects 
included in our list, are common to almost every institution brought under 
oar cognizance. The subjects thus named, although somewhat variable 
as regards extent of individual development in different institutions, may 
be considered to represent the fundamental scient$c and literary culture, 

* The org&zations of the Berlin and Carlsruhe Institutions approximate to this 
condition, hut are not strictly in accordnnce with it. Perhaps the closest approach 
is seen in the relations between the Polytechnic and Special Government Schools 
of France,-where the former becomes the General School in respect to all of 
the gnbduah who finish their educational courses in tho Special Schools. 
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wliicli experience has suggestetl to be aplmpriwtc to t lio ohjects ni' this 
class of educational institutioiis.* 

I t  woiild he equally, nay more, difficult to generalize the distinctions 
observed in some of these institutions in respect to iridiviclual technical 
courses. Not intrinsically ; l)nt, in Iiaviiig due refereiicc to the facts as 
actually presented in thc several cases. These are>, first, in the abscrice, 
as already remarked, of the distinction of any really general or fiiiida- 
mental course ; and secondly, in t.he tiiwrsitp exhilited in the spccial 
courses. I n  certain cases, vithont doubt,, this diversit,. has arisen in 
somewhat different local wants ; in others it would l x  difficult of explxua- 
tion except 011 gro1iids of merely arbitrary or at best tenqiorary expcddi- 
ency. W e  have therefore been coiitei~t~ to generalize the studies of the 
Technical Courses, as a, nlmle, iii accordance with &e olijects already 
stated, deeming this to Le suflicierit for our present prposc.  

METHOUS. 

That whicli has been already presented iiiidpr the two preceding l-ic,ad*, 
is Imliaps suggestive of all that, need lie said uuder the present one. 
W e  will merely acld a single o1)servation. It ~lmuld be not icd  that, 
in coiinectioii with tlie largc amount of tecliiiical study which enters 
into the Curriculum of a Polj-technic Institute, there is associated the 
featnre of nearly continnoizs daily practice in some kind of sensiims disci- 
pline-discipline of the senses. Each student undergoes an almost daily 
drill in a class of exercises which, besides tending to secure a high degree 
of muscular training. in all that belongs to facility and precision of niaiiipii- 
lation, are of  a nature, by their direct appeal to tlie spnses, to contribute to 
a largely increased commaud of sensuous power,-in quicltncss and accnracy 
of sight,-in delicacy of touch, etc. For example, in descriptive science,- 
botanp, zoology, mineralogy, geology, etc., - we have practice in tlie 
study and direct examination of hand specimens of minerals, plants, and 
animals, with exciirsions to localities ; in experimental science, physical 
arid chemical manipulations in the lalioratorp j iri tlie geodetic arts, the use 
of inrtruments in the actual conduct of astronomical, trigononietrical, and 
topograpliical observations of practical data ; in  the gratihic arts, practice 
to a large extent in free, topographical, and geometrical drawing ; in tlic 
plastic arts, niodelling iii clay, plaster, and wood, and stone-cutting, etc. 
Moreover, this peculiar discipline i s  carried out so extendedly in each of 

r 

f 

*We have omitted to include Religion in the general course, first, because it 
0ccui-s in only two or three instanceg; and secondly, in view of the more than 
doubtful expedieucy of placing religious culture-how all important soever in itself 
-in the Curriculum of such 5n institiition. 
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vera1 examples noticed, as to secure to the diligent and attentive 
student an intelligent arid complete command of the T xrious practical ope- 
rations which, in after life, wonld be likely to make direct requisitions upon 
this kind of kno\rledge.* 

-,, 
E:nuc- LTIOSAJ, GRADE. 

I11 addition to the several characters already noticed, tlie question may 
arise as to the status or i.ducatioiia1 giadc of tlip Polytechnic Institute 
aniong its various cotemporaiicr in otlier ficldz of learning. I n  ansx er to 
this question it may be remaiked, in the fir %t i)lacr, that grneral usage on 
the continent of Europc appears to assign tlie Higher Technical lilstitiitioris 
a place xniong ITiii? erhitirs in tlic “ Snperior System of Instructioii.”- 
Thus Dr. dchodler, in tlie course of an analysis of rrlritiT e charactrJiistics, 
exhiliits the followiug parallel betv een the tm o sy stenis of Iluiiianistic and 
Teclinical Education :t 

~ - - - . . - -~~~~ 

I ~ U V A \ I S r l C  bPIlOOL8. TECIIVIC $L SCIIOOLY. ~_ 

2. Real School. 

3. Higher Trade School. 

/4. Gymnasium. 

is. Lyceum. 
2. Gymnasium. 

8. University. ‘4. ~ n i v e r s i t )  . 1’3. Techn. High School f 14 Techn. High School. 

In  a similar manner, Prof. Raclic, in recogiiition of this uwge, plares 
the Polytechnic and Special Technical Schools of the contiiient of Europe 
with the Universities in tlie system of‘ ‘ I  Superior Instrnction,” thus dis- 
tinguishing this class of institutions from those devoted to Secondary 
Instruction,”-such as the Gyninayia, Lpceniiis, Rral Pehool~, Trade 
Schools, etc.5 So Prof. Playfair, more recently, while ranking the higher 
Technical Inrtitutions with the Universities, speaks of the former as Tn- 
tiustrial Univers&‘es.)I Indeed, so far as we are aware there is no question 
as respects intelligent usage on this point. 

But it may be remarked, that apart froni the question of the Fact, there 
are manifest reasons why such a usage should obtain. And these rest on 
the reality of the possession by each-by the Humanistic and Technical 

* Of course, the observations contained in this paragraph, like preceding ones, 
are to be nnderstood as generalizations of features of Polytechnic Imstitotions, as a 
class, rather than as strictly applicable to any single institution. 

+ “Die hoheren technischen &hulen naeh iWrer Idee wid  Bedeutuag.’’ 
$ Generio or synonymic for Polytechnic School, Institute, etc. 
$ ‘‘ Report o n  Education in Europe to the Ilkustees of Girard College for Orphans.” 

11 (‘ Industrial Instruct ion on the Continent,”-London,-l852. 
-Phila&lphia,--l8 3 9. 



University-of all those characteristics in common which are deenled more 
or less essential to the University idea ; such, for example, as considerable 
maturity of age and preparation before matriculatioIi,-the elevated nature 
of the prominent studies,-the predominance of the lecture mode of coni- 

municating instruction,-the aggregation of two or more professional 
schools,-the conferring of certain degrees,*-etc. 

A true idea of the Polytechnic Institnte is, therefore, that of a series of 
Xpecial ~Ychools for the complete educational training of Architects, Civil 
Engineers, Mining Engineers, and other Scientific Tpchnists,-all united 
under a common organization,-all alike aiming at the realization not only 
of exact and extended scientific culture, hut of the utmost practical skill 
in  the applications of science to the pnrsuits of active life. The name 
Polytechnic Institute-Institute of maiiy -41 ts-becomes etymologically 
significant when thus applied,-alike of the plurality, the nature, and the 
importance of its 0bjects.f I t  is also niaiiifest that the subjects and 
methods of study here noticed present an arrav of means well chosen 
tovards the attaining of results PO important ; for, hesides tlie extrnsi7 e 
system of disciplinary exercises for muscular and seusilo~ls ( ulture, if it +le 
remembered that the variouq tlieoretical and technical coIIrscp, in  addition 
to the large amount of positive knowledge which they are designed to con- 
vey to the student, are adapted to secure a discipline of tlie intellectual 
powers of a high order of eucellence,-it ma?- be been how a judiciou.: 

culture niight conduce to  the exaltation of the  hitelligeiice and executive 

* The conferring of degrees k, perhaps, scarcely t80 be included among the actiial 
features of the Technical Institutions, either of France or Germany. Even to be 
graduated at the &cole Polvtechiiique,-a distinction, unquestionably, very high 
of its kind,--gives to the regipicnt of this honor the right to style himself notlling 
inore than ‘i Ancien ElBve de 1’ Ecole Po1gtechniqne”--Ebrmcr S’tudeat of the Poll - 
technic School. 

t Hence the School of Roads and Bridges a t  Paris, and the Uinin,n Academy at  
Fretberg, although Special Schools of a high order, are yet not properly entitled to 
the epithet Pol!/techwie. The most cornjnkte-though n o t  necemarily the b e s t  
Polytecliiiic Institution of those noticed in our  sketch, is the “ Polytechnic School ” 
at  Carlsruhe ; next to  this we might perhaps .place the ‘I Central Sc111,ol ” at  paris 
and the ‘ j  Technical Institute” at h r h .  The Folytechnie School of France, in 
connection with the various Special Schools of Application, may thus be considered 
p Poly tech i i i c  Institute of a high order. 

In a similar manner we use the term hs t i tu t e  i n  association with its descriptive 
epithet, for the aggre$ation of several specialties under one general organization, in 
accordance with what v e  conceive to be the better Gerrnn11 ubage, in preference 
either i o  the word School or College,-the latter of which being in fact only a more 
ambitious as well as more ambigiioos name for the same thing.-thus leaving the 
word School very appropriately applicable to  the separate q?ecialties,--in fact to 
every organization, which, besidm being more Rimple, is characterized by unit\, rather 
than plufillity of objects. In this 8ense the Polytechnic Bchool of France and the 
School of Roads and Erid,ves, etc., are very properly called Schools,-although the 
propriety of tlie prefix Polxtechnic in the ibrrner case iS somewhat questionable. 

c 

conibination of thcse two p a d l e l  I)nt intimately connected systenic of .K-, 

__ __ ~~- - _ _ _ _ _  
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power of the student and future practical man, up to the utmost perfection 
of development, of which merely secular education would appear to be 
capable. 

Such, at least, as suggested rather than described in the preceding para- 
graphs, embraces our idea of the true Polytechnic Institute. Such we 
believe to be the legitimate tendencies of an efficient practical carrying 
out of this system of educational culture. It map claim more of results 
than can be said of any single institution among those which have come 
under our notice ; it may be more than is practicable of realization, 
between unlimited imaginings and limited possibilities ; but no more, than, 
as an idealization predicated of the reaalts of our study, of the character- 
istics of plan and working of these institutions, we should feel warranted 
to adopt as our embodiment of the true idea of the Polytechnic Institute, 
-towards the attainment of which we might always he permitted to 
make progress. / 

With this notice of the Scientific and Technical Institutions of Europe, 
we sliall resume our consideration of the present condition and of the plans 
proposed for the future permanent establishment of the Institute. 



E D  U C d T I 0 N 9 L S Y S T E If 

OF TI113 

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. 

The educational objects of tlie Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, rpsnlt- 
ing from its reorganization of 1850, hal ing been already stated,* we \vi11 
now proceed to illustrate the charnctciietics of its educational system. 

As at present constituted tbe lnstitute systeiii enibiaces a Training or 
Preparatory School, and tlie Polytechnic Iiistitute proper. The former is 
hut a recent development of a 
several years, as a departiiieiit of reception and prtparation of tliohe stu- 
dents-candidates for niatriculation--wl~o canie unfitted to meet the nia- 
triculatioii requirements of the Institute. The course of study of the 
Training School is seen in the follonwg p1ogranimc.t 

r 

Preparatory Cl 

.-. 
, 

INSTITUTE T R A I N I N G  SCEIOOL. 

ELEMENTARY CLASS. 

1. RELIGIon.-~ihle Itistory and Biography. 
2. Eh~~rs~r.-Orthographg ; Etymology ; Reading. 
3. ~ ~ r ~ l ~ l a ~ ~ ~ o . - ~ u n d a n l e n t a ~ - ~ r a l  and Written. 

5. WnrrIxG.--Copying from slips. 
6. U ~ a w r ~ ~ . - L i n e a r  Drawing from simple Naps and Patterns in Flat. 

4. GEoaRAPHY.-IntrodUCtOr~ (5eOgraphg. 

_ _  
* See pp. 4 and 7. “The Rensselner Polytechnic Institute shall have for its pri- 

mary objects, the Scientific and Professional Education ot Architeeta, and Civil, 
Mining, and Topographical Eneineers.” a 

“ It ia also declared that the Institute sliall have for a Eecondary object, The 
Educational Training, in a general or partial course of Theoretical and Practical 
Srience o f  a11 those mho may resort to it for such a purpose.” 

-1N3TITUTE sT.zr~rEs.-A?~wual Register for 1855. 
t The Training School vas opened in the Building of the Troy Academy on the 

24th October, 1855, through the cooperation of the Trustees of the latter. By an 
arrangement with them, the Trustees of the Institute have fitted up the Rooms of 
the Academy Buildiug in a manner to answer quite conveniently the present wants 
of this School. 
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G E N E R A L  C L A S S E S .  

1 Course three years.] 
1. RELXGXOX-HOI~ Scriptures ;-Sacred History ; Christian Morala 
2. ENQLISH LANGUAGE. -Composition ;-Grammatical and Rhetorical Criticim. 

-_ 3. ANCIENT AND MODERN LANGUAGE%-Latin Language ; Greek Language ; French 
Language; German Language. 

4. MnrrrEuATIcs.-Arithmetic ; Elementary Algebra ; Elements of Synthetic 
Geometry. 

6. DESOR~P~IVE Scxswce-Geography ; Elemente of-Political and Physical ; Po- 
litical Hietory ; Natural History ; - Elements of,-Plants,-Animals,-Minerals ; 
Elements of Human Physiology and Hygiene. 

6. EXPERIMENTAL SnENck-Physics,-%%dy of selected subjects ; Chemistry,- 
Study of selected subjects. 

7.. VOCAL AnTs.-Voiee Culture; Elocution; Reading and Declamation ; Vocd 
MUSIC. 

8. GRAPHIC AETS-writing ; Drawing from Geographical Map; Free Drawing 
from Patterns in the Flat and Models; Geometrical Drawing. 

9. Gymnastic Arts-General  Gymnnstics. 

S P E C I A L  C L A S S .  

[C'.wve one year.] 
MATHEMATICAL SECTION. 

1. EN~LIEE LANQuAGE.-English Composition ;-Practical E x e r c h ;  T.lring n o t a  

2. FRENCH LANQUAQE. 
3. MATHEMATICS.-Higher Arithmetic ; Algebra ; Synthetic Geometry ; Elementcr- 

4. E ~ E R U E N T A L  PwsIcs.-Molecular and Gravitative Forces : Elements of m e r -  

6. NATURAL HmoRY.-Ekmenta of Botany, Zodogy, and Mineralogy. 
6. VOCAL ARm-Praeticd Elocution. 
7. GRAPHIC AsTs.-Calligraphy; Free Drawing,-from the Flat and the b u n d ;  

8. GYYUASTIC ART& 

snd writing out of Lectures; Grammatical and Rhetorical Criticism. 

.. ry Trigooomepy ; Logarithmic Arithmetic. 

motics. 

Geometrical Drawing,-Geometr&al Problema 

CLASSICAL SECTION.* 

1. ENGLWFI LANGuAG&-English Composition;-Practical Exercises ; Grammatical 

%. CLASIOAL Laluounoas.-Latin Language ; Greek Laaguage. 
3. bfATEExATIcs.-Higher Arithmetic ; Algebra 
4.. Gma&rPHY.-Ancient and Modern. 
6. VOOAL AaTs.-Practical Elocution. 
6. GRAPHIO AaTs.-Calligraphy ; Free Drawing,-from the Flat and the Round. 
7. GYMNASTIC ARW. 

* The Classical Section is supposed to have for its immediate object the prepam- 
tion of it8 members for the Freshman Class of a Classical College, and the course is 
constructed in accordance with such an object,-being a continuation mainly of the 
alpasical coum of the General Cla@ma 

a d  Rhetorical Criticism. 

6 
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The Training School, as its name suggests, is designed to present .a 
system of disciplinary training essentially preparatory to a futorr. course 
in the LPolyteclinic Tiistitute. 114 system of instruction is, howe7 er, 
intendcd to be such as to adapt it to fulfill equally well the functions of 
ti Training School for the preparation of those destined to any of tile 
Classical Colleges, without in any mise inipaiiing it-: capacities for useful- 
ness in1req)ect to its primary objects. Tlie three ‘( General Classes,”- 
Lower, Middle, and Upper,-have a systematic course of three years. 
This course,-which is the same for all, Tvhether preparing for the Institute 
or a Classical College,-is constructed with a viem- of securing a well 
balanced and effective training in physical, inteIlectas1, and moral disci- 
pline, as also an amowit of positive knowledge appropriate tu the general 
objects of the School. The “ Special Class” indudes two Sections,-a 
Malhematical and Classical. The course is arranged for one year, and in 
logical succession is intended to follow the course of the General Classes. 
While, therefore, the latter course is designecl to he R coniinon basis in 
literary, scientific, and art cltTture, the former is intended to realize certain 
special extensions of the N athematics and Classical Languages. The 
course for each class of stndents recorting to this School--Mathematical 
and Glasdcal-will thus be four years in duration. For admission to 
the ‘ t  Lower Class” of the Training School an age of a t  least tn-elve 
years is required and a certain preparation in Reading, Writing, and 
Arithmetic. 
frum ten to iwelve years of age, in which they receive a preparation for 
elitering the Lower Class. Admission into any of the Classes,-the 
Lower to thc Special, incluaive,-is perinitted in all cases where the 
applicant is properly qualified in age and scholastic attainments. 

The conrse for matriculation in thc Institute is indicated in the pro- 
gramme of the Mathematical Section of the Special Class. Students who 
are a t  least sixteen years of age and otherwise properly prepared, are 
admitted to the Special Class, without the necessity of going through the 
previous course of the General Classes, ahd are thus enabled to  complete 
their preparation for entering the lowest class-Bivision C-of the Insti- 
tute, within the scholastic year. 

The lnstitute Curriculum is wen in the following programme of the  
coiirses of the General and Technical Schools. 

Younger pupils are received into the ‘ I  Elemeytary Class ” ,- 

R E K S S E L A E R  P O L Y T E C H N I C  IKSTITUTE. 
[Course three years.] 

G E N E R A L  S C H O O L .  
1. 3 f . 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ 1 c s - H i g h e r  Algebra ; Analytical Trigonometry ; Analytical Geome- 

try ; 1)iffcrential D nci Integral Calculus. 



2. MEcaANIcs.-ltational [Pure] Mechanics of Solids, Liquids, and Gases. 
3. Pmsica.-Magnetism and Electricity ; Acoustics and Optics. 
4. CmwsTky.--Genera1 Chemistry of Inorganic and Organic Bodies ; Practical 

5. NATURAL fhTORY.-Botuny ; ZOblOg~. 

7. Cos~oGi~,\pFiy.--Gerieral Cosmography ; Physical Geography. 
8. LrTsnaTuns.--Englisli Composition, Elocuhion, and Criticism ; French Lan- 

'3. PariosoPHY."-Intellectual Philosophy ; Ethics ; Bsthetics ; History of Phi- 

10. GEODETIO ARTs.--Line Surveying ; Practical Trigonometry ; Topogrnphical 
Surveying ; Hydrographical Survey in<. 

11. GRAPHIC Awa-Descriptive Geometry,-General Problems,4hades, Shad- 
ows, and Linear Perspective ; Geometrical Drawing ; Topographical Drawing ; 
Free Drawing? 

Chemistl.y,-~anip~ilations. - ~ 8.  Ql:oLocY.--51ineratogy ; Geology. 

* p a g e  : German Language. 

losophy. 

12. PLASTIC ARTs.*-lfodelhg in Clay and Plaster. 
13. GIWXASTIC Ams.*-General Gymnitsties ; Fencing and Sword Exercise. 

T E C H N I C A L  S C H O O L S .  

GEXERAL STUDIES. 
Prnctical Mechanics. 
Construction Drawing. Cutting. 
Machine Drawing. Industrial Physics. 
Topographical Drawing. General Constructions. 
Engineering Geodesy. Theorr of Machines. 
Metrical Arithmetic. Transformations of Motion. 
Practical Geology. Prime Movers. 
Practical Mineralogy. Construction of hIach'ines. 
Architectural Design.* Jurisprudence. * 
Free Drawing and Modelling.* History of Architecture.* 
&stheties of Conatruetive and Orna- Landscape Gardening." 

mental Ar t*  Ornamental Drawing.* 

Graphics of Carpentry and Stone 

SPECIAL STUDIES. 

I.--SCEOOL OF CIVIL ARCHITECTS.* 

Construction of Public and Private 

Archil ectural Decoration. . Buildiugs. 
Modelling of Architectural Construe- 

Architectural Drawing. 
Edifices. Lighting, Heating, and Warming 

Designs and Estimates for Architec- 
tiuna tural Constructions. 

11.-SCHOOL OF CIVIL EXGINEERS. 
Speclial Con&mwtions ;-Hydraulic Practical Astronomy. 

Works ; Bridges ; Tunnals ; Higher Geodesy. 
Common Roads and Railways. 

Road and Railway Traction ; - Mensuration. 
Forees,-3lacliines 

Railwag Economy. 
Modelling of Engineering Structures." Constructions. 

Road and Railway Surveying and 

Road and Railway Plans and Sections. 
Designs and Estimates for Engineering 

*Subjects and course8 which are not, as yet, actually introduced into the working 
exerciees of the Institute Curriculum. 
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1II.--Scaoo~ OF MINING ENQINEERS.* 

Mine Surveying. Analytical Chemistry. 
Mine Drawing and Modelling. 
Mining Geology. General Metallurgy. 
Mining Machinery. 
Mine Working. 
Mining Economy. Designs and Estimates. 

Practical Assaying. 

Special Metallurgy of Iron. 
Construction of Smelting Works. 

QBSERVATIONS ON THE INSTITUTE CURRICULUM. 

W e  have already given the Matriculation, General, and TechnicaI 
Courses of our representative Curriculum of a European Polytechnic Insti- 
tution, in illustration of this very important feature of the true idea of such 
an institution. I t  would naturally, therefore, be a matter of some interest 
and, indeed, of some importance to establish a comparison between the 
Institute Curriculuin of the preceding pages and this typical one of its 
European cotemporaries, since it might thus be possible to obtain an intelli- 
gent view of the excellences not less than the deficiencies of the Institute 
System as tested by such a standard. 

But a comparison of the educational systems of two or more institu- 
tions is not likely to be a very satisfactory performance, if the data consti- 
tuting the basis of the comparison consist only of mere programmes of the 
subjects studied ; since, a collocation of titles however captivating for its 
completeness and symmetry,-as displayed upon paper,-may be quite 
another thing as actually carried out in educational ractice. The extent 
to which the several subjects are respectively stu d,-the manner in 
which they are studied,-the tone of ihe examination standards, whidh 
ultimately decides all questions of qualification in the same studies,-are 
circumstances very essential to the formation of a satisfactory judgment 
in matters of this kind. 

It is not always practicable to obtain full information on these several 
points in respect to the European Institutions. Still, by means of official 
and other publications which sometimes give the subjects in detai2 of the 
courses of study, and by the aid, occasionally, of manuals or treatises on 
certain subjects of the courses, prepared by professors in these institutions, 
we are enabled, in the majority of cases, to come to tolerably satisfactory 
conclusions Eith respect to the extent, as well as to the efficiency with 
which the courses are actually carried out. As regards the Institute, it  is 
proper to remark, that the authorized published statements of its Annual 
Registers give not only its courses of study in sufficient detail to  indicate 
with considerable definiteness the extent to which the different subjects 
are respectively developed, but they also contain explanations of the mode 
of study and of examination standards sufficiently full and explicit, we 
believe,-with certain exceptions to be presently noticed,to satisfy any 

4 
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reasonable inquiries under this head. To these publications we must refer 
for such details. Our limits will merely permit us to indicate in a brief 
running review, the more prominent resemblances and differences in order 
that we may be able to note those deficiencies which still exist in the 
practical carrying out of the Institute Curriculum. 

The Cfeneval School.-Passing over the course required preparatory to 
Matriculation,'and we come to the regular courses uf the Institnte which 
are included in the General and Technical Schools. The idea of the for- 
mer is that of a system of generul disciplinary culture,-scientific, literary, 
philosophic, artistic,-prior to entrance upon the study of any form of 
applied science or art. An aim in this School is to preserve the distinction 
between what is theoretical and general and that which is more or less 
practical and special. The course of the Genera1 School, as wil? be seen, 
is nearly identical with the '' General. Course " of the typical Curriculum 
previously given. Wi th  the exception of certain subjects under Literature 
and Philosophy, as also of Free Drawing and M d e l h g ,  the various 
parts of this course have, within the past few yean, received a practical 
development, as regards extent and thoroughness of study which, it i s  
believed, will compare qttite favorably with that generally achieved a t  
similar European Institutions, with the exception of tbe kcole Polytech- 
nique. Of the exceptions it may be remarked that, in respect to a 
part,-Literature and Philosophy,-provisions for regufar instruction have 
been made, but the pressure of the more essential parts of the course, 
has hitherto prevented the reaIization of anything mare than a partial 
-not proportional-development of these subjects. Free Drawing and 
Modelling have lacked attention mainly for want of suitable rooms and 
collections. Indeed, while the general graphic course of the Institute 
has received a very satisfactory development in most respects, free draw- 
ing, properly so called, has had scarcely a beginning. There is no want 
of appreciation of the importance both of free drawing and modelling, and 
it is only hoped that it may be practicable at an earIy day to secure to  
both that attention which, with their place in the Institute System, they 
properly demand. And of Gymnastics it may be remarked that, with the 
absence of the requisites for EL systematic snd efficient conduct of this 
course,-a proper building and apparatus,-& has been deemed advisable 
to defer it to a more propitious time. 
2% Technical Schools.-The Technical Schools embrace GeneraI and 

Special Studies, the former comprising those studies common to  all mem- 
bers of the class,-the latter including certain extensions in the specialties 
of the several Professional Sections. The General Studies have aIready 
received a very good development, which is also true of the specialty of 
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Civil Engineering,-the latter including Topographical” and Mechanical 
Engineering. But, although the foundation is well laid in the course of 
the General School and General Studies of the Technical Schools for 
the specialties of Architecture and Mining Engineering, still the special 
teachings under these respective heads yet remain to lie brought into 
working aetion. As remarked in another place, the aim in carrying out 
the plans embraced in the rebrganization of 1850, was to establish a foun- 
dation broad and deep of the educational system, and develop just so much 
of technical study as should be found practicable with the means at  
command. Of the Technical Courses generally, so far as actually carried 
out a t  the Institute, it is believed that, with few exceptions, they will com- 
pare favorably with those of the majority of similar European Institutions. 
The exceptions have reference in general to those subjects whose best 
elucidatiori demands those essential aids which are only to be had in exten- 
sive collections of models and other similar scientific and technical apparatus. 

A s  respects the general idea of the Institute System, we deem it proper 
to remark, and at the same time avoid unnecessary repetition, that the 
observations which were made in connection with the generalizations of a 
former part of this paper, represent the views as they also illustrate the 
spirit of the present Institute management in all that belongs either to the 
work actually being done, or to the hoped for consummation of plans 
of future devel0pment.t . 

PLANS OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT, 
Under this head we propose to indicate very briefly such improvements 

of, and additions to the educational system of the Institute as seem to be 
not only practicable and expedient, but urgently demanded by the best 
interests of the Institution,-which are identical with whatever is in the 
highest degree useful to those who may wish to avail themselves of its 
educational resources. 

There can be no question in the mind of an intelligent observer, of the 
great and pressing need of educational facilities for the proper study of 
Mining Engineering,-including all that belongs to each of the specialties 
of Mining and Metallurgy. Wi th  a country of immense magnitude, and 
possessed of mineral resources,-so far as actually ascertained-to say 

* Experience has shown the practical inexpediencv of making a specialty of To- 
pographical Engineering, distinct from that of Civil Engineering ; and, accordingly, 
the slight extension of studies appropriate to the former may be properly merged 
in the general course for Civil Engineers. 

t Sce pages 31-39. Also, 
“Design of the Institute System,”-and “Ifistitute Statutes,”-Annual Regislev fop 

1866. 
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nothing of what is unknown-as remarkable for variety in kind and 
generality of distribution, as they are astonishing for abundance, we 
have, as yet, not a single organized School of RIining Engineers in the 
United States, nor, indeed, upou the American Continent I Either our 
people have found out the secret, hitherto and elsewhere undiscovered, 
of dispensing with the aids supplied by the resources of Science and of 
Technics constructed upon the basis of Science, or they have, while con- 
scious of their needs in these respects, been compelled to  struggle on, and 
by their enterprise, activity, and other native resources, make up in this 
way as best they niight for their acknowledged deficiencies in the other 
direction, Whether the former or the latter of these two alternatives 
be the more reasonable can scarcely be long a matter of doubt among per- 
sons of competent intelligence, if they will but glance at  our previous 
sketches of the principal Teclinical Institutions of Europe, where it will be 
seen that instruction in Mining and Metallurgy constitutes a part of the 
programme of nearly every Polytechnic Institution,-observing that, in 
addition, there are numerous special Schools of Mines in England, France, 
and various parts of Germany. But so far as  we are aware there is 
110 doubt on this subject. The want of well educated Superintendents 
of Mines and Metallurgic Works has been too frequently indicated by those 
most immediately and deeply interested, to leave room for doubt either 
as to the urgency of the need of such institutions or of the appreciation 
which would he sure to greet their appropriate establishment. 

If, for the sake of illustration, we refer to the programme of the Royal 
Mining Academy of Saxony, it will be seen that the great body of the 
instruction as there presented, is such as enters into the general courses, 
theoretical and technical, of nearly all Polytechnic Institutions,--the special 
teachings, which relate to the practical conduct of mining and metallurgic 
operations, alone, being in any respect, peculiar to the institution. Hence, 
in order to establish such a department a t  the Institute, one or two 
additional instructors entirely competent in the departments of Practical 
Mining and Practical Metallurgy would, so far as additions to the corps of 
professors is concerned, be entirely sufficient. But in the utter absence of 
this kind of learning on our side of the Atlantic, we must be eontent to 
draw from the stores of European experience ; and, accordingly, the idea 

understood to  involve nol only entire familiarity with the methods of instruc- 
tion in the best European Institutions, but a certain amount of successful 
experience in the actual conduct of mining and metallurgic operations in 
those countries. Wi th  such an addition,-together with the concurrent 
ones of suitable buildings and of the necessary sciwtific and technical collec- 

- 
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r here alluded to of competency of Instructors in these departments, must be 



tions,-the Institute would be able to put into very speedy action a train of 
educational means as well adapted to the achievement of useful results in 
Mining and Metallurgy, as has been already conceded to it in respect to its 
present specialty of Civil Engineering. 

A condition quite as anomalous exists in respect to Scliools of Architec- 
ture. While such Schools are to be found in association with the objects 
of almost every Polytechnic Institution on the Continent of Europe, there 
is not, so far as the writer is aware, a single example of such a School in the 
United States. Surely if there be reason for the frequent occurrence of 
these Schools abroad there must be some reason for, at the least, a single 
one in the new world. Unless we much mistake the meaning of those 
indications which are daily multiplying around us, our people, with their 
growing appreciation of the beautiful and the truthful, will not long be 
satisfied with the continued iteration of the sorry results of mere empiricism 
in this important department' of constructive art." Taste long outraged, 
not less than endangered securities of life and limb, will unitedly cry out 
for something better,-more beautiful-more appropriate-more truthful- 
more stable. There will, by and by, be Schools of Architectural A r t  in 
this country. Why ,  then, with the eminent fitness of the association,- 
justified by congruity of teachings and objects, and confirmed by long 
usage in the institutions of the old World,-why should we not carry out 
the Institute designs in the establishment of a School of Architecture wor- 
thy of the name? Similar remarks are applicable here to those adduced 
when speaking of the provisions required for putting into action a School 
of Mining Engineers, Only in this case lcss costly means would be suffi- 
cient. Wi th  the foundation courses already established,-with the aid of 
the general courses in free drawing and modelling, which should be 
brought into action for general needs a t  the earliest possible day,-there 
would be required the services of scarcely more-in equivalency-than 
one full additional professor. But in this, as in the other case, there 
must be suitable buildings and collections, more or less costly, in order to 
the successful realization of such an addition to the Institute capacities for 
public service. 

W e  have long cherished the hope that a system of facilities might ulti- 
mately be built up within the Institute organization for the general cultiva- 
tion of the Arts of Design in connection with their various industrial 
applications Institutions having such an object in view, although rarely 

J 
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* Of course, we do not mean to intimate that there are none but empiricists in 
We are speaking of things too generally true to Architectural Art in this country. 

admit, me believe, of much question. 
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seen in this country,* are of frequent occurrence in Europe, under the 
name of Schools of Design, or sometimes,-and perliaps quite as appro- 
priately,-Schools of Ornamental Art. Such a School usually includes 
a two-fold system of culture : first, the study of general drawing aiid model- 
ling, as a Fine or Pure Ar t  ; secondly, the study of applied or technical 
thawing and modelling, as Ornamental Art. Tlie organization which results 
from siicli a system is naturally, therefore, a compound one,-that of a 
School of General Design [School of Pure Art] and Schools of Technical 
or Industrial Design [Schools of Ornamental Art] ; the former standing 
in the relation of a school of theoretical and fundamental training with 
respect to the latter. 

As an illustration of the objects and methods of a School of Dasign, 
we prejent the following genertrlized statomant of the subjects of study of 
the better class of these Schools, 

... 

I.--SCHOOL OF PGRE ART. 

1. GeoxmttICAL h k w ~ ~ ~ , - i n c l n d i n g  Shades, Sliadoms, and Perspective. 
2. FREE Dearn~~~,- i t~cluding Crayon and Water Color, and Painting in oil. 
3. MODELLIVG. 

6. BSTIIBTICS AND HISTORY OF ART. 
The stiidieci in drawin? and modelling, after a little preliminary practice in 

drawing from patterns, :we immediately directed to drawing and modelling f rom 
the roiand,-tlicr anbjectu including not only models of geometrical forms, casts and 
living spcciinena of plants and animals, but the figure - from the antiyue, the 
lay, and the hie. 

Tlie oljject of the School of Pure Art, is to furnish a thorough train- 
ing of the eye and hand, in  connection with the cultivation of the taste 
and inculcation of the principles of esthetic criticism. As such, it prop- 
erly precedes all special application. The subjects of study appropriate to 
the Schools of Application are seen in the following programme. 

4. ARTISHC AKATOXII: 

11.-SCHOOLS OF ORNAMENTAT, ART. 

1. EXGRAVISG ON WOOD.-LITIIOGI~APIII.. 

* “ Schools of Design” have been established in New York, Philadelphia, and 
Boston,-some tliree or fourin all,--witbin the pad  four or five years. These Schools 
are, we believe, mainly eleemosynary in their objects, by proposing to 1% omen 
certain facilities for instruction in drawing and engraving, at, nearly nominal cliniyes, 
in order to open up to them a sphere of future employment, which, besides bring 
far more remunerative, should be more worthy of their mental and physiccil capaci- 
ties than those precarious, severe, and ill paid labors, to which many of the ~ B X  arc 
otherwise doomed in our larger towns. 
achieved highly useful results in justification of the primary intentions of their k i n l  
hearted founders and patrons, still, as Schools of Art, these institutions are, as yet, 
too limited and partial in scope, to be regarded as Sehook of Design in tile a@me 
wnse in which we speak of their European cotemporaries, 

Although these Schools have alread 

7 
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2. FOUNDRY WoaK.-Designs for work in Cast Iron, - Stoves,%himney Pieces 
Railings, Fnrniture, etc. ; Designs for work in Zinc and Bronze. 

3. METAL \voRK.-Designs for work in Gold, Silver, Zinc, etc. - Electro-plated 
and Electro-gilded work ; Deaigns for work in BrasR, Bronze, etc.-Lamps, Chsn- 
deliers, Gas Fixtures, etc. ; Designs for work in Wrought Iron, -Railings, Fcnc- 
ing, etc. 

4. CERAMIO ARTS AND GLASS WoRK.-Designs for Pottery and Porcelain, Terra 
Cotta, Tiling. ctc. ; Designs for Glass work. 

6. TEXTILE FABRICs.-zDeeiens for woven work,-Carpeting, Shawls, and figured 
stuffs, generally, in Wool, Silk, etc. 

6. SURFACE DEcoRATIoN.--Porcelain Paipting ; Designs for Floor Cloth, Paper’ 
Hanging, tlnd Calico Printing ; Designs for Printing on Lace and Nuslin Tissues, etc. 

7. ARCHITECTURAL WORK. -Designs for Architectural Ornament, Ceiling and 
Mural Decoration, Furniture, Upholstery, etc. 

The above, although by no means complete, will, perhaps, suggest 
an idea of the immense field of service thus provided for the legitimate 
exercise of the skill of the Industrial Designer. And is there any ques- 
tion of the importance of this kind of knowledge to the successful pros- 
ecution of the various Arts  indicated in the preceding list? Among 
intelligent manufacturers can tbere be many found who have failed to ap. 
preciate, sooner or later, their wants in this respect ’? W e  believe not. 
And, if, by force of circumstances, there are niariufacturers mho have 
hitherto done without these aids, until they have come -in unconscious 
ignorance-to cast contempt upon the labors of Artists in their be- 
half, we believe that ‘( Universal Exhibitions ” are likely to prove a sal. 
utary corrective. Great Britain, although in some cases availing herself 
largely of the labors of foreign Designers, and in certain others, with 
questionable prapriety, appropria6ing rather than applying the Arts of 
Design, had done comparatively little for Schools of Design, prior t B  
1851-the year of the London Exhibitian. Her  manufacturers had been 
si+iently aware of the existence of Schools of Design on the Continent of 
Europe for years before ; they had frequently employed graduates of these 
schools in their own works ; they had quite too frequently not only appro- 
priated, but even mal-appropriated,-a doubly grievons wrong,-in the 
absence of cultivated taste and skill, the designs of their continental neigh- 
bors, sometimes confounding all distinction between those for figure weaving, 
surface decoration, and ornament in relief j but they failed to  perceive 
the utility of Schools of Design among themselves until a more tangible 
argument came up, and this an appeal not so much to their appreciation 
of the beautiful, the appropriate, and the just, as to a more selfish interest : 
they were in danger of being supplanted by  others, and these foreign- 
ers, in their own fields of industria] art. Such an argument was success- 
ful. Since 1851, these institutions have been so largely multiplied that 
there are ilow Schoolv of Design in every cansiderable Bawq, in addition 
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to the metropolitan establishment a t  Marlborough House, which, with its 
princely collections, combines within itself the functions both of a Model 
School and a Training School of Teachers for the provincial schools.” 

I t  has already been seen that instruction in Industrial Design enters 
into the system of alniost every German Technical Institution, -higher 
and lower. For, in addition 
to Art culture, in drawing and modelling, the Industrial Artist should be 
acquainted, to a certain extent, with the principles of science and the 
processes of construction and fabrication ; since every design, worthily so- 
called, should exhibit that fullness of study, in respect to knowledge of 
adaptation, which can only proceed from a proper consideration of the ma- 
ieriul in which-the process by which-the use for which-it is to be 
ultimately wrought out. Hence we believe in the expediency of con- 
necting all special cultivation of the Arts  of Design with Technical Institu- 
tiofis, in accordance with the German practice, rather than in leaving 
them, as in England, to be schools merely of drawing and modelling. 
Indeed, English experience has already begun to see the importance of 
associating instruction of a scientific and technical nature with their Bchools 
of Ornamental Art.! 

Manifestly this is an appropriate association. 
6 

A s  regards the means for csrkying out such a system of Ar t  culture at 
the Institute, it may be remarked that, when the general courses of free 
drawing and modelling shall have been brought into working action, in 
accordance with original intentions, the course of study for a School of 
Pure A r t  will hecome virtually established ; and there will remain for the 
complete development of the idea, the providing of instruction in Tech- 
nical Design or Ornamental Art, in connection with the necessary rooms, 
collections, etc. 

- 

I 

W e  have dwelt longer upon the last topic than may seem to be appro- 
priate to our present object. But we believe the specialty of instruction 
in Industrial Design to be not only of vast importance to manufacturing 
industry, but to be quite essential to the harmonious development of 
the Institute System, since the kind of culture here described should 
enter more or less into all parts of it. 

*Lectures om the Results of the Ea!hibitioa,-London,-l85l.-Jondon A r t  Jour- 
nal,-voIs. far  1861-2.-Play air 

We do not refer to Great d d c f o r  an illmtration of anything peculiar in thirc 
connection ; me need not travel many miles from this city, nor, ihdeed, far from any 
tnanufactnring centre in this country, to find a state of thing8 not wry dhsimilar tb 
the kind of British experience above described. 

(( Industrial Instruction on the Continent.” 

t LmLn Art Joupnard,-vols. for 1852-4. 
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W e  have hitherto made no allusion to the study of Technology* as :L 
part of the Institute SJ-stern. I t  is, however, proper to remark that, 
although the present Uurriculuni contains no provision for tlie study of this 
specialty, yet the idea of introducing such i t  dqrartment into the system of 
instruction has been frequently entertained. The idea was in fact consid- 
ered at  some length during the discussions atteriding the reorganization of 
18.50 ; it  was, liowever, finally resolved that, as a matter of present expe- 
diency, it would he best to postpone for a time the actual introdnction o f  
these studies into tlie Institute System. 
Technological instruction >vas made the subject of n formal recorirmcridation, 
in  tlie Report of a Committeef on certain proposed hprovenients of t h e  
lnst,itute,-their language in reference to which being as follows :-- 

I' Of the utilit,y of a School of Chemical Arts, it  seems sufficient to allude to two 
significant facts ; first, that the various Chemical Works of this coiintty are alniost 
invariably put in operation 2nd managed by foreigners, who have received their 
education abroad ; secondly, that with a country of resotiices confessedly large for 
carrying on these operations with pecuniary success, there are, nevertheless, no 
schools, as yet, established in the UnitedStatm. which give the requisite scientific grid 
practical training to Manufacturing Chenti.& ; while it 14 certain that the proVisionr3 
made a t  the Polytechnic o r  Inddstrial Schools of France and Gerrnnny, for tlie stuclj. 
of the construction and management of Chernicnl Workq, constitnte features in those 
institutions which are as conspicuous as they are practically efficient for tlie object 
proposed. Your Committe, therefore, in view of the importance of esta1)linhing snch 

of General and Analytical Chemistry,$ bnt also a Professorship of Cheinical Technolo- 
gy, the appointment to the former to be initriediately made, and to the latter as soon 
as the requisite general provisions can be secured." 

The construction and management of Potteries, Porcelain and Glass 
Works,-Bleaching, Dyeing, and Printing Works,-Gas Works,-Cllem* 
ical Works,-etc.,-are among the more prominent examples of the class 
of industrial operations, which an enlightened experience has generally 
comniitted to the professional direction of properly educated Technologists. 
Argument is unnecessary to show, that the most successful conduct of these 
enterprises can scarcely bg expected, without a liberal supply, as well as 
a n  intelligent use, of the aids derix ed from a comprehensive systenl of 
scientific, technical, and artistic education. Indeed, wherever this matter 

* We nse the term-see notes page 32-as compreheneive of both Technical Chem- 
istry and Technology, usually so called, the distinction between which being 
difficult in some cases of a clear definition. The distinction of Chemical and iMe- 
chanical Technology is recognized at certain European Institutions. 

t Dr. T. W. BLATCE~FORD, JOSEPH M. WARREN, and JOHN A.  GRIST^ ~ ~ ~ , - - a p p o i n -  
ted by  a public rneeting'of citizens of I'roy,-Jaituary, 1854. 

$ At that time, tho Professorship of General and Analytical Chemistry wm tenapo- 
rarily vacanl,;it has ince  been supplied, 

&re iecently, the matter 

a School of Chemical Arts, earnestly recommend not only a full resident Professoldlip - -  

! 
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i s  best understood,-as in  France and Germally,-the course of educa- 
tional training for Technolopists is nearly, and in some instances quite 
co-extensive with that for other classes of Technists. 

Although we are fully persuaded that, in the order of progress, the 
specialties already mentioned should receive the first attention of the Insti- 
tute management, we are, nevertheless, of the opinion that so soon as these 
ran be brought into working action, the specialty of Technology should 
receive the attention which it properly deserves. And this, whenever 
done, will present little practical difficulty ; since, as has been remarked of 
the specialties of Architecture and Mining Engineering, SO i t  niny he said 
of the one under consideration ,-the greater part of the studies appro- 
priate to the Technologist are alrcndy included in the Institirtr System : and, 
accordingly, in order to malie tliis specialty a part of the Syiteni, it 
would only be required to provide the necessary spwiril teuching, rooms, 
and collsctions. 
In what has been already observed, under the head of Plans of Future 

Development, nTe have noticed those technical specialties, which, as crown- 
ing features of tlie Institute, should receive its earliest and most persistent 
attention, until they shall have reached that fullness and symmetry of propor - 
tions which have been assigned to these subjects in the Institute Sysleni. 
It will, however, he remembered that, in our observations on the Institute 
Curriculum, we allnded to several subjects which hail been not at all, or at 
most but partially, brought into working action. Literature, Philosophy, 
Jurisprudence, Free Drawing and Modelling, and Gymnastics, were men- 
tioned in this connection. Of Free Dra\\ing and Modelling, nothing fur- 
ther need be said in addition to what has been already remarked under 
Schools of Design. Of Literature, me may remark that the study of Ger- 
man is a t  present crowded out of the course from the pressure of parts 
already in action ; while the study of English Composition is but partially 
developed. The latter, however, including tlie subjects of Literary Taste, 
Study uf Words, Style, and History of Literature, is soon to he brought 
into full practical action as a part of the Course." The department of Phi= 
losophy is in a similar state of non-development, partly on account of the 
pressure of other subjects more immediately important, and, partly, from 
the absence of the necessary provisions for competent instruction in a part 
of the subjects embraced in this department. The department is a 
comprehensive one, and should, for practical convenience and efficiency, be 
resolved into the three specialties of Iiitellc~ctual and Ethical Philosophy, 
Logic, and Bsthetics. While we confess to little appreciation of the 

I 

* A department, essentially, of Rhetoric, but soniewhat more comprehensive iir 
aertain respezts. 
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utility of spending much time in the study of Deduction, after the meth- 
ods of the ancient or modern dialectics,-i.e. Syllogistic Logic,-I\ e believe 
that the importance of the study of Induction-the Logic of Lord BACON 
-can warcely be over-estimated, either as rational culture, or as a prepara- 
tion of the man or the present day for the most useful career among his fe1IoTv 
men. It is especially important in connection with the studies of a Poly- 
technic Institution. Of Bsthetics, it need only be said that, with the 
materials for a rational philosophy of the Beautiful, it is manifestly inipor- 
tant that these should be brought into a form to exert due influence in 
directing the tastes of those who are to have much to do with the business 
of Design in any of its manifold applications.* I n  respect to Jurisprudence, 
including, particularly, that which relates to Civil and Mining Engineering, 
it may be said, that there seems to be as much propriety-to say nothing 
more-in making such studies a part of the system of a Polytechnic hietitu- 
tion i n  this country, as in introducing them into the systems of similar 
institutions in the more or less despotic States of Germany. Similar 
remarks might be made in respcct to Political Economy. 

The question may be raised as to the utility of such studies as Rhetoric, 
Philosophy, etc., to the Architect, Engineer, and other Technists. I t  is a 
natural question, and one not unfrequently aeked in these days, when the 
element of time which is spent in connection with education is estimated at  
SO high a value. Experience has shown conclusively enough to all 
thoughtful observers that, in a course so largely-in its very necessities- 
r/lateytal, as that which obtains in a Polytechnic Institution, there should 
be introduced compensating or balancing elements. And what studies so 
suitable as those which cause US to turn from the observation of thikgs with- 
Out, to the contemplation of the wonderful phenomena and resources wittiin, 
the Human Mind ? Apart from all consideration of the practical advanta- 
ges which accrue even to the Tcchnist,-and they are not only manifold in 
fact, but ought to  be obviouslg so to all intelligent and discriminating obser- 
yers,-from this class of studies, we repeat that, viewed as a mere epu@oise 
to the study of the Mathematical, Physical, and Technical Sciences, we 
believe they should find a proniinent place in tho educational system of 
every Polytechnic Institution. Such appears to be the view taken of this 
matter i l l  Germany ; i t  is far less observable in connection with the I’oly- 
technic Institutions of France. 

* Instruction is already provided for, of a very competent kind, in the first of 
these divisions. Of Logic and Bsthetics, our convictions are that, in order to 
realize Institute needs in  this direction, thcse subjects should l e  under the direction 
of sepai-ate minds,-of those, indeed, who, with appropriate organizations, have 
lnade these subjects matters of special study, 

,- 
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Finally, it  may be said that, altliougli the methods of the Institute afford 
considerable opportunity for physical exercise in connexion with the vari- 
ous field operations of Practical Geodesy, scientific excursions, etc., still 
this incidental advantage is far from being sufficient to take the place of a 
course of systematic Gymnastics, as means of rational physical culture. 
There is nothing more needed in these days of bodily insufficiency; and 
yet, with the existence of an evil so generally admitted, there are scarcely 
no ediicational appliances so rarely seen a t  our educational establish- 
ments. Even where “ Gymnastics” constitutes a part of the programme 
of educational courses,-as it does in soine of our Schools for Boys and 
Girls,-it embraces little else, in most cases, than a room or yard, provided 
with a few of the commoner forms of apparatus, to be used, ad libitum, by 

exercise. This, even, is worth something, and n7e would not wish to 
cstirnate it below its just valse. But Gymnastic training, worthily so- 
called, is a much more serious matter; for it implies an array of 
means for the complete and harmonious development of the whole mus- 
cular system-of the entire physical man ; results which require a syste- 
matic disciplinary drill, under competelit direction, of several years duration, 
regularly filling up certain hours of each week set apart for this kind of 
culture. The resources gaiued by such a system of culture are not alone 
of a physical kind ; they are largely intellectual and moral. Presence of 
mind, consciousnes 3 of physical capacity, power of command, and prompt- 
ness of action, in moments of critical and trying circumstances, as well as 
on ordinary ocoasions, are among the mental gains by such a culture. 
While desirable for all persons,-men and women,-such a training is espe- 
cially called for in the education of professional Technists, mho,-besides 
needing the physioal powers and mental control conferred by such culture, for 
the most efficient conduct of professional duties as well as for self-preservation 
in times of personal danger,-are sometimes suddenly confronted by an array 
of circumstances, where the safety of the lives and limbs of hundreds of 
workmen and others may be, in  a measure, dependant upon their possession 
of just such resources as those here described. Much might be said in 

7 the pupils RS a means of enlarging the area of their resources in physical 

\ 

\, 
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t respect to the favorable influence upon the general health of such culture; 
and very many reasons might be urged why it should form a parallel and i 

r contemporaneous system in all intellectual education of the youth of both 
sexes ; but our limits are too restricted to permit further extension of this 
subject. 
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W i t h  the foregoing statements and illustrations, we trust that we ha\-e, 
a t  least, partially succeeded in realizing the purpose inainly contemplated 
in the preparation of this paper. W e  wished to make clearly apparent 
what the Institute really is as an educational establishment. On this point, 
as remarked in another place, considerable misapprehension has exirted, 
and, we believe, still prevails in certain quarter$. The Institute is, imdoitht- 

some, however, who suppose it to be a School of Theoretical and 
Practical Science similar to the L L  Scientific Scliools ” which have been 
established in connection with several of onr Classical Colleges within a 
few years past ; and there are others, who, \I liile assuming that the Insti- 
tnte may possiLly serve a valuable purpose in the diffnsion of certain 
useful kinds of knowledge, do not understand that it professes, or is at all 
adapted, to present any thing like a system of grneral or lzberal eclucution. 

tained on this subject. The first. under the circumstances which attend the 
partial development already noted, is, perhaps, neaily or practically correct ; 
the others are fonnded in misconceptions of the objects and methods of the 
Institute System. 

W e  affirm the truth of the follo\i+ig proposition,-thdt the iden of the 
Polytechnic Institution, fu1i.y worked out, enihrrxces a l a  array of  appliances 
atlupted to the most conydete realizatzon o j  true etlucationa7 culture. W e  
have no good reason for believing that man was intended to live the life 
of a monk in his cloister. To say nothing more, medizeval have cbanged 
to modern times ; and, confessedly, withoot speculation on the much vexed 
question of what was, or can be, the era best suited to the display of man’s 
varied powers, it is enough for our present purpose to know, beyond 
any doubt, that his truest interest not less than his highest duty consists 
with the most resolute adaptation of himselr to the demands and circum- 
stances of the age in which he lives,-that is, the present age. What ,  
then, we beg to ask, is the kind of education which best comports with the 
idea of such an adaptation? Should not such an education aim at  the de- 
velopment and cultivation, so far as may be practicable, of man’s whole 

As intimated iii a preceding paragraph, the idea is not unfrequently 
entertained that, because the Institute is primarily designed for the educa- 
tion of Engineers and other professional Technists, its educational system 
must of necessity be partial and one-sided ; that, because the Institute is 
wither in name nor in form a Classical “ College,” whatever be its excel. 

- 

tedly, quite extensively known as a School of Civil Engineers ; there are I 

These are selected as specimens only of views known to have been enter- - 4  
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powers of perception, of thought, of feeling, of expression, of action? i 
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lence in other respects, there must, forsooth, inhere the radical defect of 
incapacity to secure to its graduates that completeness of scholarly culture, 
which is comprehended in the idea of a "liberal education." Is the pop
ular interpretation, as derived from the objects, organizations, and usages of 
old and honored Universities, essential to the idea of such an education? 
If so, how shall we select the epoch in the history of these institutions, in 
which to find the trnest expression of educational standards? Must we, in 
deference to those who lament the decline of cla.ssical learning, visit the 
Engli,;h University of the seventeenth century, when nearly all learning, 
with the exception of Theology, consisted ill teachings or interpretations 
of Greek and Roman authors '1* Or, shall we, in paying due attention to 
the views of those who are clamorous for the maximum aml)unt of study in 
a minimum time, come down to the present period and take our standard 
from some of the American Colleges? 

Weare . conscious of no ambition to run a tilt against Classical Institu
tions, feeling well enough assured that we should but shiver our lance in 
the attempt; and we have even less inclination for a task so ungracious to 
one l\aving any real love of learning. We have too much reverence for 
those asylums of learning of the middle ages, which, in despite of political 
and religious convulsions the most dire, have been preserved to the present 
day, to join in a cry which it:! too often most loudly echoed by those who 
wonld practically sink all learning to the level of the merest empiricism. 
Our only object, indeed, in touching upon a theme so prolific of discussion, 
and withal so unsuited to the objects of this paper, is, that, while directing 
attention to t.he countless varieties of standard of University education,
not only as naturally due to chronological changes in the state of learn
ing, but as scarcely less strikingly observaple in contemporaneous institu
tions of the present time,-we may suggest the fOS3ibility of conceiving 
that the system of education more or less rt'lmmon to the Polytechnic 
Institutions of modern tinws, although materially different in kind, might., 
nevertheless, as a parallel system of E·ducational culture, be little inferior 
-to say nothing more-to some ·of the former, leavir;g out of the estimate 
an comparison of relative adaptation to the business of life. And, in 
conclusion, in the absence of the opportunity for any attempt at analysi~, we 

'" 01' II little earlier, when the Universities embrtlced 1\ body of "Men of 
sharp lI'nd strong ,vita, and abundllnceofl~isnl'e, an~ small ynriety of.ren~ing. their 
'i'O'its being shut up in the ce~ls of a feow IInthor~, ch!efly Arlstot.le then' dwtnt,or •. as 
thf'il' persons wCl'e shut up In the. cells ~f monasterIes andcoJ\,'!\,cs: aud knowIn/.\' 
little history. either of natm'e or tIme, did, out of no gl'Pllt qnant,lty of motter, olld 
infinite agitation of wit. spin" '" '" cob,vebs of learning', admirnble for the nnelH'ss 
(If thr~ad and work, but of no substllnceor profit."-Lol'd BACON,-"Aduancement 
'Of Leaming." 

8 
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venture to propose an intelligent and careful perusal of the Institute Curric- 
ulum,-including also the typical one on a previous page,-as a complete 
answer to those who have doubts of the excellence and fullness of the 
educational discipline proposed to the Architect, Engineer, etc., in a %-ell 
appointed Poly technic Institution. 

W e  are, however, profoundly conscious of present deficiencies in the In-  
stitute System a s  actually carried out ;-but we are not less conscious of its 
present excellences ;-and yet, notwithstanding these acknowledged defects, 
the Institute has made progress, in the appreciation of the public, not less 
steadily, we believe, than it in duty ought to  make in the continuous im- 
provement and development of its educational system. As a School of 
Civil Engineers, we feel free to say, with a frankness, we trust, not unbe- 
fitting official associations, that, althongli falling far short of our ideal of 
what this specialty of present development should be, we believe its char- 
acteristics of usefulness are such, even now, as to make it worthily entitled 
to the wide-spread and increasing patronage which it continues to receive. 
W i t h  the foundations of an educational system so substantial and well- 
tried,-with the super-structure of such a system already sufficiently 
developed to the light, how unfinished soever a t  present, to reveal to an 
observing and discriminating eye good promise of fair proportions in the 
future,-with its rapidly widening circle of appreciative patronage,-we 
can scarcely be said to be prompted by an unwarrantable enthusiasm 
in believing that a Polytechnic Institution of the highest order, might be, 
and should be, built up by effecting the complete development of the edu- 
cational plans of the Institution in our midst.-But, in order to the prac- 
ticable realization of such a development, there must be,-as already 
several times repeated, when describing its special features, -suitable 
buildings, suficient scienta& and technical collections, and the requisite 
additions to the corps of instructors. To the nature and extent of these 
needed provisions we propose next to direct oqr attention, 

j 
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h 
P E R M A N E N T  E S T A B L I S H M E N T  OF THE INSTITUTE.  

No argument is necessary to establish the truth of what, we believe, has 
been generally conceded for some time past,-that the Institute needs a 
change of location and di'erent buildings for the proper conduct of the work 
it is now doing, to say nothing of what it might be able to do with 
appointments in these respects better suited to its wants." W e  shall there- 
fore assiinie the afirmative of the foregoing proposition, and proceed at 
once to the statement of what we believe to be needed, in order to provide 
for a permanent establishment of the Institvte upon a basis sufficiently ex- 
tended, not only to satisfy those conditions essential to the complete 
development of the Institute sjstem, but to answer the probable demands 
of increased capacity incident to the future growth of such an institution. 

I t  may be proper to remark at the outset that the subject of a futnre 
establishment of the Institute un a suitable site, with buildings and collec- 
tions appropriate to its educational objects, has engaged the attention of 
the writer for a nunher of years past. The leading features of the 
views which have heen formed 011 this subject are, of course, all that can 
be given with propriety in this place,-the details would consume far too 
much space. I n  tlie following explaiiations it will conduce to convenience 
to conside; the subject of buildings before that of site, since the number, 
arrangement, and uses of the former, are circumstances that would naturally 
enter into an intelligent judgment of the requisites that should be secured 
in the latter. 

THE BUILDINGS. 

The architectural structures necessary to the most effective carrying out 
of the Institute plans, resolve themselves into three classes ; these are, the 
Institute Buildings proper, the Residences of Professors and other Officers, 
and the Quarters of f3tudents.t 

I * I t  has i n  fact. been understood for several years, among those acquainted with 
the views of the managers of the Institute, that the present location was regarded 
as a merely temporary one ; otherwise, it is to be seriously douhted whether the 
patience of those more immediately interested, would have continued to the preaent 
time. 

t Of conrse, such a distinction at once implies a reparation of Students' Quar- 
ters from buildings devoted to the general purposes of instruction, the reaeons for 
which will appear in another place. 



1. INSTITUTE BurLDINGs.-under the title of Institute Buildings is in- 
cluded all of thore structures whose uses connect them in some immediate 
manner with the offices of pululic instruction.-A variety of opinions might 
bc entertained as to the most desirable arrangement of these buildings ; 
and, of course, a certain deference mould be had to the circnnlstances of 
location, while payiug proper attention to the demands of propriety and 
good taste in arcliitectural conipositioii ; but, as  tIie result of much consid- 
eration of the peculiar wants of the Iiistitirte, at the sanie tirile having due 
regard to the experieiico of other institntions, our convictions are unhesita- 
tingly in favor of thc adoption of the following general plan. 

In the first place, experience suggests tlte propriety of distributing the 
varioiis recitation and lecture rooms, lahoratorieu, cabinets, museiims, etc., 
into y r o u p  in accord,cnce with the distinctions incident to proniinent divis- 
ions of t1icoretic:d and praeiiml instruction j by tliis means bringing each 
group of rooms, as thus distingriished, into a distinct building, and giving 
to each building those peculiarities of construction which would best adapt 
it to the class of studies allotted to it. The following scheme exhibits the 
distribution which is deemed desirable,-the titles being suggestive of the 
uscs of the building thus designated. 

F O R  THE GEXER-41, SCIIOOL. 

1. School of Mathematics. 
2. Sclioopof Mechanics and Physics. 6. School of Geodesy. r 

3. Scliool of Chemistry. 
4. School of Geology arid Natural 

6. School of Literature and l’liilosophy. 

7 .  Sichool of Graphic and Plastic Arts. 
8. Scliool of Gyinnastic Arts. 

Bistory. 

FOR THE TECIINKAL SCHOOIS. 
1. School of Civil Engineers. 
2. Sclioid of Civil Arc!iitccts. 
3. School of Mining Engineers. 

4. School of Mcchnnical Engineers. 
fi. School of Technologists. 
6. School of Ornamental Artists. 

AUXILLIARIES. 
Library ; Institute Hall; Observatory ; Nechanical Laboratory ; Janitor‘s Resi- 

This series of component structures, constituting what we have called “In- 
stitute Buildings,” inay apppar somewhat formidable; but it should be kept 
in mind, that, the plan proposed has reference to the wants of a completely 
dme2oped Polytechnic Institution, and not alone to accommodations for a 
hundred, but, possibly, several himdred students. W i t h  a large part of the 
instruction given in the lecture form, there must be a considerable number 
of class lecture-rooms ; and, in addition, there must be a still larger num- 
k r  of section-rooms for interrogations and section drills. Again, for cour- 

dence; etc. 
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ses having so large an amount of practical discipline, there must be a 
number of la horatories or working-rooms, for chemical, physical, and 
mechanical operation?. And, again, the coiitinuous and extensive referen- 
ces to inqtruments, machines, models, preparations, specimens, etc., suggest 
the importance, nay necessity, of making the most ample provisions for 
scientific and technical coilections, cabinets, and museums, as regards the 
sife keeping and convenient dailj- use of thwe indispensable auxiliaries to 
the proper carrying ont of the educational system of such an institution. 
D e t i l s  mould be uusuiteJ to our present piirpose ; but with an opportu- 
nity for an iiitelligent examination of these details, no one, we venture to 
say, would suggest that the scheme here indicated proposes more extended 
provisions than are barely sufficient for legitimate wants. 

The foregoing remarks are, me believe, sufficient to suggest the necessity 
of proviciiug a considerable nuinher of rooms in order to carry ont the 
edncationnl objects of the institution. The featnre of distributing these 
rooms into groups i n  separate buildings, is not only of obvious expediency 
in point of general convenienc~, but it is consistent with a proper adapta- 
tion of tlie rooms to tJLs U F ~  of tltose means of cultuw, more 01' Tcss peculiar 
to those great depurtnzents of'educution, indicated in the comprehensive titles of 
the buildings in qnestion. Moreover, d d e  securing the conveniences and 
advantages primarily sought for in such an arrangement, it will be practi- 
cable, as it would he desirable to realize a certain nie:isure of deference to 
those canons of architectural propriety, as rejpects interior proportions and 
details, evidently not too much thought of in the construction of educa- 
tional establishments." 

With the preceding observations on the distribution of rooms, it will be 
proper, in the next place, to indicate the principles which should apply 
to the disposition of the several buildings on the ground. Manifestly, this 
should be such as to obtain for each building a proper command of 
light and independency of approaches, and at  the same time secure a 
degree of compactness of arrangement alike favorable to effective warming 
and ventilation, and to ready intercommunication throughout the entire 
system. Wherever practicable,-and it could scarcely he otherwise with 
a proper adaptation of ground,-a disposition of the buildings in a manner 
to inclose one or more quadrangular courts, is clearly that which would 

rangular disposition of the various buildings included in the foregoing 
I best comport with the conditions here sought to be obtained. The quad- 

* For example,-to say nothing more,-where lecture r00m0, laboratories, reci- 
tation rooms, cabinets, etc., with extreme variations in plan are brought to the 
same inexorable level in elevation. 
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list could readily be made entirely consistent with the idea of individual- 
izing these structures; since. besides the effect of giving to  each those 
proportions which would best adapt it to its future uses, there are various 
architectural expedients for aiding these distinctions, even while the 
structures as a whole might constitute a comp1eteZ.y connected system.” 

The advantages arising from such a disposition of the Institute Buildings, 
in addition to those priinnrily souglit, some of which are very essential, are, 
first, the facilities afforded for a mode of construction-niore or less iieces- 
sary in all institutions-by successive rcdditsons to the buildings first erected, 
in accordance with a general design for the construction of the entire sys- 
tem ; secondly, the many conveniences incident to the command of closed 
courts ; thirdly, the arcliitectural resoiirces thus secuied, by the variety 
in ground aiid sky outline from differences in size and proportions of‘ the 
individual building?. 

2. PROFlBSO[is ’  REslDEzrcEs.-Every educational institution which as- 
pires to the condition of a stable and permanent establislinient should, as a 
matter alike of mise expediency and true economy, make ample provisions 
towards secnring fived and eligible quarters for the diffcrrnt members of its 
Academic Staff. ThoJe who are devoted to the business of public instruc- 
tion in our higher institutions, and whose services are wurth having, are, 
from necessity not less than inclination, students. To such, the offer of a 
residence, which, besides possessing characteristics essential to the idea of 
a pleasant home, may be deemed not less truly a j k e d  one, is, of itself, a 
positive inducement to acceptance of ofice of no iiiconsiderahle value ; 
while the absence of provisions for an ayproprinte and permanent home, 
neceqsitatiug a subjection to the coutimially recurring annoyances incident 
to the position of a “ tenant at will,”-apart from the general unadapted- 
nas of the residences usually thiis available,-becomes, not unfrequently, 
a positive objection to an official association with an institution thus con- 
ditioned. The “ emolunzents,” at  least in a pecuniary sense, of the profes- 
sorial ofice in one of our public institutions, are too little tempting in them. 
selves to induce a disposition favorable to much sacrifice of those facilit,ies, 
which are deemed more or less essential to the realization of the principal 
returns looked for in the life of a student and public teacher. Fortunately 
-for the cause of learning-the men who are qualified and willing 
to  enter upon such a life have a sufficiently indifferenl regard for the 
“niaking of money” to be content with moderate salaries, so long as they 
can be assured of quiet, undisturbed lionies, and can make “both ends 

* The Observatory, wherever constructed, would probably require a position 
on the outside of such a quadrangle. 
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meet " at each recurring reminder of change of seasons and roll of years. 
There is no practical difficulty in meeting these requirements as they 

might arise in the progressive development of the Institute, if care be liad 
nt the outset to secure sufficient ground in the plot designed for an Institute 
site. The portions of the plot destined to  be used as building lots, having 
been once set apart for such a purpose, mould need to be improved no 
faster than necessary to supply demands for additional residences. Under 
such circumslances, with but a nominal expense for ground rent, a class 
of houses, with rural surroundings and in architectural harmony with the 
hs t i tu te  Buildings, might be erected at coniparatively moderate cost. 
Such an investment would be a prodnctive one to the Institute; since, in 
addition to tlie possession of the means of presenting a more tempting 

residence made over to the use of one of its oflicers woiild save the 
payment of an equivalent in salary quite equal to a good dividend on the 
amount thus invested. 

In addition to provisions for family residences, a Hall for the use of un- 
married and junior officers, suitably provided with lodging and study 
rooins, parlor, dining hall, etc., and accommodations for a family to keep it, 
would, for reasons similar to those mentioned in the other case, he a desi- 
deratum, in harmony alike with sound policy and true economy. 

3. STUDENTS' QuAHTERS.-It  is well known that students of the Insti- 

lodgings, in private familirs variously located in town, - the students 
being distributed in numbers from one or two to six or eight in each 
house, and their lodgings being adapted to serve the common purpwe of 
sleeping and study rooms. This mode of qnartering students, wliich is 
quile as much a matter of choice as of prcsent necessity, is far from being 
R peculiar one, inasmuch as  a similar practice not only prevails a t  the 
principal medical and other special schools of this country, but also obtains, 
with occasional exceptions, at the Universities and Polytechnic Institu- 
tions over most of the continent of Europe. 

A different mode of living, as every body is aware, prevails a t  our 
American Colleges, where students are provided with rooms in the col- 
lege buildings, not only for lodgings and study, but also in some instances, 
for commons," a practice undoubtedly derived from the system of Halls 
and Inns--" A u h  and liTospitz'tid'-so characteristic of Oxford and Cam- 

To one 
at all aware of the scenes which liave beell occirsionally exhibited in College " refec- 
tories," there is, to say the least, little that is suggestive of the growth of courtrsy 
and refinement of manners. 

4 

, inducement to thore whom it niight wish to enlist, in its service, every 

i tute have always had their quarters, comprising both board and furnished 

l -  

__ ________- -- 
*This feature is, me believe, disappeaiing from our American Callppes. 
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bridge. That there are certain advantages in favor of such a system is not 
to be denied ; but that there are many serious objections to it is most unques- 
tionable. The advantages are essentially those of convenience, in certain 
points of view, to the student ; the disadvantages are those which affect 
the morale of a student’s life, during his residence at a public institution. 
Without attempting to illustrate the evils which naturally result fkom the 
quartering of large numbers of young men in college lodgings, far remov- 
ed from all practicable restraint, we will merely remark, tl:at there can be 
little chance, under such circumstances, of the cultivation of those amerii- 
ties of life which originate in, and are essentially sustained by, the iiifiu- 
ence of womnn,--without which, man, especially a t  such an age, displa)-s 
a remarkable proclivity to  relapse into a species of native barbarism.’:< 

On the other hand, we have as little faith in the expedient of convert- 
ing our higher institutions into Boad ing  Schools, as manifested in certain 
recent establishmc.nts. I n  attempting to remove the evils of the college 
Bystem, the managers of these institutions seem to have thought that the 
only safe procedure is to be found in treating young men as boys, not yet 
quite fit t o  leave the nursery ; in making them study in a conirnoii hall, 
hnder the eye of a teacher; in compelling them to sleep iu a common 
dormitory under the watchful care, also, of a teacher : in allowing them 
t o  play, walk, or otherwise exercise, under the superintendence, of a 
teacher ;-in short, whatever the pupil be permitted or required to do, 
always placing him under the surveillance of some officer of the institution. 
While we have the fullest appreciation for the motive, we confess to but 
little for the practical wisdom, wliich prompts and carries out such meas- 
ures. I t  needs h i t  little knowledge of human nature, and of the world as  
it is, to be able to see that such a system, however efficient it may be in 
preventing a boy from evil practices cluiiug his days of pupilage, is well 
adapted to emasculate his developing manhood, while it furnishes sinal1 
security arid poorer preparation, for a successful subsequent contact with the 
world-with, indeed, the practical teachings of a very different sc1iool.t 

* We are glad to find the Rev. Prof. Barnard, of the University of Jlifisissi ,pi, in 
a paper lately read before the American Association for the Advancement o! Edw 
cation, “On Irnprovemeibtn practicable in American CoZleges,” taking decided ground, 
in clear and vigorous language, in fnvor of abolishing the whole system of college 
lodgings, and resorting to the mode of dist,riboting etudents among private families, 
an being more favorable to morals and manners. 

f We do not refer to the system of boarding schools for youager boys, which 
although falling short of what might be desired in certain respects, is on the whole, 
perhaps, as good as can practicably be expected. Bnt we have reference to colle- 
giate establishments, having university poNers and privileges, profemediy designed 
for the education of voiing men in the higher branches of learning. We beg, also) 
to be understoood asclaiming to have the highest nppreciation of the importance of 
carefully training the young in the principles and practice of a Christian life. The 
question of a poseible difference of judgment is, a t  most, but a practical one a8 rei- 
pecta the, place, and mode of developing this species of education. 

4 $ 
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W e  have made more particular mention of these two different kinds 
of student-life, becmse we liare heard it occasionally obdected l o  the 
Iristitute, on a first view of its features in tliis respect, that it provides 
~nsufficieiit pafegunrds for the conduct of its students outside of the hours 
appropriated to its daily CI~LSS exercises ; such olijection being generally 
accompanied by the suggested query, whether one or the other of the 
modes just mentioned would not prove a safer arrangement. Such a ques- 
tion iiianifestly deserves attmtion, in connection with the consideration of 
a proposed permanent eJtablishment of the Institute, since its decision 
would niaterially affect the details of designs for architectural constructions. 
As already seen, in what lias been said on the subject of lnstitute Build- 
ings, we hare  suggested no provisions for the quarters, either af officers 
o r  studcnts in these structurey witli the exception of the janitor, or poiter 
of the establishment. For this virtual rendering of judgment in favor 
of the existing system, we can only urge, in addition to what has been 
said already, our profound conviction. of its practical soundness, abundantly 
justified by the long experience of the Institute itself; and fortified by the 
almost universnl practice of continental Europe. W e  believe that sucli a 
system promises vastly more for the development of the characteristics of 
a manly culture and self-reliance than either of the other systems; while 
it may preserve - perhaps add to - those externals of manly character, 
which are not unworthy of some portion of every nian's reprd,-a degree 
of that gracious abnegation of self, so easily overlooked at such an age." 

But while we entertain no doubt of the soundness in principle of this mode 
of quartering students, we have long thought that itu details were suscep- 
tible of considerable iniprovement, - affecting the interests ahbe 6f the 
Institute, its students, and the families that furnish the latter with tempo- 
rary homes. Students are now necessarily too much scattered over the 
town ; their rooms, from the absence of all original adaptation, are quite 
too often deficient in light, in ventilation, and in t h e  ipio~isions in'ore or 
less essential for their comfort and general well-being ; they are occasionally 

*We cannot but regard the whole sptem of sumptuary laws and petty 
espionnage deemed essential to it, xhicli enters so largely mto the internal adminis- 
tration of most of our c1assic:ll colleges, to be as ansouind in morals as it is impracti- 
cable of execution. Such a systcin may present a favorable field for the cvltivation 
of finesse in cilcumventirlg laws or evading the consequences of theu infraction ; 
it may teach the student bravery in expressing his enmity to, or contempt of, dollege 
office1.j ; but we are utterly unable to see what other good it can possibly accom- 
pli& t o  college 01- etudents. We are aware, however, that the system of the Insti- 
tute is not perfect,-that there are, occasionally, those of its students who fail to  
realize all that is here predicated of its system of student-life ; but this, of itself, proves 
little against it  A true experimentum crueis would be had in an actual comparison 
of relatzve general results of the morale of t h f  College andliastitute systems. To such 
a test we should be ailling to leave the decisidh W' the qnest26n. 

____ 
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subjected to capricious and unwarrantable exactions, making the cost of 
living not only imcertain, but too high for the accommodations afford- 
ed ; and finally, on account of tlie liniited capacities of tlie houses in 
which quarters for students are found, the number of faniilics furnishing 
these quarters has become so considerable, -a difficulty which is, more- 
h e r ,  cdntinually increasing, - as to makc it not always practicaiile to se- 
lect with ttle requisite discrimination the places x Iiich are offered for this 
purpose. These difficulties and inconveniences are inevitable with exist- 
ing arrangements ; and yet, we believe they niiglit he lieally or altogether 
removed by the adoption of a well-conditioned system of Studelits' Quar- 
ters, in connection with a perin,zncnt establishnient of the Institute. under 
the requisite favoring circiniistances. 

I n  accordance with the teachings of espeiience, we l)elievc, that in 
(order to secure the desideratum of appropriate quarters for stiidt~ntil, the 
requisite ground-plots should be set apart, - either in, or adjacent to, any 
proposed purchase of Institute Ground+, -on nhicli slioiild be erected as 
needed, a class 01 establiel-iments alike suitable for quarters of students 
and residences of the faniilics destined to occnliy them. Each of tliem 
establishments should be provided n ith suitable lodging and study-rooms, 
'common parlor, dining hall. ctc., for the coiiiplete accomiiiodatioii of ten 
'or tweli-e students, in addition to the rooms and other o&es set a p t  for 
private faniily use. The aim should be to provide suitable aiid eligible 
'quarters for students, in connection with arrangements and appoint- 
ments compatible with the greatest comfort arid convenience to tlie fam- 
ilies that might be induced to conduct these establishnients. 

W e  believe that a class of establishments thus built up, v ith due regard 
to architectural and gardening externals, mould become attractive Iiomes 
for families and students, enabling tlie Institute to cominand a superior 
'class of fmiilies as tenants and keepcis of' these honses ; and while :ifford- 
irig the means for perfecting its sjsteni of student-life in all its various 
details, we belieie that the nholc ~oi i ld  be made eminently productive to 
!he Institute as a. nier e pecuni'try investment. 

* .  

THE SITE. 

Tlie preceding rcniarks on the various architectural constrnctiorls needed 
For thc most effective c a q  ing out of the educational plans of the Institute, 
wonld naturally be suggestive of some of the conditions which onght to 
be fulfilled in the plot of ground intended for an Institute Site. Tlic,re 
would be little wisdoni, however, in proposing any details in connection 
with the disposition of buildings and gerieial inilxovernciit of a site in ad. 
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mnce of its actual arid definite location ; since, any judicious improve- 
ments of this kind. n o d d  hare  to  be considered in direct referrnce not 
oiily to tlie clinracteiirtics of t l i p  site itself, but to tliosc of its surroand- 
ings. The inost that cnn be proprrly done in this connection is to perceive 
the ~tisdom of making tlie most ample provisions in respect to eztent of 
w e a  selected for a site The mistake of purchasing too much ground is 
easily rcmedied; but the error of securing too little, is, as all experience 
has shown, most difficult, if not altogether impossible, of satisfactory future 
adjnstnient. It ~ o i i l d  be iiiipr"cticsble,--perhaps, nnndvisablc,-to fix 
with precision the ininiinrini yiiaiitity of land that v~oiild be sufficient, in 
ad\ ance of any kiiowledge of its cliaracteristics of surface, form, and sur- 
ronu~liiig~. I t  slioirltl, lion ever, be kept in mind that, in addition to land 
enoiigh for mere y o i m d y l o t s  of the various structures to be erected, 
originally or at any subsequent period, there should be sufficient breadth 
in all directions, not only to secure the requisite areas immediately adja- 
cent to these structures for purposes incident to their pruper mel but also 
t o  admit of the prodtiction of those zsthetic effects from judicious architec- 
tnral and garclcriing treatment, wliich should hy no meails be overlooked 
in the permanent estal~lislinient of such an institution. 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECIIWICAL COLLECTIOKB. 

W e  come, in the next place, to speak af those important auxiliaries to 
the educational purposes of the Institute, previously referred to under the 
name of Cbllections. The Institute already possesses Collections of Physi- 
cal and Clieniical hpparatiis, Geodetical Instruments, Drawing Models, 
etc., arid Cabinets of Minerals in Systematic &Iineralogy and Geology, 
whiLh, although, less complete than would be desirable, have, neverthe- 
less, been niacle i o  answcr in the absence of collectioiis better suited to its 
wants. The following schedule will present, in a suggestive way, an idea 
of tlie nature and extent of the collcctbns which shonld he possessed by 
the Institute, in connection with the full dec c*lopLiiciit of its educational 
plans. 

1. Collection of Physical Apparatus. 
2. Collection of Chemical Apparatus. 

4. Cabinet of Syst,ematic Mineralogy. 
5. Cabinet of Systematic Geology. 

$.-GENERAL SCIENTIFIC SWOOL. 
6. Collection of Geodetic Instruments. 
7. Cabinet of Geometrical Graphics. 

1- 3. Cabinet of Natural History. 8. Cabinet of Antique, Medirval, and 
Modern Art. 

9. Collection of Gymnastic Apparatiis. 

11.-GENERAL SCIIOOL OF TECHNICAL STUDIES. 
10. Collection in Practical Mechanics. 
11. Collection in Analytical Chemistry. 

12. Cabinet of N:$F;rials nsrd in Con- 
struction. 
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13. Collection in Industrial Physics. 
14. Cabinet of Practical Geology. 

15. Cabinet of General Coii&:uctioriu. 
16. Cabinet of Jlacliines. 

1 1 1 . 4 m c r ~ ~  TxcimicaL SciiooLs. 
tSchoo2. of Civil Srchitects. 

School of Ciuil; Enginoers. 

School of Mining EiLgineers. 

Sclcool of Teclmologislx. 
17. Cabinet of Architectural Constructions. 23. Cabinet of I ~ R N  Material*. 

24. Cnbinct of Technological Works. 
18. Cabinet of Engineorinp Constructions. 2.5 3luseuni of Commrrcial Products. 

Sch.001 of Ornumental i1rtixt.v. 
19. Museum of Mines. 26. Cabinet of Models of Ornamental 
20. Collection of Metnllurgic Apparatus. 
21. Cabinet of hletdlargic Works. 27. Muaeurri of Prodnch of Orrianiental 

22. Cabinet of Machine Constructions. 

Art. 

School of 3fechanical Engineerx. Art. 

The collections already posdessed in coiinection wit,h the courses of the 
General School, are f?iirly dewloped, with the exception of (8) and (9) 
which lisve not been commenced. The Physical Collection is deficient in 
certain respects. The Chemical Collection,-bot!i for Geiierd :ind Xnalyt- 
ical Chemistry,-is riieasurnhly sufficient. The Cabinets of Ifinerala are 
riot what they should be, although a lack of room has prevented tile put- 
ting up of all the minerals actiially possessed by the Institute. The 
Geodetical Collection includes instrunieiits both for Field Geodesy and 
Practical Astronomy,-the latter portable instrunients adapted to t ernpo- 
rary stations,-and is in a state to be used with tolerable satisfliction ; it 
is, however, much in need of certain additions. The Cylrinet of Ceomet- 
rical Motlels is small but improving. With respect to Caliinet (8) we map 
remark, that a collection of Casts is in tlie highest degree essential to 
appropriate and satisfactorF studies in Free Drawing and Modelling. Such 
Cast3 are now obtainahle abroad, of a high degree of excellence, at mod- 
erate cost, and to a sufficient extent to present a salisfactorr exhibition of 
Antique, Medizeval, and Modern Art. A Gymnastic Collection, (9), it need 
only be said, mould be useless until a suitable building were erected. 

Tile collections of the General Technical School are, as yet, scarcely 
commenced. Such collections could be rapidly formed ; but in the utter 
absence of rooms for t,heir safe keeping and convenient use, there would be 
no propriety in attempting their formation, however desirable. Similar re- 
marks are applicalde to the collections of the Special Schools. In  both cases, 
in the absence of tliese much needed means, resort has been had to drawings 
as far as practicable, aided by direct reference to, certain structures near 
the city, qsually yisitrcl, iiicasured, sketched, and dirawii out in full, by the 
Institute, Cbsses, in comiectiori with the courses in G;eometrical Drawing. 

Mucli, rniglit 1~ said in elucidation alike of the nature and importance uf 
each of these collections? (10) to the (27) inclusive ; but these details, how- 

* 
* 
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ever interesting to one who has thought much of these things, would 
scarcely be appropriately introduced in the present connection. W e  only 
hope that tlieii titlcs, rricrelgr, map be in some siiiall degiee suggestive of 
the impoi tance n-hich 11 e a ttach to the presmcp and use of such auxiliaries 
in our educational systein, and which, we b e l h e ,  can scarcely be over- 
rated.* 

gathering together of such collections is the work of continuous 
years ; but, with suitable rooxs and cwes, the nuclei of all these collections, 
sufficiently extended in each case to answer most valuable practical ends 
in scientific, technical, and artistic instruction, could be very promptly 
made, with the experience 1% hicli could be rcmdered available to such a pur- 
pose. The cost of the collections, for such a series of beginnings, would 
not be a very serious matter. Mmiy of the mode13 of structures, machines, 
works, etc., evccuted in plaster and wood, might be obtained abrodd more 
econoinicnily tlian Lhey conld he produced at  1iome.t Large accessions 
conld be had by donatiow froin rarious moLIrcm. The essential preliminary, 
Iioweveu, to  the building up of these collections, is the poqsession of the 
requisite building.. 
In addition to the collections noticed in the foregoing list, an Arboretum 

and Botanic Garden, would be highly useful in inany respects to the inter- 
ests of instruction. A n  ilrboretutn could he gradually developed in the 

* We have long believed that the Institute diould posws.s some facilities fbr, and 
devote a certain degree of attention to, r e s e a r c h  for thc Iw..uancernent of Practical 
Science. Many siihjects of impoytancc come np among the teachings of snch 
an institution, calling for special experimental inqniry. in order to make onr know- 
ledge an the matters thns involved, more accui~~t~-sonietiiiie~ more practical. As 
ai1 illustration of such deficicncics in American l’mctical Science, me may allnde to  
the condition of our lmowledge of materirtln used in ~rcbitectuial arid enqinee~ing 
constrnutions in this cuuntry. With the exception of a very fen experiments IieGe 
and there made on onr ovu materials, the few priifessional inen in this conntry, who 
ever trouble themselves to  calciilate the proportions of a structure, are obliged,- 
with the aid of a somewhat questionable induction,-to depend tin the results, main- 
ly, of European observations made on European materials I The conduct of such 
researches, othervise necessarily expensive, mould be largely aided by practical men, 
immediately interested in the result- of snch inquiries. Indeed, wk have had the 
question more than once askect by these men, whether snch researches could not be 
practically undertaken by the In~t i tnte  -Wo make the remarks contained in this 
note in reference to coHe ) and (1 1) among others of the foregoing series, 
in  which the possession of for the conduct of these and similar rebearclies in 
practical Mechanics is thus contemplated. 

f A practical, and &t the same time economical, way of building iip the various 
Collections of models, in plaster, wood. and the metals, and in fitting up apparatus 
of ~~.nrioris kinds, would be found in the continnous employment of a skillfnl artisan. 
To this end, among this arrangements of a permanent establishment, there should be 
r o o m  suitably fiirnished for the employment of one or more xvorkmen, for these and 
similar purposes, under the direction of the Institute. The instruction i l ~  ?no&Zling 
would be given in this connection. With the iiae of steam as a means of warming 
and ventilation, the requisite facilities wonld be had for the iise of motive power. 
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garderiing treatment of the Institute Grotinds, if; instead of making plan- 
tations of trecs and shruliheries of a few of the more coimioii species, care 
were talieii to collect a11 extensiw I rprcseutatiori of different species, in- 
digenous and exotic, so far as means might be available to sncli an end. 
The Botanic Gardeii could have its assigned place on these Gromlds. 

Among the permanent collections of the Institute, the building up of a 
Library should, by  no Inearis, be ovei loolicd. h Polytechnic Iiistitutiori 
in addition to other resources needs a11 that can be obtained fiom the com- 
mand of books. Besides General Literatim, and General Ti eatises and 
Monographs 011 Tlieoretical and Practical Scimce, its L i b r q -  oiight to be 
completely supplied with the different Scientific, Tecliiiical and Artistic 
Journals, and the Transactions of Learned and Profkional  Societies, 
Foreign and American. 

CORPS OF IKSTRUCTORS. 

W e  come iri the last place to make a few reinarks concerning the Pro- 
fessorial Corps of the Institute. The idea of the Institute, in this particiLlar, 
comprchertdc: two classes of instructors in its a~orlc,--ltesidcnt and Kon- 
resident Professors, tlie former being snpposed to ]lave tlieir services 
exclusively engaged by the Institute, and the latter, whether actually 
resident in town or elsewhere, being employed to give instruction iu certain 
limited specialties, and of coarse not fiilly occupied in Institute service. 
B3y this meanq, the feature of dividing tlic labors of instruction in accor- 
dance with tliosc peculiarities of inchvidnal fitness for, a i d  cultivation of, 
certain specialties of knowlcdge, is intended to be made practically availa- 
ble ;--without wliich, the work, nal less than tlie results qf instruction, 
becomes a sorry buqiiiess to all concerncd. 

The following sc;liedule gives a statement of the Chairs qf Instruction 
proposed for the Imatitute, many of them, of course, having never been 
filled. 

CHAIRS OF INSTRUCTION.* 
Mathematics and Astronomy. 
Mechanics, Machines, and Constructions. 
aeneral Chemistry and Physics. 
Theoretical, Practical and Mining 

Descriptive Geometry and Geometrical 

Mining and Metallurgy. 
Architectural Design. 
Construction of Machines. 
Physical Geography. 

Physiology and Hyqiene. 
Geology. Political Economy and Jurisprudence. 

Graphics. Gymnastics. 
~ 

* No reference 1s made t o  nssistuntn of any kind.-the titles here given having 
respect solely to those who are snpposed t o  constitute members of the Institute 
Faculty,-that is Prqfessors in their respective ilep:trtmcnts, i n  the sense in mhich 
tbn Ford is legitimately used. 
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Geodesy and Topography. Bsthetics. 
English Composition and Criticism. 
Natural IIistoi-y. Ornamental Art. 
French and German Languages. Modelling. 
Intellectual and Ethical Philosophy. Inductive Philosophy. 
Railway Economy. Technical Chemistry, 
Free Drawing. Social Arithmetic and Statistics. 

I n  respect to the list of Chairs liere given, it may be remarked that the 
j r s t  ten only have actual incimbents. Tlie titles of those not yet filled are, 
of course, provisional, subject to silch niodificatioiis as uTould be suggested 
in fixing the limits and details of the departments of iiistruction to be here- 
after associa’ied with these Chairs ; in certain c:ises, a t,itle is more compre- 
hensive tliari woulcl distiiictly appear from its face ; and, in the progress of 

might and naturally would be subdivisions of t,liesc: departments consistent 
with the greatest efficiency iri their practical adniiiiistration. 

I t  will be noticed that ‘‘ Civil Eugiuir:ering,” <‘ Mining Engineering,” 
etc., do riot appear in the list of professorial titles. I n  our own view of 
this matter, we can scarcely avoid thinking that there would Le equal pro- 
priety in  uniting, in one person, as a Pr?jEs.sor (f Meclicine, an entire faculty 
of tencliers of i ts  various component parts,-Anatomy and Physiology, 
Pathology, Therapeutics, hiatcria Medica, etc.,-as in investing any single 
person with the functions o f  instruction in the extensive arid very diferent 
branches of knowledge which properly make up the professional education 
of the Engineer, arid styling such an one a Professor of Civil Zngineering. 
Such a practice,--uiikuowlI~,ii so far as we are aware among the Polytechnic 
Institutions of Europe,*-does not scem to us ciitirely co~npatible with 
the realization of that degree of extended, exact, and practical instruction 
whicli the present state of engineering knowledge would appear to demand 
a t  the hands of its professional teac1iers.f 

Landscape Gardenirig. 

\ Institute development, with any coiisiderablc iuicre:ise of stiudentn, these 

* Tlie titles of the  subject,^ of’ stndy in the various programmes of the courses 
given in connection with the notices of these iiistitutioris,-pages 9 to 30,-are, in 
general, coincident. with those of the professorships in the same institutions. + We cannot speak from niuch actual knowledge of the interpretation practically 
held by “ Professors of Civil Engineering,” in respect to what constitutes profes- 
sional learning, and we shonld exceedingly regret to make a single assumption in- 
consistent with the strictest justice to a11 concerned ; we beg, therefore, that tlle 
above rernark bc uridcrstood us an expression of a simple p e r $ ,  although snygcsted 
to the rnind of the writer by conddei,ations, the force of which he cannot well resist. 

It not unfreqnently hapliens t,hat students cmie to the lnstitute with the idca 
that ’‘ Civil Eiigingering ” consists esscntiallv in a k n o ~ l t ~ d g c  of hlstrzimen.tal E-ield 
Operations--t1iat is, of mere surveying, st&ing out, mmwring, etc ,-apparently 
entirely ignoi,ant that the objeats to be secured by these very necessary nlsriliary 
operations are thc Coizstrvctior~ of H’o~ks, which must or should be duly designed by 
the Bhgineer. Alas ! we fear that rrinriy more 3Iissouri acc~itlcnts,-to say nothing 
of hundreds of similar one8 which destroy property, not life,-will be reyuircd to 
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In  connection with this subject, we will add a further remark. I n  
the ndmiiiistrative economy of the Institute, a depnrtment of conrlicct is 
associated with the various ilcpartllleiits of Iiistructioii, i i i  respect to all of 
which records itre made and class st,aiidings obtained.” IVe hai-c~ for xmie 
time thought that, with tlie increasing n~iniber of students at the Institute, 
a necessity x~ould soon arise for the creation of an ofEco whose clutics 
should have reference solely to  the coilduct of students,-the incnnil)ciit 
of which to be a chief in the depart,niciit of conduct, a$ a Professor of 
Mathematics is, in the department of riiat,heiiiatics. The titlc o I  the ofiicer 
is not very inaterial ; he might be called a Proctor, as in the I~~iiglieh 
Universities! though better, we tliiuk, a C o n i n s r x r d w f ,  as in certaiii oihur 
instituti0ns.t The P m f c w r s h i p  of Gymnastics might verj- nppropid,ely 
be joined, at least for a time, to sneh an office,-uniting the functions of 
both in the same properl?- qualified person. Of course, all this necd riot 
entail tlie necessity of makirig the 1ristitut)e R Ah’Zlltary Instc‘tution,--uot 
even of putting its students uiider a military goveriiment, as at the Ecole 
Polyteclriiiqiie ; although in conuectiou with the d d y  clrilis in practical 
Gymnastics and in d l  others of a, physical kind, the iiitroductioii of the 
precision of movement characteristic of militarv tiaiuing, would, we be- 
lieve, be of 110 inconsiderahie advantage to the studriits, as 7vell as to tlic 
general interests of the Institution. 

teach our people that an Eiipinew’s education should be something diKerent from 
t,liat too generally received in this country ;-his mat.ricnliition i n  the field with 
knowlcdse enougli t o  drive a st::Bc or hold :I rod, and his Tirtunl graduation in the 
same theatre when hi. h:is hecorne safficirntly learned to i’un a line or determine a 
level ;-and,.indeed, to cowerat, tho very prevalent disliosition with the p o p l a r  mind 
to be satisfied with superfici:dit,y and empivieism under the much abused name and 
much more specious foim of “ practical ” ( I )  knovledge.-As if there could be any  
really practical knowledge, in conflict with tlie immutable laws of nature !-As if 
one must be disqualified to heeoine a ‘‘ practical man,” after having acquired even 
a Zittlc accurate knowledge of these laws ! 

This department takes 
eogniz:ince of the characteristics of each student’s general eonduct,-hia attendance 
a t  all class or section exercises,-his deportment when present, etc.,-of all which a 
record iJ macle, and an order in class standisag obtained by an induction founded on 
these data. This, with a series of similar class standings in each of the departments 
of instruction, gives a liasis for tlie determination of a Central Order ?f Class Stand- 
ing, i n  which tlie relative weight of t,lie different departments is’included, as well as 
the relative order of standing of the stitdent in each of those depart,ments. 

t The associations connceted with the office of a Proctor would make this some- 
what iirtdesirttble, apart from the fact that the principles of government of the Insti- 
tute are, as we hope they may ever be, very different from those which obtain a t  
the English UniverEities. 

* See “ Institlife Statutes,”-Annual Register for 1866. 

1 
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I n  respect to the practical realization of the views which have been pre- 
sented on the preceding pages, we submit the following remarks : 

Whatever else may be deemed desirable towards the improvement of the 
Institute, the first step taken should, undoubtedly, In the order of rdative 
importance, look to the immediate consideration of a suitahle site and the 
requisite structiires for an appropriate and permanent estalilishment. With 
the experience nom possesed by the Institute it will lie practicable to take 
full cognizance not only of its immediate but prospective wants ; and, ac- 
cordingly, in the projection of a design for architectural and gardening ini- 
provements, its study should be complete for all that may be proposed in 
connection with such a site ; or if there should be any doubtful points, dis- 
posing of them in a manner to bring theni within the control of future 
contingencies. 

But it is scarcely to be expected that a design regulated by  such prin- 
ciples could be wholly executed immediately ; neither wonld it be neces- 
sary, for parts of it must have reference to future rather than present wants ; 
and besides, the means for carrj ing out so extended a system of iniprove- 
ments, it is hardly to be presumed, would be at  once available. Hence would 
arise the necessity, not less than propriety, of determining, in advance, how 
much of the general design shonld admit of immediate execution. I n  the 
absence of anything but conjecture as to the amount of means which may 
be found available for carrying forward these improvements, it would be 
utterly futile to make such an inquiry, a t  this time, even if a design were 
fully matured ; with, hovever, the necessary preliminaries settled, the 
question, what nnd how much should be first done, may be easily answered 
before striking a blow towards the actual execution of any part of it. 
Whatever be done, now or hereafter, in the execution of any portion of a 
scheme of improvements thus projected, should be in strict conformity, both 
in style and treatment, to the design which may finally be adopted, a t  least 
so far as shall I J ~  practicable,-a mode of procedure essential to the due 
preservation of that measure of unity and harmony, which ought to be a 
desideratum, both in the design and execution of these and similar works. 

Simultaneously, with the building up of structures and improvement of 
grounds, could steps be taken for establishing the foundations of many of 
those much needed auxiliaries to instruction,-the scientific, technical, and 
artistic collections,-which would then become so far advanced towards 
practical attainment, that there would a t  least be rooms for their due pres- 
ervation and use. 

, 
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I n  respect to additional officers of instruction, it sliolilil be iemarl i~d,  that 
the want of the requisite rooms and collections would be an obstacle, even 
if there were 110 other, in the way of much progress in this direction. 
Such additions, how important soever to the full realization of the Institute 
plans, must, for the most part, remain in abeyance until permanent and 
suitable building improvements shall have made a degree of actual progress, 
sufficient to justify the expediency not less than the practicability of effect- 
ing the necessary arrangements for the realization of results so desirable. 

CONCLUSION. 

W e  have seen that, in those States of Continental Europe wilere we 
have long been accustomed to look for the best systems of general educa- 
tion, there are indications, as suggestive as they are numerous and striking, 
of a new phase of educational progress, the complete history of which 
scarcely extends farther back than the beginning of the present century, 
a large part, indeed, not beyond the limits of the past thirty years. In- 
stitutions have sprung up at  numerous points, with establishments, in some 
cases, of palatial magnificence,-with extended and costly collections,-with 
well-organized faculties of accomplished instructors,-with large and increas- 
ing numbers of students in attendance,-with, in short, all of those indica- 
tions of intelligent appreciation, by government and people, which, in the 
history of these institutions, are among their most remarkable and note- 
worthy features.” W e  have already indicated the leading features of this 
great educational movement, in the sketches which were given of the 
principal Technical Institutions of France and Germany, in a former part 
of this paper ; and, in a subsequent review of these institutions, we at- 
tempted to illustrate the idea of the Polytechnic Institution, by a descrip- 
tion of its leading characteristics as they would be found displayed in the 
objects, curriculum, and methods, of a typical or generalized representative. 
Our main object in all this, as had been previously stated, was to prepare 
the way for a more intelligent and complete understanding of our own In- 
stitution. W e  have at  no time intended to present a formal argument for 
Polytechnic Institutions as a class, nor in any special sense for the Institute 

* It has been seen tliat, at the Polytechnic Institute of Vienna done, there mas, 
in 1852, an attendance of 3400 students, of whom about, 1700 were in regular 
classes. And according to Prof. Playfair’B estimate, made during the same year, “at  
least 1X.00~~ well-qualified student9 are being every year sptematically instructed in 
the industrial institutions of Germany,” i n  addiiion to 3t1.000 to 40,1100 students 
who attend partial courses.--“ Industrial Instruction on the Continent.-London, 
1852. 
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itself. So far as 
the Polytechnic Institution of the Continent of Europe is concerned, it may 
very properly be said that it has already had too long a period in which 
to  try its usefulness, to  be considered at this day in any respect an experi- 
ment. Its necessity to the State, its manifold usefulness to the people, and 
its spirit not less than its capacity of adaptation to the great and pressing 
wants of the present era in man’s progress, have been too well and too 
long understood, to leave occasion for wasting words, in mere discnssion of 
these points. W e  have therefore preferred to be suggestive rather than 
argumentative, feeling confident that the facts which have been presented 
in connection with the objects, characteristics, and results of this class of 
edmxtional institutions, would appeal most forcibly to the common-sense 
appreciation of every intelligent and thoughtful man. 

But while indications such as these exist on the Continent of Europe, i t  
is far otherwise in this country. W e  have, it is true, a number of ‘‘ Scien- 
tific Schools” in connection with as many different ClasPical Colleges ; we 
have four or five institutions, recently established, which at least use the 
word ‘( Polvtechnic” as a part of their respective titles; and we have finally 
the institution located in our midst ; but we have little which, in any proper 
sense, can represent to us the idea of a completely appointed Polytechnic 
Institution.” It, might well be a matter of marvel that, with a country 
possessing natural resources so extraordinary, and permitting every reason- 
able freedom of action in schemes of private enterprise, we should still be, 
in our educational resources for the advancement of“ iiidustrial instruction, 
a fiill quarter of a century beliind some of tlie more or less despqtic States 
of Continental Europe. But it should not be supposed, because there is 
a t  the present time so little opportunity for this kind of educational culture 
in the United States, that a corresponding indifference and inappreciation 
prevail in regard to it. Evidences of a desire for sonirthing better are 
by no means wantiiig. Of these, to mention no other, the Schools of 
Science already allnded to-the establishing of which has beeome quite a. 
fashion of late-afford illostrations directly in point ; since there can be 
little question that these institutions owe their existence to indications of a 
popular sentiment which could not be misunderstood. 

Much has been said, within a few years past, on the subject of a Nat;on- 
a1 University, to be located somewhere in the United States; the history 

W e  have not deemed this necessary, or even expedient. 

* We have not mentioned in the foreqoing enumeration the two Government Tnsti- 
tutions.-the Jlilitaw and Naval Academies. These tmo institutions,--thf. former 
of wliich has long been doinq equal liouor and service to t,he c.outitrS,--althongh 
belonging to the class of Polytechnic Institution>, are restricted to certaiu hranclies 
of Government Service. 
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of which, besides being eminently suggestive in its various bearings, is in 
point as furnishing evidence of a siniilttr public sentiment in favor of 
scientific and industrial instruction. W e  are aware of the attention which 
was attracted to the niiinerous meetings and discnssions, held in a neigh- 
boring city, four or five years ago, and of the interest which W ~ E  created 
in behalf of the proposition to establish sneh an institution in that city. 
Men proiniiient in letters and science were invited to attend these meet- 
ings; they mere also attended by many of thP leading citizens who 
participated or wete interested in the discussions which took pl:ice. A 
Lpgislative charter was obtained ; and, iii the fall of 1850, the follo\Ting 
announcements were made of the opening of the scientific and industrial 
department of the proposed University. 

‘‘ sC€lOOL OB NATURAL AND APPLIED SCIENCE.” 

Principlez and Practice of Agr ird ture .  
Cheini\try applied to  Agriczcltzlre and the 

Civil and Nechnnical Engiweering. 
Jfaneralogy, Jfetallurg!l, and .Wining. 

Arts. illeteorology and Physical Geography. 
zoo lop^ and Cmnpcwative Anatotny. Geology and P a l ~ o n t o l o g y .  w * 

A*tronomy.” 

“It  is debigned to have these brandies taiiqht with special reference to their 
practical apphcatiou iii the va,~w’ious pursnitfi of life. 

“The import.tnre of pwae iting tlic mexiis nnd facilities for acquiring n knowledge 
of Scient& Agriculture a n l  of Engineering, is daily inorcasing in proportion as the 
rapid cievelopnient of the physical resources of the country is proareesinq. 

*‘ Under the former will  be included Prineiplrs and Practice of Scient i jc  Agri- 
culture ; Chemixtry, CT~ologt/, Hotang and Vegetable Physiology, Zoology and Ani- 
m a l  Physiology ; Neteorologv und Physical Ueographg in their various applications 
to aqricnlture. Under E n p e e r i n g  mill be included Hathematics as applied to 
eriqineeiing and mining, Natural PhiloxopIiy as applied to the nicclienic arts axid 
machinery, Metulluigy, Geology, arid ilfincralogy in their applications to engineer- 
ing.”+ 

I n  accordance with these announcement?, several courses of lectures 
were given during the subsequent year ; and yet, although started under 
awpices apparently so favorable to coniplete succesy we believe that the 
results were not very satisfactory, either to the accomplished men of 
science who assisted to inaugurate the undertaking, or to the public-spirit- 
ed citizen3 who prompted and snstained it. 

* Circular ?f the Universit!/ of Albany,-Alban,y, 1651. 
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An interesting question might naturally arise as to the causes of a fail- 
ure apparently so decided. This we do not intend to discuss ; although 
in passing we venture to rernark that we cannot attribute this result solely 
to the effect of circiinistances incident to imniature and undeveloped 
arrangements at the opening of this enterprise; nor do we believe it 
would be difficult to show that there are obstacles to be encountered ut the 
very threshold of‘ such an undertaking, which would forbid tlie expectation 
of materiallp better results in a secwiid essay of the same kind, even with 
more complete initial arrangements.” 

Our motive, however, in alliidiiig to the University movement was not 
to criticise it, but to call atteiitiori to certain significant charact,eristics of 
ita more immediate results, those, especially, which were prefigured in tlie 
announcements of 1851. S o  far as tlie mere titles of certain proposed 
courses of lectures and the brief explanations whicli accompany them, 
can be made the basis of a definite judgment as to the objects and plans 
of an educational institution, it, \voulil seem to be reasonably certain, that 

* I t  may be deemed by those who have ttiought littlc on this sul,ject-perlieps 
by ottiera who have thought mucli-soiiiewli:t presurnljtnous t,o offer a ’udgnrent 
diff’erent froin that impliedly rendered by tlie many eminent scientific and literary 
men who were most conspicuous in the movement fur such an edncatioiial iii- 
stitution. Our convictions are, nevertheless, that one of the most seriocs obstacles 
to  the legitimate suecess of the kind of institntion proposed, would be found i n  the 
difficulty of comnianding a sufficient number of students, to constitute a permanent 
and paying nocleus of an audi toihn,  disposed to avail thcinselves of the teachings o i  
“ IIi,qher Scieuce,” ?cJio would be found  qualified with the requisite ediieational 
preparation to  wake such teuchings practically available. Of course, we do 
do not snppose that the!.e would be tiny difficulty in erecting buildings, furnishing 
collectiotis, arid even eiadoioi72y professorships for such an institution. Moncy will 
do all this ; and under cert,ain cii.ciimstanccs there is little difficnlty, in obtaining 
it ; but while the Professor’s safety would in this inanner be provided for, be might 
still be compelled to Iecture to enipty benche~. This may be saying a gooJ den1 ; 
but we commend it to tlie attention of those who suppose that any considerable 
audience of students, prepared to liateri to  expositions of subjects of theoretical or 
practieal science, reqniiing, for esamplr, the use of the lii@ier mathemetiea, is 
reasoncibly to be expected, when the oldest ani1 most prominent of our classical 
institut,ions requite but the mere eleineiits of algebra atid geometry in their edo- 
ucational ~(iurdes. And what is now predicated of the higher departments of 
mathematics, mechanics, astronomy, and physics, iS scarcely less true of t h t  higher 
inquiries connected with chemistry, mineralogy, natural history, geology, and 
geography. 

We yield to none ia the earnestness of our convictions of tlie need of opportunities 
in this eoiintry for thc study of tlic higher inqnii-ies i n  science,-of our  need, if i t  
shall be so-called, of a ‘‘ University” for ltie :iccomplishment of sucli an end ; but 
we first need-wli:it Germany has and we linve not--n system of secondary instrnc- 
tion which sliall be capable of fiu-nidiing tlic requisite disciplinary preparation to 
students dispojed to enter upon such higher instruction. + There is nu iiitimatiori in these announeenicnts that a geocral curriculum was 
to  be adoptcd ; indeed, the  pi-esiiinptiou would be aqrinst such a supposition, since 
the idea seeiris to have prevailed that the University, like its German prototypes, 
should allow each student to pnrsue a n y  o m  OT more of the several courses,-leiving 
him free to make out his own course of study. 

b 
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the aims of those concerned in the arrangement of these preliminary de- 
tails, were little different from those which in other places have ~rigiriated 
Polytechnic Institutions.! I t  seems, indeed, sufficiently evident that this 
movement, in respect to which t,here was so much discussion elicited and 
interest excited, when i t  came to involve the consideration of the details 
of a practical orpnization, conducted at  once to the adoption of measures 
for scientific and indnst,rial instruction. Of course, it is not here assumed 
that, in the mode of carrying out its various measures, the UniTTersity 
est,ablishment would 1i:ive horne much resenihlance to a Polyteclinic Insti- 
tution ; but it is enough for our present purpose to have been able to show, 
with snfficient. distinctness, that, in the generaE ohjects of the proposed insti- 
tution, the desire of its managers was to provide certain facilities for the 
instruction of that class of stiident,P, for whose complete educational train- 
ing Polytechnic Institutions are more or less especially designed. 

Wi th  these evidences-and they might he multiplied by a consideration 
of the subject from other p i n k  of view-it would be unreasonable to con- 
clude that h e r e  is any real lack of interest among tlie American people 
in respect t.o scientific and indust,rial iiist~ruction. Rut while there can be 
no doubt of the existence of a pervading and growing desire anlorig our 
peopie for such instruction, it is not, to be ovcilooked or denied that there 
are obstacles to tlie most satisfactory educationd progress in this direction. 
A restless spirit of activity arid e:iterprise, partly from inheritancc., though 
largely from f:tr~oi+~g circumstances, has come to wear t.he appearance of 
a permanent national characteristic. With this is naturally enongh asso- 
ciated an impatience, very frequently exhi1)ited by oiir Srrirrican youth, 
for a transition the most, rapid throng11 the " days of pupilage," the ever 
pressing consideration in the mind of the student looking less to the excel- 
lence of the training to be acquired, than to the shortness of the time in 
which it may he accomplislied. '' Education ' I  under snch circumstances 
is more lilcely to involve crudeness and snperficialit,y than brradth and accu- 
racy of knowledge, to say nothing of the practical impossibility of realiz- 
ing one of the most important of the immediate results of' all true educa- 
tion,-a well-balanced and well-regnlated mental discipline. 

Nor is this state of things inconsistent with the pervading appreciation 
of popular educ:it.ion which obtains in this country. There is, perhaps, no 
people more alive to the iniportance of diffusing the advantages of such an  
education than our own. But with facilities for primary education so gen- 
erally accessible, that to be imalrle to " read and write " is justly considered 
a reproach alike to the individual so distinguished and to the community 
that tolerates him ; with facilities for the diffusion of " popular knowledge I '  

i 
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by means of lectures, books, and periodicals, the most unrestricted that 
can well be conceived or desired ; wit11 advantages such as these, and yet, 
it is most undeniable that, as a people, we are not correspondinglp remark- 
able for always avoiding the delivery of very superficial judgments on ques- 
tions, which properly demand more or less of careful examination and strict 
scientific scrutiny. I n  fact, with intelligence and invention to a degree 
which has become proverbial, there can be litt,le question that we manifest 
a propensity to adopt the views and patronize the niethods of the sciolist 
and empiricist quite as readily, to say the least, as those of the more exact- 
ing but often less pretentious scientist. 

But, in fine, whatever be the causes of such a state of tliings, or reme- 
dies which might be inost relied on for their removal, it may be safely 
asserted that, if any country can be benefitted by the establisliment of 
Polytechnic Institutions for the diffusion of the advantnges of a thorough 
and cornprehensive system of scientific, technical, and artistic education, 
then no other country on the globe could expect to reap so large retrirns, 
in every way, from the estiihlisliment of such institutions, as our own. 
But in order for institutions of' this class to acliieve the objects for which 
tliey are properly created, they must be permitted--we say more, they 
ouglit to be required-to set forth carefully studied curricula, reasonably 
comprehensive and judiciously proportioned, whi~l i  should be rigoroudy 
carrrit:d out in ull  their pnrts in respect to every rccipient of graduation 
honors. Such characteristics, stringently enforced, would be somewhat un- 
palatable to the taste which at present more or less generally prevails in this 
country, but tliey are such as even now find many friends among us, while 
they would rapidly gain in popularity among the thoughtful and discrimi- 
nating on every side." 

e. 

I 
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* We are unconscious of the least, proclivity towards the Procrustean idea of corn- 
pellirig every body to submit to the same system or  even to the saiiie quantitv 
of edncational training. Wliile we frankly adinit t,liat our sjmpatliiee are fully en'- 
Listed in behalf of what may be called Polytechnic training, we have throuhhont 
these pages had in view the educational interests of certain classes, though -large 
and important, in every highly civilized state. We have not dreamed of substitu- 
tiag our system as such for every other. Weitlier should we deem it rea- 
sonable to expect that every aspirant, for the career of an Engineer or other pro- 
fessional Technist, mould br able to comply with a prescribed formula as to the degree 
of educational training. But we would, nevertheless, establish definite standarJs 
of profeasional educat,ion ; and while the educational in6tituLion should be open 
alike to those who were and to those who were not, able to take complete courses 
of instruction, the distinction of graduation-of authorized professional preparation 
-should be unequivocally and substantially marked, not in the mere fact of a 
certain period of time having been fulfilled,-as if this could be any proof of ac- 
quired scholarship!-but in the exhibilion of rigorous and svstematic tests of the 
full and satisfactory grasp of the various parts of the courses bresoribed for gradua- 
tion honors. 



so 
Institutions for educational purposes, organized upon such bases and ad- 

ministered in accordance with stioh principles, are, we believe, desiderata in 
our rapidly growing country. They would do much unquestionably towards 
the training of bodies of men adapted to the carrying out of a rational 
and judicious professional practice in the various departments of industrial 
development ; and, to say iiothing else, they would iti due time contribute 
not a little to the development of a sounder popular jiidgmcnt, in respect to 
many of the most important questions which naturally interest a free, and 
active, and enterprising people, conscious of the possession of material re- 
sources and the various elements of a national prosperity, unparalleled in 
the history either of ancient or modern times. 

B. FRANKLIN GREENE, 
DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE, 

and A ofessor of Jfechanics, 
Muchines, and Constructions. 
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POSTCRIPT. 
The forepoinq papcr was, for the most part, written and put to pi'ess, prior to the 

first of January ; but the pressure of professional duties of more irnuwili,ile urgency 
has compelled II complete snspension of its concluding portions until the pi esent 

I 

time. 

TROY, May loth,  1856. 
B. F. G. 



The nndersignd, a Coniniittee appointed by the Trustees of the ltans- 
selaer Polytechnic Institute to the immediate charge of the ger~eral inter- 
ests of this Institution, in connection with a proposed movemerlt for its 
permancut establishment, submit to  the citizens of Troy the following 
statement : 

A movement is now proposed by the Trustees, which has for its object, 
tlze qp3’op’r.iute and pernacriieid establis?Lment of tlic Institute, on a suatable 
site, within the lzrnits of the city of Troy. 

It may be known to many of the citizen3 of Troy, that the Trustees of 
the Institute have had in contemplation, for several years paat, the ultimate 
establishment of this institution on a pcrniancnt basis, and 011 a scale more 
worthily adapted to its educational objects. The inercasing urgency of such 
a step became at kngth so apparent that, in the fall of 1S53, measures 
were taken for a careful examination of the catended plateau east of the 
city, with a view to tlie selection of a plot of ground for an Institute site. 
Since the adoption of these initiatory measures, there has been considera- 
ble discussion on the sulijeet of a site, but no definite conclusion was reache& 
until quite recently, when a selectioii of ground was finally made which has 
been adopted bp the Board of Trustees, with entire unanimity, as its choice 
for a permanent location of the Institute Establishment. 

The plot of ground \\liieh ha4 thus been selected, and in respect of which 
terms of sale and right of refusal have already been obtained from its pres- 

a mile in a north-westerly direction from the City Hall. The tract is rect- 
angular in form, and comprises rather more than thirty acres in extent, with 
a surface which, while for the most part nearly level or slightly undula- 
ting, rises gradually from all sides towards its centre. The culminating or 
central portions of the ground command extensive views in  all directions.- 
Such are the general characteristics of the plot of ground selected for the 
site of a proposed permanent establishment of tlie Institute ; it is believed 

\ ent owners, is very eligibly situated at a distance of about three-fourths of 

11 
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that they are such as to adapt it in an emiuent degree to the wants of the 
institution, in ihe general carrying out of its plans of future development.” 

The necessary steps are now being taken towards the elaboration 01 
complete architectural and gardening designs, which will provide for the 
distribution, proportions, and construction of the various buildings, and for 
the treatment in detail of the grounds to be embracedin the Institute purchase. 
I t  is intended that the designs for the architectural constructions and 
gardening of grounds, shall be studied with reference to the probable fu- 
ture as well as the present wants of a completely developed Po14 technic 
Institute, and that these designs shall provide for a unity of purpose, a 
harmony of treatment, and perpetnity of results, in accordance with the 
dignity of the objects of such an institution. I t  is, however, expected 
that, while the designs shall be complete in themselves, so far as possible, 
their execution can be but partially realized a t  first, or a t  thc most, only 
in proportion to the means obtained for this ol?ject,-in which case the 
first constructions will embrace those parts of the whole which shall be 
deemed necessary for the more immediate wants of the Institution. 

The foregoing statement snfficiently indicates the present position of the 
Board of Trustees. The Trustees are desirous not only of effecting a per- 
manent establishment of the Institute, but they fully concur in the views 
of the Director, as exhibited in the preceding paper, in respect both to the 
wisdom and expediency of making full provisions for the appropriate 
development of its educational plans. 

W i t h  the ample response which has been made by  the Director to the 
request of the Committee, there is little occasion for further explanations 
under this head-that is, in  respect to W h a t  the hsti tute would desire to do. 
The business of the iindersigned is evidently reduced to the consideration 
of the practical question, Can the educational plans of the Institute be 
realized ? 

But a reference to the statements of the Director, in respect to the prcs- 
ent position of the Institute, will sbow, satisfactorily, it  is believed, 
that even the last question may be reduced to a much simpler one,- 
Can a suficient amount of funds be raised to carry out tii~sb proposed 
improvements ? This is really the gist of the whole question, in respect 
to  a proposed permanent establisliment of the Institute in connection 
with a full development of its educational plans. There is no other 
_ _  

*The proposed site may be thought by some to include more q o u n d  than is neces- 
sary. The question “How much, as a minimum quantity, would suffice for tho 
wants of the Institute,” can only be intelligently answered, by a due coiasideretion of 
the details of the requirements which must be fulfilled in the proper carrying out of 
the Institute plans. I n  the present cage, i t  can be made sufficiently evident that 
there is no excem of grmnd embraced within the proposed purchase. 

I 
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qu,estion, as such, involved in the present issue. There can be but one 
opinion in the minds of those intimately acquainted with the present state 
of things, that the Institute might pass nt a single stride from the limited 
operations incident to the constrained circunistances xhich now circum- 
scribe its action, to the full woiking results of a completely appointed 
Polytechnic Institution, if it  were placed in possession of those merely 
material resources in respect to buildings, collections, etc., essential to the 
idea of such an institution. The Institute asks for nothing but money in 
order to the accomplishment of all its plans. 

There is peculiar propriety in enabling the Institute to realize its hopes 
of becoming at least a worthy counterpart of its European contemporaries. 
For  nearly twenty years this institution was the only School of Practical 
Science in the United States. The impetus which its teachings early gave 
to the proper study of Chemistry, Natural History, and Geology, although 
occasionally acknowledged,” is scarcely possible of adequate appreciation 
at  the present time. I ts  graduates, whether as Chemists, Geologists, or 
Naturalists, were so instructed by its teachings, so disciplined by its unique 
system of training, that they were able to make their knowledge at  once 
practically available, either in successful subsequelit studies for the advance- 
ment of science itself, or in equally successfd applications of it to the 
demands of active life. For  not only was the Institute 
distingnished for its teachings in the branches of science already named, 
but it also became known for its early introduction of a course of practical 
studies in connection with the “Applications of Mathematical and Physical 
Science to Civil Engineering,” which, although lacking much of the sys- 
tematic and extended treatment of later times, nevertheless, contributed 
available helps to the educational fitting-out of a body of men who have 

* At the Albany meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, in Auqiiqt, 1851, a session of the Association was held on the invitation of 
the Institute, a t  its Rooms in Troy. The following extract is taken frorn an editorial 
notice of this ses-ion i n  one of the daily papers : 

“ PROF. Acassrz,-thc Presi(1ent for that year-said, ‘ the Association had met 
here, at the invitation of the HENSSELAER IW~ITUTE, an institution founded for the 
Advancement of Science ; i t  was therefore highly proper that the Association should 
meet here, and he only regretted that time would not admit of their remaining 
lonqev.’ 

PROF. W. B. ROGERs,-in an introduction to his paper on the Passing of Anti- 
clznal Axes into Faults,-paid a very happy tribute\ to the memory of Mr. VAN 
REVMELAER, the Founder of the Institute which bears his name. He  said that, ‘ He 
had left a legacy the richest that man can transmit ; the results of his liberality in 
establishing this instilution-a more meritorious than which the country could not  
boast-were seen in the progress of science ; an EATON, the true teacher of Philnso- 
phy, had sent out some of the most distinguished on the roll of scientific men ;’ and 
Prof. It. said, that for himself and his associates, he felt it due that on this occasion 
the memory and labors of these two men should bc held in recollection.’”-Troy 
Daily Whig, August 18th, 1851. 

* 
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Nor was this all. 
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done useful service to their country in the construction of its various public 
and private works. The services of the Institute are the more note-worthy 
in this direction, inasniuch as, with the exception of instruction incidentally 
given at  the U. 8. Military Acadeniy on this subject, in association with 
the courses on Military Engineering, there was no other institution in the 
country where any instiiiction was given in direct connection with the 
wants of the Civil Engineer, until within a f e v  yesrs past. 

The Trustees of the Institute, although in their official relations invested 
with the guardianship of this institution, have, it need scarcely he mentioned, 
no personal interests to serve, beyond tho consciousness of having striven to 
discharge faithfully the duties imposed upon them as public servants in 
charge of a public trust. For the Institute, although possessed of corpo- 
rate powers and privileges, is, in every essential respect, a public institution ; 
as such it is an object of public interest to all citizens, alike to those who are 
and to those wlio are not its official guardians. I t  is, therefore, not less the 
duty than it is thointerest of the latter to bring this whole question of Institute 
Improvement before that portion of the general co1n:nunity wlio have been, 
and must ever be more irnmcdiately interested in the success of this insti- 
tution. Citizens at  laige, of this and otlier states, are paiticipants in its 
educational a d v a n t a p  ; but it is reserved for those thns locally related, to 
possess that additional and liiglier interest, which, in a certain sense, pro- 
ceeds from immediate proprietorship. Like that grand principle of oppo- 
site and equal e&& nhich pervades all physical action, so every success 
worthily achieved in pulAic estimation, in the onward inarch of such an 
institution, sends back a full equivalent of honorable reconipense to projec- 
tors and founders ; each is a paitieipant in its nieeds and gratulations, as 
each is a party interested in its lcgitiu~ate tliumphs. 

I t  is not therefore as suppliants for favors to themselves, in view of their 
official relations to this institution, that the Trustees, or the iuembers of the 
Coiiiinittee that now represent them, apptar before the public; on the cnn- 
trary, Nliile clischa~giiig tlie duties of a liigh and responsible trust to the 
Institute itself, they are constraiued to believe that they are doing but sirn- 
ple and equal justice to the appreciative iiitelligence and public spirit of the 
citizens of Troy, by preseiiting this matter in its various aspects for their 
full and careful consideration. 

IIIRAM SLOCUM, THOMAS C. BRINPMADE, 
JOHN A. GELISWOLD, JOHN B. TIISBITS, 
JOSEI’lI AI. WARIEN, JONATIIAN E. WHIPPLE,  
JONATIIAN ISDU’AIiDF, J3. PliANIiLIK GRFENE. 

~ O S I l l l T T E E  OF l’RIJSTI<I<S. 
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